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National TV: Quiet
The marketplace is still
tight, as networks await
secord-quarter holds
before releasing inven-
tory for scatter What
inventory is released is
expected to continue to
sell at double digits
above upfront.

Net Cables Slow
Entertainment netwcrxs
are starting to move
higher -priced prime -
time inventory, out only
at mid -single -digit CPM
increases. News is s cw.

Spot TV: Sluggish
It's been a weak Janu-
ary thus far. Packagec
goods are aown, as are
movies. Fast food is
holding its ovvr. A slight
overall upt ck for March
is expected.

Radio: So -So
It's been a slower -then -
expected kickoff to
1997. Most station SE les
managers are reporting
decent, if not spectacu-
lar, numbers. !Business
is expected to pick up in
the coming weeks.

Magazines: Warming
Women's books and
men's fashion titles are
looking hard at March
and April; hoping for
good news from fash-
ion and cosmetics
advertisers as first-half
schedules take shape.
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ABC Gets "Politically Incorrect"
It's uncensored. It's unpredictable.

It's the most original thing to happen
to Late Night since the monologue.

It's Politically Incorrect with
Bill Maher and it's now on ABC Late
Night - the perfect home for its
irreverent and topical brand of humor.

This month's shows feature today's
hottest stars like Gany Shandling,
Dana Carvey, Coolio, Dennis Miller
and Joan Rivers, plus figures from the
political world, including former
Texas governor Ann Richards, Rep.
Pat Schroeder of Colorado and
Wyoming senator Alan Simpson.

Politically Incorrect, which earned
a devoted following on Comedy
Central (plus an armload of Cable
ACE awards), comes to ABC without
a single change in its free-for-all
format - or in its attitude.

So viewers can expect the same
fireworks and uncensored madness
they've come to love. The only differ-
ence is that now Politically Incorrect

Bill Maher stars in Politically Incorrect.

follows Nightline, Late Night's #1
news and information program and
the natural lead-in for a talk show that
takes on the hottest topics of the day.

Like Nightline, Politically
Incorrect attracts an urban, upscale,
educated audience. But it also delivers
the other thing you've come to expect
from Late Night - big laughs.

Check out the new Politically Incorrect website at abc.com/pi.

ABC/AA Million Mile Giveaway
In February, ABC and quent flyer promotion in This exciting sweep -

American Airlines will network history. The stakes is just the begin -
kick off the first ever fre- ABGAA "Watch & ning of a series of

Fly"" Giveaway awards marketing alliances in

Al tA

one million free development between
AAdvantage miles to a ABC and American
lucky viewer. Details will Airlines.
be made available this Keep watching! Keep

AmericanAltikies month in every flying!
AAdvantage statement.

ABC Most Watched Network in Primetime!
Over the course of the average

week in the fourth quarter, more
people watched ABC Primetime than
any other network. From Monday at
8 PM through Sunday at 11 PM, ABC
reached over 142 million viewers
which is 5% more than NBC, 13%
more than CBS and 57% more than
Fox.*

ABC continues to dominate adults
18-49, the audience most coveted by
advertisers. Season to date ABC wins
39% of the Primetime half-hours
among A18-49 versus 11% for CBS,
30% for NBC and 20% for Fox.**

Once again ABC captured three
nights and placed four programs in the
top 10 among A18-49.**

Other big news included ABC's
Wednesday night lineup shake-up last
December. Grace Under Fire moved
to its new 8 PM position, followed by
Coach, Drew Carey and Ellen. Ellen
moved from 8 PM to 9:30 PM in
ABC's new lineup and its original
telecasts posted a 37% gain (A18-49
over the three week span of 12/4-
12/18) versus its prior performance
earlier in the evening (7.8 vs. 5.7).
Since the reshuffling occurred, the
network has held advantages among
A18-49 of 76% versus CBS, 44%
versus NBC, and 10% versus Fox.

'Source: Nil Client Cume System, I spot per 1/4 hour in

Primetime, for each week from 9/16 through 12/22.
**Source: 6/11, 9/16-1222/96, regular programs only.

"Get Inside" General Hospital
Talk about momentum. First,

Luke and Laura's 15th Wedding
Anniversary boosted General
Hospital's ratings by 24% among
women 18-49.

Then the Primetime special
"Twist of Fate" attracted 34% more
female viewers than on an average
Daytime airing, and won its time
slot among women 18-49.

And now, a new marketing cam-
paign that invites viewers to "Get
Inside" is expected to increase the
already impressive ratings for
ABC's most popular soap.

To capitalize on the show's rich
34 -year history and its recent
increase in target audience, ABC
will launch the spin-off GH2.
Produced by the same creative team
that is responsible for GH, the
romance and intrigue will escalate
when the spin-off debuts on June 2.
Source: NH, 9/30-11/15/96 & 9/30-12/14/96.

ABC Goes 3-D
In May

ABC is
going three
dimensional in
May with the
coolest and hippest promotion ever.
For one incredible week, ABC's
hottest Primetime programs will be
televised in 3-D. Specially designed
3-D glasses are being developed for
distribution to viewers across
America. You've never seen
Primetime like this before! Watch
for more details about this ground-
breaking event!

GMA & Wal*Mart's
New Year!

Good Morning America's "New
Year, New You" is back... and better
than ever. This year's series, devoted
to getting people fit, happy and
organized, marks the debut of
ABC's co -marketing effort with top
U.S. retailer-Wal*Mart. Millions
of program guides are being distrib-
uted this month in Wal*Mart stores
outlining tips offered on the series
and helping viewers get their New
Year started right.

General Hospital's "Get Inside" campaign

a
bits

Figure Skating On ABC -
"The Events That Matter"

ABC Sports will proudly broadcast
figure skating's most important
competitions. The State Farm U.S. Figure
Skating Championships will air Feb. 15 and
16, followed on March 20 and 22 by the
World Figure Skating Championships
Presented by MasterCard. Get ready for the
events that matter - the Olympic eligible
competitions.

ABC Music Videos
Hit songs from top name talent like

Sting, Peter Gabriel, No Mercy and Phil
Collins have been turning up the volume on
some of ABC's hottest promos. These
specially crafted image promos are
designed to break through the clutter and
ring an emotional chord with our
viewers. It's a whole new way to
promo - and it's on ABC!

Kraft Teams Up With
ABC Daytime

This March, ABC Daytime and Kraft are
teaming up in the Easter Eggstravaganza
Sweepstakes, offering a grand prize of
$100,000. ABC Daytime will support this
tune -in and win promotion on -air. Kraft's
support will include free standing inserts in
national newspapers and point -of -purchase
displays in supermarkets nationwide, as
well as a Spring Sensations Cookbook
featuring ABC Daytime characters and
themed recipes.

Stay tuned...
Thanks for your feedback on our last issue.
Tell us what you think!
E-mail us at alphaweb@abc.com.
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AT DEADLINE

Nielsen to Break Out Syndication Data
The Advertiser Syndicated Television Association (ASTA) has
reached preliminary agreement with A.C. Nielsen Co. to provide
improved, dedicated reporting systems for syndicated program-
ming. According to Tm Duncan, executive director of ASTA,
Nielsen will start providing "differentiated" ratings research in
three reports: Network Syndication Share of Viewing; Syndication
Persons Tracking Report; and New Cume Study. "Nielsen has
agreed with our point of view, as a $2 billion -plus business, adver-
tisers need better information about where to place their dollars in
syndication," said Duncan. "For years cable has dined on the
notion that they're feeding off declining broadcast
shares, but syndication has been buried in the previ-
ous broadcast/cable reports."

Paradigm Harmonizes With SonicNet
SonicNet, the alternative music Web site owned by
Silicon Alley mogul Tim Nye and Prodigy, has been
bought by Paradigm Music Entertainment, a one-
year -old music label and marketing company found-
ed by former BMGsenior vp Tom McPartland. The
transaction took place in a stock trade. Paradigm will
incorporate SonicNet into its multimedia marketing
plans for the company's license to release classic
rock records and videotapes from the King Biscuit
Flower Hour archives. SonicNet, valued at approxi-
mately $5 million according to a source close to the
deal, will still be accessible through Prodigy and at
http://sonicnet.com

Grushow Returns to Fox
Sandy Grushow. former president of Fox Entertain-
ment and president of Tele-TV, is returning to Fox as
president of 20th Century Fox Television. Grushow
fills a vacancy left by Peter Roth, who was promoted
last year to head of programming at Fox Inc. At Tele-
TV, the Los Angel -based new media and technol-
ogy company now oeing downsized by local phone
partners Nynex, Bell Atlantic and Pacific Telesis,
Grushow helped oversee planning for wireless cable
systems that Tele-TV has slated for launch in Los
Angeles and Orange County, Calif., by March. Prior
to his Tele-TV stirt, Grushow oversaw the Fox net-
work's programming, scheduling and marketing divisions.

TBS Ad Deal Serves Siblings
Turner Broadcas:ing Sales Inc. this week will announce that it
has landed a $10 million -plus ad sales and marketing deal with
Dallas -based FirstPlus Financial, a money lender. The twist: It's

the first time Turner has involved a Wnarner Bros. property
since the two companies became joint owners. The deal's media
schedule includes ads on TBS, TNT, CNN and Headline News,
as well as time on Warner Bros. Domestic TV Distribution's
Rosie O'Donnell and Jenny Jones. The deal was put together by
Joe Uva, president of Turner Entertainment Networks ad sales.

Goldsmith Heads Penthouse' in New GMC Post
Mark Goldsmith, associate publisher of the General Media Com-
munications automotive group, has been upped to vp/group pub-
lisher of the company. GMC owns Penthouse and several automo-
tive titles. Goldsmith replaces Audrey Arnold, who left to become

vp/publisher of Hachette Filipacchi's Mirabella.
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DirecTv Cites Best Month Ever
DirecTv, the leading distributor of high -power
direct -broadcast satellite dishes, said last week that
it had its best month of sales in its two-year history
in December. The company said 165,000 new sub-
scribers signed up, a 30 percent increase over its
next best month. DirecTv now has 2.3 million subs,
having gained a total of 1.1 million in '96.

Clear Channel to Buy in Milwaukee
Texas -based Clear Channel Communications last
week agreed to acquire Milwaukee radio stations
WMIL-FM and WOKY-AM from Chancellor
Broadcasting for $40 million, bringing its station
total in the Milwaukee market to three. Clear Chan-
nel currently owns WKKV-FM in Milwaukee. The
deal is subject to the completion of Chancellor's pur-
chase of two Colfax Communications stations.

Addenda: UPN is offering its affiliates a new
educational half hour for children called Algo's
FACToty. The program is produced by Clear Chan-
nel Television, one of UPN's largest affiliate groups,
with seven stations. UPN will act only as a distrib-
utor and will not sell national time in the show...
Jack Bonnani, former head of ad sales for ESPN,
has signed on as head of ad sales for Speedvision
and Outdoor Life, two nascent cable networks
owned by Cox Communications and other cable
operators...N.'W. Ayer & Partners has appointed

Bill Tucker as senior vp, media director. He had been media direct-
or at North Castle Partners in Stamford, Conn....The Forbes family's
$4 million chain of 15 New Jersey -based weekly newspapers is for
sale. The flagship is the Somerset Messenger -Gazette, circ 14,432.
The other 14 papers are located in Somerset, Middlesex and Union
counties. Industry sources say the papers are losing money.
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I oking for ME Good
CNN seeks a top exec to remake its image
CABLE TV / By Michael Biirgi

Facing sagging ratings and a dearth of
world-shaking news, CNN is actively
searching for a top news executive to
help make CNN more than a so-
called event -network. Tom Johnson,
president of CNN-now a unit of

Time Warner's Turner Broadcasting Sys-
tem-is said by knowledgable sources to be
actively pursuing Rick Kaplan, a veteran pro-
ducer with ABC News, to fill a new position
that would have him concentrating on CNN
alone. This new executive would be ranked
just under CNN's Johnson, the top executive
in change of CNN, CNN International, Head-
line News and related services. It is not clear
how this new position would affect Ed Turner,
CNN's executive vp of newsgathering and the
man currently responsible for the on -air look
of the network.

Critics of CNN assert that the network
looks dated and needs to be freshened up.
CNN suffers from the widespread perception
that people tune in when major news breaks,
then return to their normal viewing patterns
once the crisis is over.

Since the O.J. Simpson criminal murder
trial, which CNN carried gavel -to -gavel until
October 1995, total -day and prime -time
Nielsen Media Research ratings have dropped
precipitously, in much the same way that

CNN's ratings fell after the end of the Persian
Gulf war in 1991. For the full year 1996, CNN
averaged a 0.5 universe rating, reaching 327,000
homes in total day, and a 0.8/582,000 in prime
time. That's a 44 percent drop from 1995 in
both rating and homes for total day, and a 33
percent ratings drop and 25 percent homes
drop in prime time.

CNN's Johnson is said to have interviewed
others for the new position but has recently
settled on Kaplan. The two have spoken about
this job in the past. Kaplan is highly regarded
within news circles, and he had been credited
with much of the surres.s of ABC's Nightline
and World News Tonight during his 17 -year
tenure at ABC. He is also considered a tem-
peramental executive with a creative flair.

Johnson has talked to other news execu-
tives about the post. Joe Peyronnin, former
No. 2 under Eric Ober at CBS News and head
of Fox News' would-be operation a few years
ago, is said to have considered the job but
passed on it. Peyronnin declined to comment
for this story, as did Kaplan.

Though CNN executives also declined to
comment on the record, one said that the
thinking behind Kaplan's recruitment is that
Johnson simply has too many new brand
extensions to deal with. Over the past two
years, CNN has launched CNNfn, CNN/SI
and a full-time Web site. Meanwhile, it plans

So Many Pieces, So Little Time
CABLE NETWORKS

Now that it owns cable's biggest prize-the
Turner networks-Time Warner is turning its
attention to the chunks of smaller cable nets

it has acquired over the years. The consensus inside

and outside of TW is that the company wants to own

either all or none of E! Entertainment Television,
Comedy Central and Court TV.

The debt -strapped media giant could raise close

to $700 million by selling. But it could add to its con-

siderable clout in the cable marketplace by buying.

So far, the only one of those networks that is in

z

The on -air look of CNN is the
subject of much angst these days.

to launch CNN en Espanol later this year as it
continues to expand its overseas reach.

If Kaplan were to join CNN, his coming on
board could have serious ripple effects
throughout the news operation, staffers
believe. No one is speaking about who at CNN
could be affected, but it's clear that if Kaplan
(or someone else) takes the job, it will mean
anything but status quo at the company.

Yet Kaplan is not a lock, said sources in -

play is E! Entertainment TV, which reaches 42 million

cable and satellite homes. Last month, the four cable

operators that each own 10.5 percent of the net-
work-Comcast Corp., Cox Communications, Conti-

nental Cablevision and Tele-Communications Inc.-
triggered a buy -sell option that forced TW to place a

value on the channel to see which side would buy or

sell. Time Warner responded by valuing the network

at $550 million, which placed its controlling 58 -per-

cent stake at $310 million. A final decision on buyers

and sellers is expected on Feb. 6.

Lee Masters, E! president, said that press reports

last week stating that Comcast will buy E! were pre-

mature. "It's still an ongoing negotiation," said Mas-

ters. "Comcast clearly would like to buy and has stat-

ed its intention. But tomorrow all this could change."

Sources close to the negotiations confirmed
that Comcast is the most interested party. But ana-

lysts question whether Comcast could raise enough

money to buy TW's stake. And they note that TW
itself could easily buy out the MSOs since it already

owns the largest stake in the network.

Court TV also could end up in play by summer.
Like CNN, the network's ratings have sagged since

the end of the 0.J. Simpson murder trial. Of Court's

two other owners, TCI's Liberty Media and NBC,
the latter seems to be more interested, said Court
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news

side and outside CNN. He is said to be set to
negotiate this week with ABC top brass, in-
cluding Bob Iger, ABC president, and David
Westin, ABC Television Network president.
Last year, Kaplan was bumped up to executive
producer of special projects, a new position at
ABC News, which gave him relatively free
rein to get involved with news, entertainment
and sports programming. Kaplan is said to
have been unhappy in the position.

TV sources. Not only is NBC looking to expand its
cable holdings but Court TV has an established
presence on the network's Dateline news series.
Time Warner would like to sell its stake because, of

the three networks it part -owes, Court is the small-

est, with the least growth potential.

Least likely to be sold is Comedy Central,
which Time Warner half -owns with Viacom. Come-

dy Central sources said that Viacom auditors have
shown up at the network's New York headquarters

with more frequency in recent weeks. But Viacom
executives said there is absolutely no intention on
its part to all-out acquire the network. And one
Time Warner source added: "If anyone's going to
buy it out, we will." -Michael Biirgi

Stations Seek Less Debt
Several TV groups make plans to tidy up their balance sheets
BROADCASTING / By Claude Brodesser and Michael Freeman

After a two-year orgy of corporate
consolidations, several group own-
ers of TV stations are suffering a
hangover of sorts from the debt that
came with acquisitions. While few
media analysts see a major reces-

sion looming, they do say emerging station
groups such as Baltimore-based Sinclair
Broadcasting and New York's Granite Broad-
casting are both close to mounting new stock
offerings to raise capital to pay down debt and
prepare for future station acquisitions.

Just last week, U.S. Broadcast Group, the
Atlanta company run by Jay Elkins' New
Vision Broadcasting, announced it was putting
its seven stations on the market. They are
WMGC (ABC), Binghamton, N.Y.; WVNY
(ABC), Burlington, Vt.; KJAC (NBC) Beau-
mont, Texas; KFDX (NBC), Wichita Falls,
Texas; KSNF (NBC), Joplin, Mo.; WWCP
(Fox), Johnstown, Pa.; and WATM (ABC),
Altoona, Pa. The reason? Debt.

USBG was brought in as a short-term
caretaker by the holders of long-term
debt on those stations, a consortium of
banks including Banker's Trust; Bank of
Boston; and Electra, a London-based
equity firm. USBG paid $110 million
for the stations in September 1996.

A source familiar with the situation
who would not speak for attribution
claimed that all the stations were at the
high end of leverage (around 6.5 times
revenue) but that the stations were in
debt "no higher than you'd expect for
their size," and while not "unmanageable,"
all have had problems meeting their budgets,
said the source.

The 22 -station juggernaut Sinclair acquired
seven of River City Broadcasting's stations for
$1.2 billion last April. Now the combined TV
group is said to be operating at a debt load
approaching six times operating cash flow and
will in all likelihood put together an offering of
preferred stock within the next month, accord-
ing to industry analysts. David Smith, chair-
man and ceo of Sinclair Communications;
Barry Baker, ceo of Sinclair Broadcast Group;
and David Amy, cfo, all declined to comment
on whether an offering is imminent.

Paul Sweeney, a senior media analyst for
Salomon Bros., said Sinclair is carrying $1.3
billion in debt and is currently paying more
than $100 million in interest annually. "Cer-

tainly, with Sinclair-River City expected to
have a combined pro -forma cash flow of just
over $200 million for 1996, they are in a good
position to raise new public capital," Sweeney
said. "While their debt is at about six -and -a -
half times cash flow, it's at the high end but
not too alarming for Wall Street. Most banks
would like to see debt sit at about four to
five -and -a -half times cash flow."

Sinclair, which is listed on the NASDAQ
exchange (SBGI), has seen its share price slide
since July, when it was trading at a 52 -week
high of $48 per share. The price has dropped
39.5 percent in value to $293/4 a share as of
late last week (Jan. 9). Raymond Johns, an
independent station consultant based in Nor-
walk, Conn., said Sinclair's more recent mis-
fortune resulted from lower -than -expected
fourth-quarter earnings projections-most
notably resulting from "lower -than -expected"
ratings for the group's 10 Fox affiliates.

Alan Bell, president of Freedom Newspa-
pers group, a division of Freedom Communi-

cations that owns six
television stations, said:
"The big buccaneers
and little buccaneers of
the station marketplace
can always risk debt,
and if things don't
work, there's always an
available market [that
wants] to buy stations."

Granite Broadcast -
Elkins' USBG is ing, a group with 10 sta-
ready to sell out tions, is likely to an-

nounce a proposal to
finance its impending acquisition of Detroit
independent WXON-TV via a preferred stock
offering, according to a source close to the
company. The station is currently owned by
Aben E. Johnson Jr. and the Johnson Trust.
Granite cfo Larry Wills declined to comment
on the group's operational cash flow, nor
would he furnish current information on its
debt because Granite shareholders have not
yet been given the most recent information.
At year-end 1995, Granite's debt was report-
ed by the company to be $376.5 million.
Granite has seen its revenue grow from $22
million five years ago to $99.9 million in 1995,
while its debt is said to hover at around six
times net revenue, according to a source
familiar with the company.
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What's a News

Lead -In Worth?
Katz report questions value
LOCAL TV / By Claude Brodesser

The value of lead-in programming to
local news broadcasts is questioned in a
new Katz Television Programming
study to be released today. The report

concludes that lead-ins are not as critical as
they used to be in generating audiences for
local 1'V news shows. While many newscasts
still capture the majority of their viewers
from lead-in programming, "lead-ins have
become a smaller factor, particularly with 5
p.m. newscasts," the Katz study says.

The study, conducted by Katz program-
ming director Jim Curtin, makes a case for
a lack of connectivity between time peri-
ods. "We feel that each time period will
have to fend for itself," said Curtin, noting
that the study found that the hit Rosie
O'Donnell talk show is retaining just 29
percent of its audience into early newscasts.

Top -rated local newscasts depend
heavily on lead-ins, but competing news shows
generate more of their viewership from
switch -avers and new tune -ins, the report says.

Dan Robbins, general manager of Grand
Canyon Television's KNAZ-TV in Flagstaff,
Ariz., said that "people don't watch stations,
they watch shows. The success of your news
depends on how you promote it in your lead-in."

The report advises stations that if they are
looking to be No. 1 in news, they still need to
pay top dollar for a highly rated lead-in. For
other stations, Katz is saying "buy the show to
win the time period, and don't worry about the
the lead-in for news," Curtin said.

The Katz study also found that stations that
air 5 p.m. and 6 p.m. news do not retain audi-
ences for both hours as they once did. News -
to -news compatability, which averaged 72 per-
cent in 1988, is dawn to 62 percent, the report
says. "Viewers...are more apt to tune in to a
competitor's news program and get a different
perspective for the second hour," it says.

Some syndicators, of course, take issue with
Katz's findings about the value of lead-ins. "I
can't believe this [report]," said Moira Farrel, a
researcher for King World. "I disagree with
their spin, not with the results. I believe that
lead-in has never been more important. There
is more and more flipping around [by viewers
using remote controls]." II

First Look: Fuller's 'Cosmo
Brown's successor makes surprising changes in first issue, due in Feb.

MAGAZINES / By Jeff Gremillion

Bonnie Fuller has the unmistakable
glow of a woman about to give
birth-times two. Fuller, who has
just officially stepped into longtime
editor Helen Gurley Brown's shoes
at Hearst's Cosmopolitan, is preg-

nant with a little girl, due in March. And the
March Cosmo, the first under her command,
will hit newsstands on Feb 18.

Fuller's reworking of the 2.5 million-circu-
lation title-more streamlined editorial, a
cleaner design and a dozen new columns-is
more dramatic than many magazine -watchers

expected. But the pre-
liminary reaction among
media buyers who have
seen a presentation of
the new look is positive.
The initial reaction is
that Fuller has added a
fresh look and tone while
maintaining a tangible
core of the old Cosmo.

The subtly striking
changes begin on the cov-
er. New hair and makeup

people and different lighting styles were em-
ployed to make the first Fuller cover (a brunette
model against a white background) brighter and
more modern. A retro-'70s typeface, used in
headlines throughout the book, is introduced on
the cover. And there is a new, softer color pal-
lette. But "essential elements" of the cover-such

Fuller: "Cleaning
up the closet"

as the half -body ciupping of the photo-have not
been changed, Fuller noted. "We sell 1.8 million
on the newsstand. We don't want someone to
be looking for Cosmo and not find it."

Inside, Fuller has done away with travel and
food pieces, as well as fiction. "We've talked a
lot about cleaning up the closet, pulling out what
was making it too dense, so it would be easier to
get to the best stuff," explained the editor, who
based many of her changes on extensive focus -
group data. Fuller has doubled beauty coverage
and increased fashion coverage by 40 percent.
She has also beefed up health and fitness.

Fuller has added a first -ever letters section
and reader -response columns and sidebars
throughout the magazine. Drawing on her suc-
cess as editor of G+J's boy -crazy YM, Fuller
has upped the dosage of male feedback in rela-
tionship and fashion stories, even adding a col-
umn called "His Point of View." There's also
more celebrity coverage, including a new fash-
ion/entertainment section, "Cosmo Tells All."

Design -wise, Fuller has simplified the front
of the book and made the look more consistent
throughout. There's more white space in the
new Cosmo, and better photography. "It's sleek-
er and more sophisticated," said Fuller. "You're
going to see a magazine that's more visual."

Pam Levine of Media Buying Services is
impressed. "It's hipper, younger and more inter-
esting," she said of the new Cosmo. But Levine
also offered a warning: "If they try to make it
too far out, they'll lose their franchise."

Times Unifies Content Sales
Sulzberger gets responsibility for repurposing of 'Times' information

NEWSPAPERS / By Anya Sacharow

Arthur Ochs Sulzberger Jr., publisher
of The New York Times, has won an
expanded role in the management of
the parent New York Times Co. fol-
lowing a restructuring last week. In
a split of the company's Information

Services Group, Sulzberger has assumed re-
sponsibility for all operations that resell the
content of the newspaper-the New York
Times News Service, the Index/Times On -Line
and TimesFax.

The division of the Info Services Group,

directed by Times Co. president and coo Rus-
sell Lewis, gave responsibility for operations
that are separate from the newspaper-includ-
ing Custom Publishing, the Business Develop-
ment group and some administrative jobs-to
Len Forman, senior vp of corporate develop-
ment, new ventures and electronic businesses.

"What this means for those of us who work
at the Tunes is that we now have overall respon-
sibility for all the ways we distribute our infor-
mation," Sulzberger said in a staff memo.

Sulzberger, 45, became publisher of the
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TV PRODUCTION

There is more otherworldly entertain-
ment starring young girls headed for the
tube. Columbia TriStar plans to turn its
movie hit The Craft into a TV series for
Fox. The pilot script recently was com-
pleted. No cast is attached yet; it is
unlikely that the young stars of the fea-
ture-among them Fairuza Balk (Gas,
Food, Lodging) and Neve Campbell
(Scream, Party of Five)-will reprise
their roles for the TV series. The show,
if it is picked up by Fox, would join two
other prime -time girl -centric series that
deal with the mystical and occult:
ABC's TGIF sitcom Sabrina, the Teen-
age Witch, one of the season's only
bona -fide hits; and Buffy, the Vampire
Slayer, slated for a March launch on the
WB. Buffy also is based on a film, writ-
ten by Joss Whedon, who is executive
producer of the series. The show stars
Sarah Michelle Gellar, an Emmy winner
from All My Children. The Craft, likely
to be the darkest of the three series, is
said to remain true to the tone of the
movie, which was released last spring
and grossed $25 million. It has since
become a hot property on home video.
The film centered on a group of high
school girls who turn to witchcraft as a
way to solve their problems and wreak
havoc on their enemies.

The networks' fall '97 development
slates that began rolling out last week
include some well-known TV veterans.
Cindy Williams (Laverne & Shirley) will
star as headmistress of an all -girls
school in a sitcom for The WB from
Miller-I3oyett-Warren. The network also
has committed to an untitled sitcom
starring Tom Arnold; that project has no
concept, writers, production team or
cast. Universal Television will produce
the show, along with Arnold's Clean
Break Productions. It will be Universal's
first show for the WB and its third pick-
up for this fall (along with the Shaun
Cassidy-produced period drama Roar
for Fox and the movie -based Timecop
for ABC). Tom Selleck will return to
CBS for a sitcom created by Barry Kemp
(Coach, Newhart), and John Larroquette
will switch from his long-time home at
NBC (which recently cancelled his self -
titled sitcom) to CBS for a midseason
project for early 1998. -TL. Stanley

Times in 1992. The son of Times Co. chair-
man/ceo Arthur Ochs Sulzberger, he is now
considered the leading candidate to succeed his
father when Sulzberger Sr. decides to retire.

The Info Services Group was founded in
1993 by former Times Co. coo/president Lance
Primis as a separate entity from the newspaper
to develop electronic publishing ventures that
would resell content from the paper. In the
restructuring last week, James Cutie, president
of the Information Services Group and a 16 -
year veteran of the company, resigned. John
Brewer, president and editor -in -chief of the

Times Syndication Sales Corp., also left. Primis
left the company last September following con-
versations with the Sulzberger family that made
it clear he would never become chairman/ceo.

The Times Co.'s strategy is to consolidate all
factions of Tunes content distribution in a sin-
gle business unit. At a lunch last week, Sulzberg-
er Jr. assured senior executives from Info Ser-
vices that the restructuring did not indicate a
phasing out of the group. "We have much to
learn from them about these businesses and
how, together, we can build on what we and they
do," Sulzberger Jr. said in his staff memo.

ABC's Risky Business
Prime -time chief Tarses sets midseason tryouts for offbeat shows

Tarses: "We want to be the
new ones trying new things."

ABC shows set for this spring
are Vital Signs, one of the few prime -time pro-
jects the network has ordered this season from
parent Disney. The hour drama, set to premiere
at 9 p.m. on Feb. 27 against NBC's Must See
TV Thursday franchise, is the first prime -time
show from Buena Vista Television (producer of
the syndicated Live With Regis & Kathie Lee
and Siskel & Ebert).

ABC has ordered six episodes of Vital Signs,
which will tell medical stories via re-enactments
and first -person accounts from doctors. Buena
Vista initially produced a 10 -minute segment

NETWORK TV / By T.L. Stanley

IIf Jamie Tarses has her way, ABC will be
taking more risks in prime time on her
watch. If the network's midseason shows
are any indication, the new ABC Enter-
tainment chief's wishes already are be-
ginning to materialize. ABC, which has

slipped to third place in households but retains
its No. 2 spot in the vital 18-49 demographic,
for midseason has ordered the first new reality
show on the networks in several years; a cine-
matic anthology; a comedy with a star unproven
in the genre; and a series set
in a coroner's office.

"We want to be the ones
trying new things, being out
in front," Tarses said last
week, shortly after ABC
Entertainment chairman
Ted Harbert resigned after
20 years at the network,
leaving Tarses to run the
show. "We want to take
more risks, but that won't
necessarily manifest itself as
edgy all the time."

Among the seven

for the network-executives pitched the show
dressed in doctors' scrubs with notes written on
X-ray. The show will roam the country, telling
stories of hero doctors who save their patients
by solving medical mysteries. "They'll be told
much like detective stories, from the doctors'
perspectives," said Michael Davies, senior vp of
Buena Vista Productions. "Unlike the medical
dramas already on the air where the characters
become the most important thing, the cases
themselves will be the stars."

BVT initially planned to
take the show to syndication
but decided to use Vital Signs
to launch the studio's goal to
become an all-around pro-
gram supplier. "We have
been gearing our develop-
ment that way for about the
past eight to 10 months,"
said Mort Marcus, BVT

`2' president. "The goal is to
have shows on the air five
days a week."

Tarses' other ABC mid -
season shows include: The
Practice, the David E. Kelley

production set in a small Boston law firm;
Father's Day, whose main character, a widowed
minister, will live down the street from Tim
Allen's Home Improvement family; the action -
adventure series Spy Game; Leaving L.A.,
about workers in the L.A. County Coroner's
office; and the as -yet -untitled Arsenio Hall
romantic sitcom. Hall's show is set for the Ellen
slot, Wednesdays at 9:30, beginning March 5.
Tarses said Ellen will return for May sweeps,
though the main character's rumored "coming
out" has not been green -lighted.
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N.Y. Tab Vet Takes Charge
New 'News' editor Hamill rolls up his sleeves to battle 'Post', TV
NEWSPAPERS / By Anya Sacharow

pete Hamill's first day as editor -in -
chief of the New York Daily News
last Monday was relatively placid,
aside from the CNN camera crew
that descended on his office for an
interview and the presence of News

owner Mort Zuckerman at the editors' regular
morning meeting. Hamill, 61, sauntered around
his office with his shirtsleeves rolled up and a
tie draped around his neck. One of his biggest
first-day challenges was figuring out how to
turn down the ringer on his phone.

It will take another six weeks or so, Hamill
says, for News readers to notice any changes in

Making a list: Hamill has targeted the Sunday paper for
changesand is pushing for more investigative stories

the paper. "I have long lists," Hamill says about
the improvements he wants to make.

Hamill's arrival in the newsroom has already
had a calming effect, beginning to unite the fac-
tions that existed under former editor Martin
Dunn. Dunn left on Oct. 1 to return home to
Britain as news director of Newspaper Associ-
ates' Channel 1, a 24 -hour news channel in Lon-
don. Under Dunn, the News' staff splintered
among the old-timers who have been around
since Tribune Co. owned the tabloid, the New
York Post crowd that Zuckerman recruited in
1992, and the New York Newsday faction that
arrived in 1995 when that paper folded.

New York newspaper-watchers are saying
that Zuckerman appears to have made a smart
choice. "[Hamill has] always been an exciting
writer," says Jack Cohen, director of print and

outdoor media buying for DDB Needham Opti-
mum Media. "If it brings [the News] additional
readers, that's good for us."

Hamill has long wanted to edit a New York
paper. A native New Yorker, he started as a
reporter in 1960, on the night city desk at the
Post. He was a longtime Post columnist under
several owners and was editor of the Post for one
nerve-racking month in 1993 when Abe
Hirschfeld owned the paper. Hamill also did a
stint at the News in the 1970s and worked for
Times Mirror's New York Newsday.

At the top of Hamill's long improvements
lists for the News is a stronger Sunday paper, to

fight off new competition
from the Sunday Post,
which launched last April.
The Sunday News' circu-
lation fell 9.2 percent in
the six months ended last
September, to 888,759, ac-
cording to Audit Bureau
of Circulations. The Post's
new Sunday paper aver-
aged 291,497 copies.
Hamill calls the Sunday
News' weekly lifestyle
section, Spotlight, "an
atrocity that we're going
to clean up and change
quite a bit." The section is
primarily soap opera fea-
tures and horoscopes.

Later this year, the
News will have four-color
capacity via a new $150

million printing plant in Jersey City, N.J. The
paper plans to gradually introduce color photos.
The News has also retained noted magazine
design consultants Walter Bernard and Milton
Glaser to make graphic improvements, which
will begin showing up in the spring.

Also on Hamill's wish list are more and
deeper investigative reporting projects, a larger
news hole and a greater sense of urgency in the
news pages. The night -side staff will also be
beefed up to advance stories beyond what News
readers might have seen on the local TV news
shows the previous evening. "We've got to make
sure we're going beyond in the news pages what
[readers] can get on television," Hamill says.

The News' primary competition, according
to Hamill, is not archrival tabloid the Post but
the 11 o'clock news. "I don't think of myself in a

0

war with the Post," he says. "The Post is my old
neighborhood. It's a newspaper that gave me
life. I want the Post to last 50 years. I've talked to
[Post editor] Ken Chandler. I said, 'Look, some
days I'll kick your ass and some days you'll kick
my ass and it'll never be personal.' The only win-
ners will be the readers."

Chandler confirms that the competition will
be amicable. "Pete and I agreed to have an
intense but friendly rivalry," says the Post chief.
"I'm looking forward to it." Both papers are on
the rebound after some lean years. Ad revenue
at the daily Post (excluding Sunday) was up 15
percent for the second half of 1996, according
to publisher Martin Singerman. The News
reports it had 12 percent growth in ad revenue
in '96. In daily circ, the News was up 5 percent to
734,277; the Post gained 3.9 percent to 429,642.

Hamill will also be thinking about the Inter-
net-not even a dream when he started in New
York City journalism almost four decades ago.
"The Internet is a great tool for us, in addition
to being competition," says Hamill. "Because
of the economics, [newspapers] still have an
enormous advantage. The newspaper is still a
great bargain. And you can take the newspaper
to the john. You can take the laptop, I guess, but
it ain't that easy."
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CABLE TV

TCI Satellite Entertainment, the newly
spun -off satellite unit of Tele-Communi-
cations Inc., last week secured financing
underwritten by Bank of Nova Scotia,
Credit Lyonnais and NationsBank. The
arrangement lets TCI Satellite Entertain-
ment borrow up to $350 million, with an
additional $400 million available upon
compliance with certain covenants. The
company will use $250 million to pay
down debt due to TCI and will reduce the
amount it can borrow from TCI from
$500 million to $100 million.

NM: Movies from Fox, the spin-off ser-
vice of fX, the Fox -owned cable network,
is dipping into original programming for
the first time. fXM has commissioned six
emerging filmmakers to produce original
short films for the channel, which mines
the Fox film library for most of its pro-
gramming. Michael Apted, one of the few
directors who regularly cross over from
documentary and independent films to
mainstream moviemaking, will host fXM
Shorts: The Director's Take, premiering on
Feb. 7. fXM says that more originals will
be commissioned throughout the year.

USSB, the pay -channel satellite distribu-
tor that shares the Digital Satellite Sys-
tem with market leader DirecTv, will
cover the 1997 Sundance Film Festival.
USSB also is the distributor of the Sun -
dance Channel, the cable network owned
by Viacom and Robert Redford, creator
of the festival. From Jan. 24-26, USSB
will have VH1 host Robin Dorian report-
ing from the festival in Park City, Utah.

John Barbera, former president of Tur-
ner Broadcasting Sales, will run the ad
sales operation for WBIS+, the New
York station purchased by ITT and Dow
Jones last year that will be relaunched as
a business and sports station on Jan. 21.
WBIS+ has backed off from plans to
launch as a superstation, noting that
superstations are being dropped in large
numbers by cable systems looking to free
up channel capacity for new cable net-
works. The latest superstation casualty,
WWOR in New York, sold its satellite
transponder space to Discovery-  .  O -111 -

Two Boomer Titles Tee Up
Times Co., Southern Progress celebrate resort living in new books

MAGAZINES / By Jeff Gremillion

There is perhaps no other word that
captures the imagination of magazine
publishers these days so much as
boomer. It is spoken with particular
glee by shelter books, which regard
the demo as profit -making magic.

Two new lifestyle/shelter books aim to capital-
ize on the coveted group's interest in real estate.

The first issue of Golf Course Living, a New
York Times Co. spinoff of Golf Digest, was
mailed in December to 400,000 of the most
affluent of Digest's 1.5 million subscribers. And
Coastal Living, a new bimonthly from Time
Inc.'s Southern Progress division, will launch in
April with an initial circ of 300,000.

As boomers start preparing for retirement,
they will be relocating to-or buying second
homes at-leisure destinations in throngs, says
Mark Adorney, the Times' vp for new magazine
development. "Golf is already a multibillion -
dollar industry," Adomey says. "Match that with
all these boomers turning 50 and looking for
new homes. They're looking for safety, beauty
and quiet. The groomed, parklike environment
of a golf course is perfect."

The new title, planned as a semiannual for

at least a year before possibly expanding to
bimonthly frequency, is designed to also have
appeal to boomers who would not set foot on a
golf course. Real estate advertisers, some of
which paid for direct -mail inserts in the first
issue of Golf Course Living, have reported high
response rates, Adorney says. He notes that real
estate advertisers, usually elusive for national
magazines, will buy space only if the promised
audience is highly targeted. For that reason, the
Times will be in no hurry to convert the wealthy,
controlled-circ readers of GCL to paid subs.

The book, now mostly lavishly photographed
features written in the vein of a real estate
guide, is expected to evolve into a multidimen-
sional shelter/lifestyle title, Adorney says.

Coastal Living will cover travel, entertaining
and interiors and will team with Time Inc.
cousin Money on stories about buying and sell-
ing coastal real estate. "Speaking as a boomer
myself," says Coastal publisher Burton Craige,

dreaming about what
our next step will be. The coast is a natural
draw." Craige says that real estate will be rep-
resented as much or more than any other ad
category in Coastal's premiere issue.

The People Get Their Larry Flynt-Twice
MAGAZINES / By Jeff Gremillion

Great minds think alike. Or something like that

Two magazines-Out and Hustler-have
adomed their latest covers with a controver-

sial photo -illustration depicting actor Woody

Harrelson, adomed in briefs made of a U.S. flag, cru-
cified on a nearly nude woman's crotch. The image,

Sony Pictures' original
poster for the new film

The People vs. Larry

Flynt (starring Harrel-
son), was rejected by
the Motion Picture

Association of America.

The nixed pic, sup-

plied to Out by Harrel -

son's publicist, leads

and is now reaching only homes in its
market. -Michael Biagi

sue, pegged to a profile

of the star. Sarah Pettit,

Poster boy: Sony's censored movie ad of
Woody -as -Larry lives on the me -too covers

editor of the independently published gay monthly,

said she was taken aback when she saw the identi-

cal cover on the March issue of Hustler, published by

Flynt. "We thought we had an agreement that the

image would be ours exclusively for some period of

time," Pettit said. She added that it's ironic that Out,

a "strictly PG -rated magazine...would be associated

with this oddly iconoclastic, reviled magazine. "

Flynt, who could not

be reached for com-
ment, is said to have
particularly liked the
Sony poster and wanted

to give it some expo-
sure. But no one at the

movie company knew of

his plans to make it a
Hustler cover. "We're
not sure how Larry got

his hands on it," said a
Sony source.
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LETTERS

Sweeping Away the Sweeps
CAB applauds the call for the

elimination of sweeps (Media -
week, Dec. 16). However, we

view with amusement the statement
that this will allow the networks to re-
allocate programming used to boost
broadcast network ratings during those
periods and thereby help local broad-
cast affiliates. As the ratings record will
show, the use of special programs by
the broadcast networks during sweeps
periods did nothing to reduce cable's
continuing march toward increased rat-
ings, share and audiences. The broad-
cast networks and, consequently, the
local broadcast affiliates have seen

severe declines in their audience during
the sweeps periods, as compared to pre-
vious sweeps.

If, as a result of the elimination of
the sweeps, more sophisticated methods
are applied to the measurement of local
television audiences, CAB would ap-
plaud that development. Anything that
would help us get out from under the
archaic paper diaries that are used in
local markets has our full and undivided
interest and support.

Joseph W. Ostrow
President/CEO

Cab!etelevision Advertising Bureau
New York

FORUM

Which of the new syndicated TV shows being offered at the

NATPE convention this week have the best chance to succeed?

Bill Carroll
VP and Director of Programming,
Katz Television Group
"If there is such a thing as a no-brainer,
Martha Stewart falls in that category.
And how can you bet against Gene
Roddenberry? Battleground Earth
seems like a good bet. When Disney
decides it's going to roll out the fran-
chise you have to be optimistic, and
Honey, / Shrunk the Kids looks like a pre -
sold concept. And after MCAs success
with Hercules and Xena, it's gone back
to its own stable of product with Team
Knight Rider. Even to the unseasoned
eye, those shows look promising."

Alan Bell
President, Freedom Broadcasting Group
"[Screenwriter] William Goldman said it
about the film business, but it holds
true for ours too: Nobody knows any-
thing. In TV, you try hard, but most
things fail. The only talk show in the
past 10 years that's worked is Rosie
O'Donnell. That said, I think The
People's Court is going to do brilliantly.
We picked it in a specific market to
solve a specific problem-Oprah. We
have a real problem competing against
her. And the People's Court audience is
a part of the daytime TV audience less

served by Oprah. That's the hole we're
looking to fill."

Chris Regina
Program Director, WGTW-TV, Philadelphia
"Western International Syndication's
Great Day! looks pretty decent. And
ITC's Comedy Court might be some-
thing to take a look at as well. It's a
unique idea, a unique spin on the
court strip shows like Judge Judy and
The People's Court. A lot of the strips
really don't seem like anything special.
...[Some] look like they might not
even launch."

Marion Meginnis
Program Director
WBBM-TV (CBS), Chicago
"The People's Court was a great show,
but I don't know with Ed Koch how well
it will do in the nonurban markets. I real-
ly like Fame L.A. I liked the pacing, and
the characters were interesting. I may be
prejudiced because I work for CBS, but
I'm hopeful about [Eyemark's] Martha
Stewart, our jewel on Sundays."

Mediaweek welcomes letters to the editor. Address
all correspondence to Editor, Mediaweek, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036 or fax to 212-536-
6594 or e-mail to mediaweek@aol.com. All letters
are subject to editing.
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In syndicat
a change
on the air

After a year of upheaval,

these 5 programming executives are

doing business a lot differently

By Betsy Sharkey

or most executives with new shows coming
into the syndication marketplace, surviv-
ing-much less coming out ahead-at the
annual National Association of Television
Programming Executives convention is some-
thing of a high -wire act. It requires the right
blend of strategy and serendipity. That is
especially true this year, when the market-
place has been characterized more by change
than by any other single factor. This has left

programming creators and distributors to reshape how
they think about syndication in a world where it is defi-
nitely not business as usual.

Station groups that once were only buyers are com-
ing to New Orleans this week with their own shows to
sell. Broadcast networks that now are permitted to own

programming are getting into the game as well. Media-

buying companies that traffic in huge amounts of adver-
tising dollars are making their presence felt. The acqui-
sition of media companies over the past two years has
changed everything from management teams to produc-
er -network alliances. Access time periods are going to be
a battleground. The family -friendly mantra is being
chanted in all corridors.

And like a kaleidoscope, every one of these develop-
ments is changing the colors of the syndication market-
place dramatically.

For an up -close and personal look at the NATPE
prism through the eyes of some of the industry's key
power players, Mediaweek talked to a range of executives
who find themselves coming to the convention this year
with a slightly different point of view. From the year -old
CBS syndication venture, Eyemark, to the long-estab-
lished Worldvision Enterprises, there are pressure points
to be faced, hurdles to overcome and, as always, markets
to clear.

Universal's top soldier
scouts new battlefields

hen James McNamara arrived at Univer-
sal Television Group last April, he found
what he had long suspected from the out-
side-a sleeping giant of a company, with
low self-esteem. The task became how

best to prod it awake.
As president of the Universal Television Enterprises

syndication unit, McNamara oversees domestic and
international operations for sales and programming. Uni-
versal generally has earned high marks for its success
with two popular action dramas-Hercules: The Leg-
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endary Journeys and Xena: Warrior Princess-
but critics argued that the company's syndie
operation was a one -trick pony, with little
development or success in other genres.

There also was the morale problem. A vol-
atile spring last year brought Seagram Co.'s buy-
out of the studio and Seagram chairman Edgar
Bronfman Jr.'s installation of a new man age-
ment team and philosophy under Creative
Artists Agency's departed founder Ron Meyer.
The management shake-up continued with the
arrivals of McNamara and former Viacom pres-
ident Frank Biondi as chairman of the enter-
tainment giant. Through it all, Universal was
bombarded with news reports that one of the
studio units in most need of major surgery was television.

"This was a company with tremendous access to tal-
ent and untapped potential, one that really needed to
exploit the access and tap into the potential," says McNa-
mara, who was ceo of New World Entertainment from
1991 to 1995 after holding a variety of positions at the
independent studio since 1986. Prior to joining New
World, McNamara was a sports agent for International
Management Group.

Having potential is one matter; actually mining it is
another. McNamara wanted to get things off to a quick
start. He streamlined Universal's operations, looking for
a seamless integration between domestic and internation-
al sales. Then he turned his attention to programming.

"We've tried to do some strips in the past. It's a poten-
tially profitable area," McNamara says. "We looked at the
changing economics and decided maybe there was a bet-
ter way to do it [than to start a show from scratch]."

So McNamara moved quickly to bring Multimedia
Entertainment's talk shows to Universal last November
in an estimated $45 million deal. "The arrangement to
acquire Multimedia immediately put us into the strip

"This was a company with
tremendous access to talent and

untapped potential."

James McNamara
UNIVERSAL TELEVISION ENTERPRISES

business with Sally Jessy Raphael [which this season has
averaged just 0.2 of a ratings point less than the Warner
Bros. hit talk show Rosie O'Donnell] and Jeny Springer,"
McNamara says. "And it puts us into the local talk -
show market around the world-the U.K., Holland and
Germany, as well as some projects in France and Scan-
dinavia."

McNamara also wanted to build on Universal syndi-
cation's traditional strength in action drama-and he
wanted to do it with a high -impact property. "We want-
ed to remind everybody that we are a force to be reck-
oned with in the one -hour business," McNamara says.
The strategy included breathing new life into one of Uni-
versal's existing assets-Knight Rider, a brand that
McNamara knew had currency with viewers both in the
U.S. and internationally.

The new show for next fall, Team Knight Rider, "is a
major investment for us," McNamara says. "It's extremely
important for us to fight as hard as we can for the best
time periods in a marketplace that is much more crowded
than when Hercules was launched." McNamara also is
putting as much muscle as possible behind one of Univer-
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sal's top off -network prospects, New York Undercover, a
prime -time hour that has been very successful for Fox.

"We're hoping to continue to build on our one -hour
business," McNamara says. "We want to consolidate
and enhance our Multimedia shows, and for '98 we have
a new show that we hope will blow the doors off."

"This is a big convention
for us. It's sort of our
coming-out party."

Ed Wilson (r,with Cook)
EYEMARK ENTERTAINMENT

The genre for the big '98 entry is talk. There's a
chance, says McNamara, that Universal may be talking
"talk" this week at the convention. But ever the realist,
McNamara knows that station groups want more-Uni-
versal these days can't just talk the talk; it has to walk
the walk.

CBS gets in the game -
all eyes are on Eyemark

ATPE is bound to be easier this week for Ed Wil-
son and Bob Cook. Last year, their operations
were spread across three convention booths and
hree companies-CBS Enterprises, Group W

Productions and Maxam Entertainment. The
three units were being merged into what is now CBS Enter-
prises Division (CED), which functions as the programming

half of the equation, and Eyemark Enter-
tainment, the first syndication sales and
marketing operation to be owned by a net-
work after the lifting of the financial inter-
est and syndication rules.

Wilson and Cook both have long histo-
ries in syndication, mostly as executives
with Columbia TriStar. Wilson left in 1994
to form Maxam, an independent distribu-
tion company; Cook joined him in '95 as a
senior partner. Now Wilson, who serves as
president of CBS Enterprises and Eye -
mark, and Cook, executive vp of both oper-
ations, are trying to chart new territory
through the relationship with CBS.

"If you look at the landscape, you see a
lot of companies that have been in it a long
time and have definite personalities," Wil-
son says. "Because we're new, we're trying
to develop our own style-user-friendly to
producers, talent and the stations."

The effort at Eyemark for the past year
has been both internal and external. "What
we've done is merge three entities together
and surround everyone with the best peo-
ple, to try to create an entrepreneurial
company within a larger corporate struc-
ture," Wilson says.

One element of the strategy is pro-
gramming partnerships. When Wilson and
Cook wanted to put together a prime -time
hour for syndication, 3 Arts, a venture of
CED and Sony Pictures Entertainment ini-
tiated by CBS Entertainment president
Leslie Moonves, was his first stop.

"We went to 3 Arts to bring the right
people to the table to produce a syndicated
hour," Wilson says. "With [fall 1997 talk
show] Gayle King, one of the first new
shows we announced, that's a partnership
with the station group. We also have a part-
nership with Belo [Dallas -based A.H. Belo
owns TV stations and at one time had a
financial stake in Maxam]. We have the

ability to sit down on a daily basis with the station owners,
with the general managers, and get their feedback on devel-
opment. We don't want to approach it as a buy -and -sell
relationship."

Even with their close ties to the CBS station group,
CED and Eyemark come into the NATPE convention
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with more than 70 percent of the country cleared on two
new daytime strips-Gayle King and Martha Stewart Liv-
ing, a spin-off of the weekly series, which airs on Life-
time-without having made any group deals. That clear-
ance level is in part due to the perceived strength of the
shows, which station reps believe will deliver a
strong female audience-and with the Martha
Stewart name, do it quickly.

With 3 Arts, Eyemark also has produced a new
action hour, targeted for Saturday access periods,
called Pensacola: Wings of Gold. The show already
is cleared on CBS -owned stations and Partner Sta-
tions Network.

By 1998, a number of CBS prime -time shows,
including Touched by an Angel, Caroline in the City
and Dave's World, will be ready for off -net syndi-
cation sales by Eyemark.

Even with its fast start, Eyemark still is a new player,
and there are station owners to be won over. "We hope they
see us as people they want to do business with-that we'll
do what it takes to make shows work," Cook says.

"This is a big convention for us," Wilson agrees. "It's
sort of our coming-out party."

WIS: making added clout
count in clearances

Chris Lancey has been with Western International
Syndication, the syndication arm of Dennis Holt's
powerful Western International Media, almost
since the group's inception, in December 1988.
With all the changes the company has seen in the

last few years, WIS looks a lot different today than when
Lancey came on board.

Not quite three years ago, Interpublic Group, the giant
advertising -agency holding company, bought Western,
which places roughly $1.6 billion per year in media buys for
its clients. Though WIS makes no promise of specific
advertiser support, everyone is quite aware that its tie to
Western Media and IPG's ad agencies should ensure that
Lancey's shows at least get serious consideration.

"IPG has said they want Western International Syndi-
cation to be their programming arm," says Lancey. "Last
year was more of a development year with that in mind-
and with the IPG connection, we are developing program-
ming opportunities on a worldwide level-but [NATPE] is
the first opportunity we've had to roll things out."

Even with IPG in its corner, Western comes to NATPE
as an independent, with no financial ties to any studio or
station group. And for better or worse, the rules for inde-
pendents are different. "If we're going to offer a product, it
has to be better than the product that comes from group -
owned stations," Lancey says. "A station group with 35 per-
cent of the country has the luxury to put something on the
air and rework it. We don't have that luxury. We have to
offer a product the broadcast community can immediate-
ly put on the air. That's where we live as an independent."

With an eye to the market, and no doubt a reflection of
the strong bonds IPG agencies have with clients, Lancey

set Western on a course to create programming that adver-
tisers want to buy. Like many programmers at NATPE this
year, Western's sell is "FCC- and advertiser -friendly."

"When you have Geraldo having to defend himself and
Jenny Jones going to court, that's not what advertisers want

With the IPG connection, we are
developing programming opportunities

on a worldwide level."

Chris Lancey
WESTERN INTERNATIONAL SYNDICATION

to buy into," Lancey says. "We understand, and we're offer-
ing an alternative."

Western's primary hopes for the convention are pinned
on two projects-Conan: The Adventurer, a weekly action
drama spun from the movie series, which is getting a lot
of interest both domestically and internationally, and
Great Day!, a Today Show -style information -entertain-
ment hour strip designed to run as a companion to the net-
work morning shows. Though Great Day! might be a tough
proposition for stations-given the success of daytime
strips like Regis & Kathie Lee that are already working
well in those morning time slots-the show has built into
its format room for local news bits to be inserted market -
by -market, which is always an enticement for station
managers.

"We're going [to NATPE] with deals signed on both
shows," says Lancey. "Broadcasters see the success of the
Conan movies, and with the success of Xena and Hercules,
they see this show as having hit potential." Internationally,
Conan is selling for about $150,000, double the price of
most new action dramas. Lancey expects that initially 60-
65 percent of Conan's take will come from foreign sales.

With Great Day!, "we've gotten a wonderful reception
from the major -market station groups," says Lancey. He
declined to provide specifics, although Tribune, Chris-
Craft/United and the Fox O&Os are said to be interested.

Western's other shows include It's Showtime at the
Apollo, going into its 11th season, and Apollo Kids, a new
weekly half-hour talent show for children.

makinga game run
anirs-t-run

t would seem that the road to NATPE was relatively
trouble -free for Worldvision Enterprises president/
ceo John Ryan, who focuses on domestic operations,
and executive vp/coo Bert Cohen, who runs interna-
tional sales. After all, Pictionary, a half-hour fall strip

hosted by Alan Thicke that will also feature celebrities, is
one of the few new shows that station reps agree is hot.

Worldvision also has Sunset Beach. The just -launched
NBC daytime soap from drama king Aaron Spelling is
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"We're not taking deals just to take
deals. We have to take those that give
['Pictionary'] a chance for success."

John Ryan
WORLDVISION ENTERPRISES

coming to NATPE, increasingly an international bazaar,
with many of the major overseas markets already sewn up.

But even in the best of all possible worlds, there are dif-
ficulties. In the case of Dictionary, Worldvision has to hope
that the new game show is appealing enough for stations to
make room in their already extremely tight fringe and
access time periods. A lone half hour is always a harder
sell; the question remains as to how many stations will buy
Pictionary without a companion show to turn it into an
hour block that makes sense from the outset. Making a suc-
cess of Pictionary, Worldvision's only first -run entry this
year, is critical both short-term and long-term.

"We've made huge strides in the past couple of years in
the area of first -run. We're getting there," says Ryan, who
wants to increase the ratio of original product that World -
vision handles. The company's business primarily comes
from the huge library of Spelling Entertainment Group,
Worldvision's owner, which holds everything from Ben
Casey to Beverly Hills, 90210. The drive to make first -run
product succeed has made Ryan careful about the deals he
makes on Pictionary.

"We are not taking deals just to take deals," he says.

"We have to take those that give the show
a chance for success." Access is Worldvi-
sion's first choice for the game show; early
fringe is next. Going into NATPE, Ryan
was holding out for better time slots in a
number of key markets in which stations
are bidding against each other for the show.

Meanwhile, Cohen is working Piction-
ary internationally on two fronts. In Eng-
lish-speaking countries, Cohen is selling
the same show that will air in the U.S. In
other countries, he will be selling the for-
mat; Worldvision will reproduce the show
using local stars. Sunset Beach, which has
a 220 -episode order from NBC, has been
sold in many international markets with
only a four -minute promotional tape. At
NATPE, Cohen hopes to nail down most
of the other markets; he now has actual
episodes for international buyers to screen.

Also in Worldvision's mix is product
from two -year -old Spelling subsidiary Big
Ticket Television, developer of network
and off -network comedies. Big Ticket has
scored big with Moesha on UPN; the show
is already sold into 20 countries. At NAT -
PE, Worldvision will seek additional inter-
national sales and set the stage for Moesha's
domestic off -network premiere, perhaps in
1998. Big Ticket also is going into its third
year with two successful syndication origi-
nals-Nightstand With Dick Dietrick, a
talk -show parody that also airs on E!; and
Judge Judy, a daily courtroom series that
People magazine just picked as one of the
breakthrough shows of last year. The job
for Ryan, particularly with Judge Judy, is to
win station upgrades wherever possible.

Though Viacom has a stake in Spelling
and, by extension, Worldvision, the company still functions
as an independent, without station group alliances. Ryan
concedes this makes for more of an uphill battle. "We will
always be up against those alliances that are deal -driven or
ownership -driven," Ryan says. "But we've always been in
that situation. Because of that, we think we have to have a
better product than others to succeed."

for BVTV, there's life
after the Disney Afternoon

uena Vista Television president Mort Marcus
finds it increasingly difficult to justify going to
the NATPE convention. "We're essentially
done," Marcus says of the Disney syndication
division's efforts for the new season that begins

next fall. "We're already well into our year, and we don't
use the convention as a place to sell our wares." But Mar-
cus is heading into the convention with a few new aces up
his sleeve and a handful of markets still to chase.
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Two of Buena Vista's strongest -selling new shows -
101 Dalmatians, a half-hour animated series; and the
live -action hour Honey, I Shrunk the Kids-are essen-
tially extensions of powerful Disney franchises. In each
case, though, Marcus says the shows popped because of
their unique qualities, not because they sprang from Dis-
ney movies.

"I don't like things that are derivatives," Marcus says.
"In the case of Honey, we happen to love this particular
idea. It has an ongoing story line and it's great counter-
programming-there's not another family comedy, so that
audience hadn't been addressed." The
show, an expensive one to produce with
extensive special effects, is being sold with
a two -run guarantee, with many stations
planning to air it in early prime time or
access time slots during the week, with a
second run on the weekend, typically in
the afternoon.

The new Buena Vista TV -Kellogg al-
liance is a 90 -minute syndicated program-
ming package anchored by 101 Dalma-
tians. The package, which requires a
two-year commitment from stations, is
essentially replacing the Disney After-
noon; it can air in either the morning or
afternoon daypart.

The two-hour animated afternoon

changing dynamics of the business. "Net-
work distribution had effectively blocked
us," Marcus says of the Disney After-
noon. Fox stations began opting for chil-
dren's shows produced by Fox Kids, a pat-
tern that was repeated on Tribune
Broadcasting -owned stations once they
became affiliated with The WB network.
"101 Dalmatians is a complete home run,
but we needed the Kellogg deal to sur-
vive." With the help of the Kellogg con-
nection, the new animated package al-
ready has a 90 percent clearance rate. The
other two shows that will join 101 Dalma-
tians will be announced in the spring.

Honey, I Shrunk the Kids, a spin-off of
the popular movie series that will have film
director John Landis as its executive pro-
ducer, has been snapped up by Chris-
Craft/United stations in top markets and
Fox affiliates in Boston and Philadelphia.
Buena Vista will go into the convention
with about 50 percent of the country cleared for Honey.

Unlike some syndication operations, at Buena Vista
under Marcus the programming mandate is much broad-
er than syndication. Marcus says he is simply looking to
develop good programming; where and when it lands is a
decision that comes later. Indeed, in the next few weeks
Marcus expects to announce deals for both a network
series and a cable series.

"We do business in a lot of areas here, and syndication
is maturing [as a business]," Marcus says. "We tend to

start from the point of developing good shows, and then
try to find a place for them."

One of the studio's new projects, a late -night weekend
talk -show hosted by former Detroit Pistons star John Sal-
ley, is an example of Marcus' fluid strategy.

"The entire purpose of doing a weekly is to establish
it, then turn it into a daily show," says Marcus. The John
Salley Show, which will start its weekly run in June with a
target of going daily by early 1998, has already cleared
more than 50 percent of the country, including all of the
top 10 markets.

"'101 Dalmatians' is a complete
home run, but we needed

the Kellogg deal to survive."

Mort Marcus
BUENA VISTA TELEVISION

Though Marcus hopes that at some point the studio's
new association with ABC, which the Walt Disney Co.
acquired last year, will enable his division to develop shows
for the network O&Os, the reality in the short term is that
the station group has few dayparts that need shoring up.

"Down the road it's possible, though they will never
take a show they don't want," Marcus says of ABC. "But
we'd love to have a show that would work for their station
group-they're the top stations in their markets, and that's
always where you want to be."
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ere station
groups stand

A look at what the major companies in the

TV station business need from NATPE

By Michael Freeman

t and Claude Brodesser

he National Association of Television Pro-
gramming Executives conference in New
Orleans this week looms large over TV land,
like a lid descending over a boiling lobster pot.
There's less new product than usual at this
year's NATPE, and independent TV stations
in particular are concerned that there won't be
enough good fare to go around. There's also
the specter of increased government control
over content, starting with the new FCC -man-

dated three-hour weekly children's educational quotas
and continuing with content ratings themselves. Then
there are the ratings issues: Where are the kids and the
young adults who have allegedly disappeared from the
Nielsen radar screen? Following is a look at the issues
affecting major station groups on the eve of NATPE.

ABC: still on top,
for a king's ransom

as president of the ABC Owned Television Sta-
tions group, Larry Pollock has rarely had to look
over his shoulder at the competition. The luxury
of having the perennially top -ranked, network -
owned station group over the last decade, partic-

ularly within the top -five U.S. markets, has left Pollock to
focus on the next programming opportunity.

Talk to station reps or syndicators, particularly those
at King World Productions, and they will point to the rat-
ings of King World's Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy! or
The Oprah Winfrey Show as integral keys to the ABC

Owned -and -Operated station group's dominant position.
"Clearly, those are three important franchises for us,

but there are a lot of other contributing factors to our suc-
cess," says Pollock. "Having a strong lead-in helps, but I
would really have to say it is every one of our news direc-
tors who should be credited for broadening our newscasts
to all demographic groups."

Pollock similarly credits ABC with producing a top -
rated daytime lineup, and he cites such syndicated hits
as Buena Vista Television's Live With Regis & Kathie
Lee (WABC, New York, and KABC, Los Angeles) and
Warner Bros.' Rosie O'Donnell Show (WABC, WPVI,
Philadelphia, and KTRK, Houston).

Still, it's the King World product that leads into and
out of the news. And ABC pays for it: The station group
has found itself paying $45 million to $50 million annu-
ally in combined cash license fees to King World for the
three shows, according to station rep sources.

Even though all three of King World's top -ranked
strips are renewed through the the 1999-2000 season,
there is ongoing speculation that the ABC O&Os could
opt for lower cost in -house -produced series in the near
future. In-house, given the size and scope of the ABC
parent Walt Disney Co., could also conceivably include
series produced by Buena Vista Television. .

In a telling sign of newfound corporate cooperation,
Buena Vista Television named Walter Liss, the long-
standing general manager of WABC in New York, to
the newly created chairmanship at Disney's syndication
division. The appointment worried syndicators who
interpreted the move as a sign of Disney -ABC's inten-
tion to develop series for the station group as well as for
syndication.

"Given the track records of Wheel, Jeopardy! and
Oprah, why would we want to risk alienating King World
or any other syndicator?" Pollock asks. "We are going to
look at product from Buena Vista just like we would any
development projects from Warner, King World, Para-
mount, MCA, Twentieth or Columbia TriStar."

With ABC launching Politically Incorrect as a 12:05-
12:35 a.m. lead -out from Nightline, the ABC group is
entertaining ideas about developing a post -12:35 series
as a co -production with outside syndicators or produc-
tion houses. "Right now, we're slowly phasing out late
night movie presentations in some of our markets," says
Pollock. "I suppose we could double -run such talk shows
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as Oprah or Rosie like we have been doing in some mar-
kets, but it may be more interesting to do something [live]
out of KGO [in San Francisco] or KABC. I may regret
saying this, because now I'm going to have every syndica-
tor at NATPE approaching me with projects." -MF

NBC: It's prime time
for Rosie

bmaking the ABC -owned station group's domi-
nance in the top four U.S. markets has been a
daunting task for the NBC Stations Group. In
trying to shake the NBC O&Os from the No. 2
position, John Rohrbeck has stressed the in-

house development or acquisition of programming, and
it's beginning to pay off.

The most tangible results of those efforts have been
seen in the nation's two largest markets, New York and Los
Angeles, where WNBC and KNBC have been trading top -
ranked market positions with the ABC -owned stations.

In New York, WNBC (6.3 rating/15 share) finished sec-
ond to WABC (7.1/17), but the lead in the market has flip-
flopped from May 1996, when WNBC's 6.6/16 pushed
past WABC's 5.9/15. The tightening of the race in New
York can basically be attributed to the strength of NBC's
prime time, which provided WNBC
(13.4/20) with an 18 percent share
advantage over WABC (12.0/17). It
has provided an energized lead-in
to WNBC's 11-11:35 p.m. newscast
(12.2/21) and a widening market
advantage over WABC (11.1/19) in
the most profitable daily newscast.

However, Los Angeles has proven
to be NBC's most fertile battle-
ground, with KNBC coming out of
the November 1996 sweeps with a
top -ranked 5.6 rating/14 share aver-
age in the sign -on -to -sign -off (6
a.m.-2 a.m.) race. It also beat
KABC in the all-important early
evening local news hours (4-6 p.m.),
as well as with the 11-11:30 p.m.
newscasts.

A big contributor to KNBC's
early evening news success has been
Warner Bros.' Rosie O'Donnell Show
(5.3/15), a rookie sensation that has
held surprisingly close to KABC's
airings of The Oprah Winfrey Show
(6.5/16) from 3-4 p.m.

"There is no great secret to our
formula other than to say KNBC's
newscasts have greatly benefited
from the promotional springboards
our lead-in programming offers up," says Rohrbeck.
"Rosie has certainly put our early newscasts in an advan-
tageous position in Los Angeles and Chicago [WMAQ],
but, unfortunately, ABC also has the benefit of her ser-

vices in New York and Philadelphia."
Rohrbeck is looking again to Warner Bros. to provide

a similar news lead-in with the revival of The People's
Court for fall 1997. With 8 of the 10 NBC -owned stations
on -board (with the exceptions of KNBC and WJAR in
Providence, R.I.), Rohrbeck sees the show running in a
variety of daytime time periods. However, Rohrbeck also
hints that The People's Court will likely get a higher -visi-
bility 3-4 p.m. slotting on WNBC.

If there is an area of the station business in which
Rohrbeck has broken new ground, it has been in in-house
production. KNBC serves as the production base for
first -year syndicated entertainment magazine Access
Hollywood (in partnership with Twentieth Television),
and the NBC group has taken an equity stake in Warner
Bros.' three -year -old Extra pop -culture magazine. Rohr -
beck admits that neither is threatening the ABC O&Os
top -rated Wheel of Fortune and Jeopardy! in access.

"There is no question that Wheel and Jeopardy! are for-
midable competition, but the ABC O&Os are paying sig-
nificantly more per [rating] point in [cash] license fees,"
Rohrbeck claims. "By taking equity positions and produc-
ing a series in-house, we have been able to substantially

"Rosie has cer-
tainly put our
early newscasts
in an advanta-
geous position
in Los Angeles."

John Rohrbeck
NBC TELEVISION STATIONS

For CBS, waiting is
the hardest part

completed its acquisi-
ion of CBS Inc. in late
1995, it began the mon-
umental task of salvag-

ing the bottom -ranked TV network
and station group. In combining the
nine CBS O&O stations with West-
inghouse Broadcasting's higher -rat-
ed five stations, CBS' new corpo-
rate parent company wasted little
time indoctrinating the newly ab-
sorbed stations in a new philosophy
of localism.

To quickly instill the new mind-
set, Westinghouse installed two
of its station executives, Jonathan
Klein and Tony Vinciquera, as exec-
utive vice presidents of CBS Station
Group. At the same time, the new
management at CBS News jointly
coordinated with the stations group
a bold initiative to return the 7-8
a.m. hour previously occupied by
CBS This Morning and give the net-
work -owned stations and affiliates
the option of producing expanded
local newscasts.

The highly unusual surrender of a network hour last
August was well -received by affiliates, but the original core
of CBS -owned stations has yet to reap any tangible bene-
fits. In New York, WCBS' expanded 7-8 a.m. newscast fin-
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"Truly, there isn't
an off -network
sitcom 1998 or
beyond that we
see as being a
runaway hit."

Greg
Nathanson

FOX TELEVISION STATIONS

NAT PE '97

ished the November 1996 sweeps with a 1.2 rating/4 share
average, which was flat from October and down 33 percent
in share from November 1995 (a 2.0/6 with CBS This
Morning). KCBS in Los Angeles (1.1/4), WBBM in Chi-
cago (1.3/5) and WFOR in Miami (1.2/5) mopped up 7-8
p.m. time periods in their markets and posted no month -
to -month growth.

However, there were some positive signs for the CBS
stations. In Minneapolis, the second hour of WCCO's
expanded 6-8 a.m. local news block moved up 15 percent
from October with a 3.5/15 during November. KCNC in

Denver simply held even with
year-ago and October levels
with a second -ranked 4.0/15.

The former Westinghouse
Broadcasting stations, which
were previously affiliated with
top -rated NBC and defected
almost three years ago to CBS,
were better suited for mounting
expanded local newscasts. WJZ
in Baltimore saw its 7-8 news-
cast jump 5 share points (or 22
percent) from a year-ago with a
6.9/23. KDKA in Pittsburgh
also saw its morning newscast
hold even with a respectable
4.2/16 average in November.

While the results for large -
market CBS stations have not
been encouraging, signs of
growth below the top 10 markets
had to be somewhat encouraging
for Klein and Vinciquera, both
of whom were unreachable for
comment. It should be noted,
however, that both executives
have previously said the expan-
sion to 6-8 a.m. local news
blocks is part of a slow -growth,
five-year business plan.

Judging from the overall
sign -on -to -sign -off ratings for

most of CBS' 14 owned stations (which account for near-
ly 31 percent U.S. broadcast coverage), it could take a
half -decade or more to pull the group out of the ratings
basement. While CBS O&Os in Philadelphia (KYW),
Boston (WBZ), Pittsburgh and Salt Lake City (KUTV)
finished a respectable third among the Big Three net-
work -affiliated stations during November, CBS O&Os in
New York, Los Angeles, Chicago, San Francisco (KPIX),
Detroit (WWJ) and Miami are being beaten by either the
upstart Fox, United Paramount Network or Warner Bros.
Network affiliates in those markets. WCCO in Minne-
apolis is the only CBS O&O to win its market sign -on to
sign -off (a 6.8/19 average in households), while WJZ is

holding a second -place rank in Baltimore (6.6/18).
"It's going to take a long time for CBS -Westinghouse

to turn things around and stop the hemorrhaging," says a
competing Big Three network station group exec, who
requested anonymity. "The problem is that CBS network
has not given the O&Os or affiliates any sort of building
blocks coming out of the afternoon soaps and prime time.
Westinghouse simply inherited years of neglect from the
Larry Tisch era." -MF

All's well at Fox
until the sitcoms sputter

reg Nathanson has always liked to paint on a
broad canvas. Hence, his reasoning in returning
for a second stint at Fox Television Stations Inc.
nstead of overseeing program development of 11

Fox -owned stations, as he once did, Nathanson
will be trying to meet the programming needs of 21 sta-
tions when Fox gains final regulatory approval for its $2.48
billion buyout of New World Communications Group.

Meeting those needs will prove particularly tough in
late night (10 p.m. -2 a.m.) and prime access (6-8 p.m.).
Given that parent News Corp. has staked huge investments
on the acquisition of top -rated sitcoms such as Buena Vista's
Home Improvement and Columbia TriStar's Seinfeld-for
prime access on the 11 charter Fox O&Os-Nathanson
will have only a couple of years to find suitable replace-
ment series once the sitcom repeats play themselves out.

"Truly, there isn't an off -network sitcom for 1998 or
beyond that we see as being a runaway hit like Home
Improvement, Seinfeld, The Simpsons or Frasier," says
Nathanson, who left Tribune Broadcasting -owned KTLA
as vp and general manager last summer to be named exec-
utive in charge of program development for Fox Television
Stations and Twentieth Television. "Now that the Tribune
group has bought [Warner Bros.'] Friends [for fall 1998],
I'd have to see something else emerge or we could be going
the first -run route in a few years."

For now, Fox's heavy bet on sitcoms is paying off. In
Los Angeles, KTTV's repeat airings of Home Improve-
ment and Twentieth Television's The Simpsons last No-
vember won the market at 7-8 p.m. with 10.2 rating/17
share and 11.0/18 averages, respectively. In Chicago,
WFLD has seen The Simpsons (9.9/19), Home Improve-
ment (11.7/21) and Seinfeld (12.8/22) finish a strong sec-
ond in the market from 5:30-7 p.m.

With the sitcoms providing strong lead-in ratings for
prime time, Fox's network series lineup on icrry scored
a 10.6/16 to finish third in the market and post a whopping
6 -share (or 60 percent) lead over KCBS (6.8/10) in the
comparable 7-10 p.m. time periods during the most recent
sweeps. The lead-in from prime time then allowed
KTTV's 10-11 p.m. newscast (5.6/10) to unseat KTLA
(4.6/8) with the top -rated newscast among independents.

The Fox O&O group has acquired the fall 1997 broad-
cast rights to the top -rated Fox series The X -Files in what
amounted to an in-house programming deal. The X -Files,
was sold by Twentieth Television for a Monday -to -Friday
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cable run on its sister FX cable net-
work and a weekend barter run on
the Fox O&Os and other Fox affili-
ates. Nathanson says he will be look-
ing to boost prime access on the
weekends, with X -Files to get double -
run airings "in or around" access
and in late -night on Saturdays and
Sundays.

The brand recognition and cult
status enjoyed by X -Files also has
Nathanson thinking of ways he can
exploit it for weekend late -night. He
says plans are for X -Files to serve as
a lead-in for The John Salley Show, a
new hour talk show the Fox O&Os
have committed to testing on week-
ends next June with producer/syndi-
cator Buena Vista Television.
Nathanson describes the deal with
Buena Vista as "very buyer -friend-
ly," allowing the Fox O&Os the
option of picking up "Salley" as a
strip in January 1998 if the show
rates well with viewers.

If the Fox O&Os have an
Achilles heel, it lies in daytime,
where its talk shows and kids pro-
gramming are beginning to falter.
The network's debut of Fox After
Breakfast at 9-10 a.m. stumbled
badly last fall. Nathanson suggests
that "advance buzz" on The Home Team With Teny
Bradshaw," a fall 1997 syndicated talk show project from
Twentieth, has the Fox O&Os leaning toward scheduling it
in the current After Breakfast slot at 9 and moving After
Breakfast to 10.

"We've done some tests with Terry, and he has come off
as very likable with the females," Nathanson says of the
former Pittsburgh Steelers quarterback and host of Fox's
NFL pregame broadcasts. "There are some other daytime
talk shows being floated, such as Great Day [from Western
International Syndication] and Arthel & Fred [from All
American Television], which look like fine shows, but fine
won't be good enough to break through the clutter." -MF

Tribune has few
needs beyond morning

the Chicago-based Tribune Broadcasting is the
largest of the non -network groups. When combined
with the Renaissance group, it will reach 25.7 per-
cent of U.S. homes. It is a fitting place to begin to
make sense of this year's NATPE conference.

According to a senior level source at Tribune who would-
n't speak for attribution, "This will be a quiet NATPE
for us. We're not after a lot of new stuff-renewals,
mostly. The cleaning up of some odds and ends."

Some executives questioned the need to even have

"Second run
movies will be
less prominent,
and the WB will
be growing "at
[the rate of] one
night a year."

Marc
Schacher

TRIBUNE BROADCASTING

a NATPE conference in the
future, like Silver King evp's
Adam Ware and Doug Binzak.

But for Marc Shacher, vp for
programming at Tribune,
NATPE still serves as a vital
marketplace. A deal already has
been been closed for the new, Ed
Koch-controlled People's Court.
Shacher is also enthused about
two Tribune shows now being
shopped that are due to come out
next season. They are both action
hours. The first is Battleground
Earth, from the creator of Star
Trek, which traveled boldly to
become an international cultural
icon only in syndication. The sec-
ond is Nightman, about an after -
dark vigilante. These new shows
come as a signal, says another
source who spoke on condition of
anonymity, that "[second run]
movies will be less prominent,"
and that the WB network will be
growing "at one night a year"
until all nights are fully pro-
grammed.

A glance at a few WB stations
in major markets tells a lot about
how the station group may move
to program at NATPE. In a

word, the theme could well be morning-Boston's
WB affiliate, WVLI-TV 6, gets less than a 1 rating
for its 8:30 a.m.-to-4:30 p.m. broadcasts. Tribune's
WPIX-TV in New York City, is doing a brisk 5 rat-
ing, 11 household share from sign -on to sign -off. It
is currently third among the six networks in New
York, trouncing even a Big Three O&O, WCBS-TV.
WPIX fields a strong lineup in late fringe: Seinfeld,
Cheers and Murphy Brown strips await post-late
news viewers after the station's 10 o'clock news and
steal away viewers from other stations' local 11:00
p.m. newscasts.

WPIX's more visible weakness is in the weekday
morning-the Pat Bullard talker that bottomed out at
a 5 household share and a 1 rating. -CB

Gannett needs help
at night and in the a.m.

annett Broadcasting, the Arlington, Va.-based
company that reaches just over 14 percent of
U.S. households, comes to NATPE with a his-
ory of "doing group deals" for quick clear-

ance, "but such deals are directed by stations
that make the individual market decision," according
to a statement from group president Cecil L. Walker
made through Gannett Broadcasting vp Craig Dubow.
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"There's a need
for a new show
to come to the
surface in
access."

Deb
McDermott

YOUNG BROADCASTING

lead-in, CBS
19 share.

Gannett's problem in Jacksonville station
WTLTV-TV 12 is that Montel Williams is out-
gunned nearly two -to -one by Oprah in the 4:00
p.m. time slot by competitor station and CBS affili-
ate WJXT. -CB

Gannett's Oklahoma City
ABC affiliate, KOCO TV 5,
places third out of the five
network affiliates in the mar-
ket. With a sign -on -to -sign -
off household rating of 6 and
a share of 16, its early -fringe
is quite solid, currently owing
to the juggernaut of Rosie
O'Donnell Oprah and Wheel
of Fortune.

Weekend late -fringe is a
different story at KOCO,
where a sacrificial lamb of
Hogan's Heroes (2 rating/8
share) trots up to the 11 p.m.
altar to confront Saturday
Night Live fielded by rival
Palmer Broadcasting Group's
KFOR-TV, an NBC affiliate.

Gannett's Greensboro,
N.C., CBS affiliate, WFMY-
TV, is first in the market (7
rating, 22 share, sign -on to
sign -off), but it has a weak
link in the morning daypart,
with Jenny Jones taking an
anemic 1 rating and 10 share,
a significant loss from its

This Morning, which holds a 4 rating/

To be Young
and live in L.A.

alook at Vincent Young's Young Broadcasting
shows a company that has taken on a potentially
large cash cow but may now have problems feed-
ing it. For example, Young spent $385 million
acquiring KCAL -TV, an independent station,

last April. This bold move got Young access to a little
more than 5 percent of the nation's television audience.
Now he faces a NATPE conference with less product
than any other in recent history, a situation that is causing
"sheer panic" at Young and among other independents,
according to a source familiar with Young's operations
who would not speak for attribution. "[There are] a lot of
people with a lot of holes to fill."

KCAL currently ranks sixth among seven stations in
the market. With an average household rating of 3 and a
share of 8, KCAL programs the entire 8:30 p.m. to 11:00
p.m. time period with low -rated news shows, generally
getting a rating of around 3.

KCAL, because it an independent, is suffering from

the trend in recent years toward group deals. However,
group deals can cut both ways. Said the source, "The good
news about group deals is that it means immediate clear-
ance. The bad news is that they mostly are bad shows.
Come fall of '97, we'll see if these group deals' [ratings]
have a pulse."

Asked about programming needs, Deb McDermott,
evp at Young, said, "There's a need for a new show to
come to the surface in access." McDermott has recently
closed a deal in early fringe to secure Rosie O'Donnell
for two years for Young's Richmond, Va., station, ABC
affiliate WRIC-TV.

Young's Albany station, ABC affiliate WTEN,
suffers from morning sickness. It's third in the market
after the NBC and CBS affiliates, and its recently
canceled Day & Date dropped to a 1 rating/5 share
from a generous lead-in from Good Morning America,
which was getting a 5 rating/22 share. WTEN's num-
bers remain weak until its noon newscast. Something
is needed in lieu of the recently departed Day & Date
to blunt Regis & Kathie Lee, which nets an 8 rating/37
share on WNTY-TV 13, the Albany NBC affiliate.

Young Broadcasting may be making some changes
in early fringe at its Knoxville, Tenn., station, WATE-
TV, an ABC affiliate. It programs Rosie O'Donnell,
which gets a 4 rating/13 share, against Oprah, which
generates 9 with a 32 share on WBIR-TV, an NBC
affiliate. WBIR's early evening news does a 14 rating/
37 share at 5 p.m.; WATE runs Roseanne, which nets a
2 rating/5 share. Given those numbers, Young could
save money running either a test pattern or Hogan's
Heroes against Oprah and rescheduling Rosie where
she could find more breathing room. -C.B.

Sinclair needs help in
St. Louis and Sacramentot he clout of the massive Baltimore -based Sin-

clair Broadcasting group has long been the
nightmare from which syndicators wake
screaming, only to realize: It's still there. Sin-
clair tendered $1.2 billion last year for River

City Broadcasting and gained 10 stations, making its
total a significant 29-the highest tally of any group.
Barry Baker, ceo of the broadcast group, sees
NATPE now as "more of a non -even, more a social
exercise than a selling exercise." Though he adds,
"...for indie stations, it's very important. A lot of
indies adopt a wait -and -see attitude. They look to see
what major station groups will do and then become the
secondary part of a [syndication] launch."

While Sinclair's size is formidable, several stations
may have some revamping to do: St. Louis' KDNL, an
ABC affiliate, is 5th in a market of five networks and
has some problems in the morning daypart. It has an
overall 9 household share and a 4 rating average from
sign -on to sign -off. Arch foe KMOV, the Paramount -

owned CBS affiliate, aims The Price Is Right (8 rating/
28 share) at the competition and surely must watch
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with glee as it rolls over everything in its path in the St.
Louis 11:00-noon time slot. KNDL's use of I Love
Lucy and Andy Griffith strips in the same time period
(1 rating, 5 share) do not seem to be working. (Did
someone say Pictionary?)

Sinclair's Sacramento station, KOVR-TV, a CBS
affiliate, is third out of six networks in the market.
While the Wheel over at neighbor and competitor
KXT, (an ABC affiliate) regularly flattens its competi-
tion in access, most of KOVR's problems come from
moderate -to -low numbers in early fringe, with fading
shows such as Ricki Lake and the flat -of -late Maury
Povich. -CB

There's gridlock
at LIN, they say

While some station groups sweat and stew,
LIN Television has few time periods open
going into NATPE, claims Paul Karpowicz,
LIN's vp for television. While this is a
familiar refrain heard from many execu-

tives eager to appear nonchalant, LIN is in fairly good
position in both Fort Worth and New Haven, its first -
and third- largest markets. The
Providence, R.I.-based television
group reaches just over 6.3 percent
of the nation's households, with six
of its nine stations in the top 40
largest markets.

LIN's Forth Worth station,
KXAS-TV, is second in its market,
drawing an overall sign -on -to -sign -
off household rating of 6 and a
share of 14. Maury Povich is the one
product that seems the weak link in
an otherwise solid performing
morning and midday schedule.

LIN's New Haven station,
WTNH-TV 8, an ABC affiliate.
also commands second place in its
market, but the main problem is the
generally weak Pat Bullard show,
which drops to a 3 rating/13 share
from from its lead-in, Regis &
Kathie Lee, which nets a 5 rating
and a 22 household share.

Karpowicz says he's enthused
about Eyemark's Wings of Gold-
coproduced by the Partner Station
Group (consisting of LIN, Pappas,
Malrite, River City, Sinclair and
the Providence Journal Compa-
ny)-which has cleared on the sta-
tions owned by those companies.
Karpowicz believes that daytime
and early fringe will be the hot dayparts at NATPE,
and that renewals, not new deals, will be the predomi-
nant transaction.

Karpowicz says the problem with mornings is that
there have been too few new shows that can anchor the
daypart. "Day & Date, Scoop [Terry] Bradshaw...they
were all tough formats for that time period." -CB

Cox eyes weekends
and late fringe

Cox Communications president Nicholas
Tragony believes that the rumors of a quiet
NATPE don't apply to Cox. "I don't perceive
that at all. Certainly our stations are looking to
buy. And on the Rysher side of things, we have

programs to sell," he says.
Tragony is particularly optimistic about the for-

tunes of Rysher-distributed Soldier of Fortune, Inc., an
A -Team for the '90s that can get the tricky and clan-
destine work of international counterterrorism done
without causing the unpleasantness that can accompa-
ny global nuclear warfare.

Cox, according to Tragony, is seeking "mostly
weekend and late -fringe programming."

Which makes good sense, as evidenced by Cox
Pittsburgh station WPXI (an NBC affiliate). First in

its market, (an average 8 rating
and 17 share, an early fringe
lineup with Real TV and Hard
Copy, and an access period that
appears bulletproof with Wheel
of Fortune and Jeopardy!. NBC's
dominance in prime time is well
documented. It would seem logi-
cal to suggest that fringe and
weekend are the areas Cox needs
to shore up.

Cox's Atlanta station, ABC
affiliate WSB-TV, also is first in
the market among the six net-
works there, with an average 8
rating and 19 share. It's difficult
to say anything bad about the
station. Quite unlike Cox's lag-
ging Oakland station, the fourth -
place KTVU, with a sign -on -to -
sign -off average of a 5 rating/12
share, WSB needs no renovation
in early fringe.

WSB also almost never drops
below a weekday 5 rating (save
for the ancient yet durable One
Life to Live soap and ailing Jen-
ny Jones talker) and holds a
commanding double-digit share
on weekdays.

WFTV in Orlando, an ABC
affiliate, also is in fine form. In

early fringe, it has Oprah, which leads the market
with a 13.2/30.8; and it has Wheel and Jeopardy! in
access. -CB

"Day Date_

Scoop and Brad-
shaw ...they
were all tough
formats for the
morning time
period."

Paul
KarpowiczKarpowicz

LIN BROADCASTING
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D.C. tunes in
the TV biz

Washington is gearing up for a full-scale review

during 1997 of what stations program and when

By Alicia Mundy

remember the good old days, when we thought duopoly was
a cheap spinoff of a popular board game and fin-syn was
what Flipper did when he knocked up another dolphin?
When Ed Markey was only an asterisk on a subcommittee
so technical that even geeks shunned it for dullness? When
media issues and Washington didn't land in the same para-

graph, let alone the same headline? Those days are gone. In 1997,
media matters are among the most crucial political crises on Capitol
Hill and at the White House. No matter how New York and Holly-
wood struggle for power, they both will find themselves
answering to Washington.

Media week has been asking the most influential peo-
ple in government what they foresee for 1997. These
media policy makers include Ed Markey, ranking Demo-
crat on the House Telecom Subcommittee; Joseph
Lieberman, Democratic senator on the Commerce Com-
mittee; Jim Moran, up-and-coming Democratic con-
gressman on Telecom; Greg Simon, Al Gore's point man
on telecom issues. And, of course, Sen. John McCain, a
Democrat who will be taking over the Senate Commerce Committee.

The good news for TV -station and programming executives is that
they are definitely on the radar screens of these powerful politicians.
The bad news is that they may be lined up in the politicians' sights.

Syndication is seen as synonymous with sex in Washington. It means
hours of daytime talk shows with transvestites and fathers who love
their little girls too much. Tabloid murder investigations with hookers. It
signifies a roughly two-hour time slot from 7 to 9 p.m. full of Seinfeld
reruns extolling masturbation and various ethnic versions of Married...
With Children. Syndication gives Joe Lieberman wrinkles and Sen. Fritz
Hollings white hair. And now Washington wants to return the favor.

Children's Hour programming-the "safe harbor" issue-will be a
top concern this session with many members of Congress, both liberal
and conservative. The new TV ratings system may alleviate some of
the immediate pressure on stations that carry the more blatant (and
popular) syndicated shows. But there's a lot of noise on Capitol Hill
about sex and violence on TV during kids' prime viewing time and a
growing sentiment that the ratings just don't go far enough.

Markey of Massachusetts, Virginia's Moran, Lieberman from Con-
necticut and Hollings (D-S.C.) are among the most outspoken leaders
on the ratings issue right now. The good publicity they have garnered by
talking up the matter ensures that they will keep it before the public.
They are regular critics of some of the shows that have been running
during the 7-9 p.m. slots, both in syndication and on the networks.

Hollings, the ranking Democrat on the Commerce
Committee, wants to see legislation that makes the Chil-
dren's Hour an inviolable institution. Though he is likely
to encounter opposition among Commerce colleagues,
Hollings holds the key to votes on other critical commit-
tee issues that new chairman McCain favors. So it's pos-
sible that Hollings could get safe -harbor support from
McCain in return for backing on other legislation.

Daytime programs, particularly talk shows and
tabloid news shows, are two more targets that Markey,
Lieberman and Moran have focused upon. "It's disgust-
ing what you find when you turn on the TV in the after-
noon on these talk shows," Lieberman said recently. "I
don't see ratings going far enough in addressing how to
warn people about the talk shows and what you will see."

These matters lead to two political/legal issues: Can
Congress mandate a Children's Hour? And what can it
do about the talk shows, since they occupy so much of the

daytime schedule, when children are likely to watch television?
First, the Children's Hour mandate might pass. According to Feder-

al Communications commissioner James Quello, the legal precedent
was probably set when the Supreme Court decided that radio host
Howard Stern could not use certain language during hours when chil-
dren were likely to be in the audience. Because of that, Quello thinks
that the Children's Hour would withstand challenges in court.

On talk -show restrictions, Markey and Lieberman both say they
are unsure how they'll proceed this session. At a reception in Novem-

ber at which Markey was honored as a hero of chil-
dren's television, he said, "I think we're reaching a point
where the American people are being heard on [day-
time TV] on Capitol Hill." For those of you beyond the
Beltway, those are fighting words.

What Lieberman, Markey and Moran foresee this
year are more public hearings on the content of daytime
TV These sessions would be followed by more "con-
sumer groups, viewers [and] parents groups becoming
active, naming shows that offend and contacting spon-

sors. They will need information and public channels, and that's
where political leaders can take an active role," according to a
spokesman for Lieberman.

Where is the President in all this? An official in the White House
who follows telecommunications says that President Clinton is "not
interested in censorship." But, he adds, "we're all pleased that Con-
gress is taking such an active role in looking at how TV stations plan
their programming. We're going to be following any hearings Con-
gress holds on ratings, liquor advertising and the safe -harbor provision
very carefully, and we will have more to say on those subjects as they
go through Congress."

However, the White House official added, "We think the safe -

harbor provision may be a good idea, if Sen. Hollings decides to intro-
duce such legislation." And, in that case, "that would be a time to look
at the kinds of shows that are regularly aired during the daytime."

Now that you're all paying attention, let's see what else is on the
agenda with the titans of telecom. To start with, there's the Telecom
Bill itself. Sen. McCain, the patron saint of deregulation, has said he
would like to look at the "unintended consequences" of the bill,
which passed into law last year. Phone and cable rates have gone up,
cable is not getting into the phone market, and radio mergers are off
the charts. McCain's counterpart on the House side, Rep. Billy
Tauzin (R -La.), doesn't want to reopen Telecom, but Tauzin lacks
McCain's credibility and credentials. A serious hearing on the Sen-
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ate side could not be ignored on the House side, especially with
Markey and others pushing for a review of the law.

Duopoly expansion? Don't hold your breath. Markey says, "Con-
centrated ownership is not in the best interest of the American public."
While McCain may think the issue should be examined, once again his
concern over the fallout of Telecom makes it unlikely that h would
favor more freedom for expanded ownership provisions any time soon.

Spectrum auctions? McCain salivates at the thought, but he's fac-
ing tough opposition from Hollings, and on the House side, Markey is
adamantly opposed. A lot depends on where the President's budget
comes out, says a Commerce staffer. "It's a mat-
ter of how important the auctions would be to
help the deficit. If we need $15 billion to balance
the budget, there will be a move for auctions. If
the figure is much less than that, auctions won't
get pushed forward."

Alcohol ads on TV? There will be hearings,
maybe in both houses of Congress. Markey and
Moran are vehemently opposed to the move by the Distilled Spirits
Council of the U.S. (DISCUS) to drop its voluntary ban on TV ads,
and the congressmen will certainly keep that issue alive and before
the public. Lieberman, though not a member of the Commerce Com-
mittee, is also quite opposed to liquor ads on TV and intends to fight
for restrictions, a spokesman for his office says.

Before anyone starts citing freedom of speech arguments, let's
talk timing. It did not help DISCUS' case when The Wall Street Jour-
nal revealed on Jan. 6 that a number of TV stations are running liquor

ads during shows with large underage audiences. Staffers in Rep. Joe
Kennedy's office (the Massachusetts Democrat has introduced a bill
to block alcohol ads in many outlets) were hard at work last week dis-
tributing that Journal article to colleagues and reporters, and their toil
was paying off. Staffers for GOP and Democratic congressmen alike
(Connie Morella, R-Md.; Kent Conrad, D-S.D., for example) were
already talking about backlash from the Journal report.

A related issue is the advertising of hard liquor on cable's Tele-
mundo and Black Entertainment Television at a time when interest
groups are concerned that minorities are being targeted for more

"It's disgusting what you find when
you turn on the TV in the afternoo

on these talk shows." - Sen. Lieberman

alcohol consumption. "Who's doing the targeting?" asked a staffer for
Sen. Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.), who has previously proposed limits
on alcohol ads. Look to see this issue in a debate this year.

And let's not forget TV ratings. McCain is scheduling hearings
on the new ratings system in late January or early February. Staffers
on the Senate Commerce Committee confirm that the content and
ratings of "those syndicated talk shows" are going to be on the
agenda-and in the drop zone.

Happy new year, NATPE.
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s opping
list for shows_
A veteran programmer looks at this year's menu

and serves up some tips on where the fare's good

By John von Soosten

it's Tuesday morning at NATPE. We arrived in New Orleans late
yesterday, stood on an endless hotel check -in line, then dashed
over to the Quarter for dinner at K -Paul's. This morning, it was
chicory coffee and beignets at Café Du Monde, then another end-
less line for our NATPE badge and tote bag. Now we're ready for
action. We're going to hit the floor running straight to...hold on!

Let's think this through. Why are we here at NATPE? Sure, to buy
product. But do we need to? For what dayparts? To replace what?

As a once -fledgling programmer, I remember my mentors saying over
and over, "The devil you know is better than the devil you
don't" and "If it ain't broke, don't fix it" and all those other
clichés. I know now that most programs take time to build
(except Rosie O'Donnell and anything with Star Trek in the
title). Think of all the happy stations that resisted the temp-
tation to yank Regis and Kathie Lee in the first year. Re-
member, also, that viewers watch programs, not deals. (Keep
this in mind especially when shopping for kids shows!)

Here's our game plan: We'll look for new shows only if
absolutely necessary and renew those that are working. We'll
shop by daypart. Since acr'ss and early fringe are most important, we'll
head straight to the Worldvision booth. It could have a hot property on its
hands in Pictionary. With Alan Thicke hosting and celebrities as contes-
tants, it's a fun pilot based on the popular charades -like board game
with which even the most jaded programmers will find themselves play-
ing along. While Worldvision would be happy to take access clearances on
the premise that Win, Lase or Draw played well against Wheel and Jeop-
wdy!, Pictionary is more likely to be cleared for early fringe or daytime
by most stations. The producers are stocking it with younger celebrities
from soaps, prime -time series and the music industry in an attempt to
appeal to the all-important 18-49 women.

Now to All American. It's been trying to launch several of the very
familiar game shows it acquired with the Mark Goodson library. With
Mike Berger as host of Match Game, Tom Greene on Cardsharks and
Doug Davidson with Family Feud, we want to see the presentation
and hear All American's plans for the shows. If they are launched,
we should consider them for daytime, early fringe or access.

Next, it's a quick stop at Columbia TriStar to check out the rumor
that it might try to launch versions of $100,000 Pyramid (adjusted for
inflation?) and Treasure Hunt. If so, we should consider them as well.

For early fringe and daytime, we're anxious to see the pitch for Warner
Bros.' "new" People's Court in a one -hour "interactive" format. And we
certainly want to meet the new judge, the near -mythical ex -mayor of
New York, Ed Koch. His "New York manner," quick wit and brusque -

with -charm persona will make this a far different court-
room than Joe Wapner's. While at Warner Bros., we'll
make an appointment for right after NATPE to hear the
21/2 -hour pitch for the just -announced CityWeb. It's not a
TV show; CityWeb is an interactive online Internet ser-
vice. And if it's as good as the advance PR makes it seem,
this one -station -in -a -market online service could be a new
revenue source that links broadcasting to the Internet and
also attracts more viewers to a station's programming.

Newly formed syndicator Skyline Television (same
initials as its founder, Scott Towle) has teamed with vet-
eran producers Arnold Shapiro (Rescue 911) and Gary
Bernstein (Bounty Hunter) to put a new twist on cop reali-
ty shows. With its focus on female cops, MPs and sheriffs
in action and at home, Lady Law should skew well toward
women viewers. It may be a bit too risky for aerss or early
fringe, but we'll consider it for daytime or late fringe.

For our morning needs, Eyemark's Martha Stewart
Living is a no-brainer. The host has become a one -woman brand name.
Her weekly show has a big, loyal following. With tremendous appeal to
women and surprisingly good male response, she's well-known to the
available daytime audience. To counterpiogiam Live With Regis &
Kathie Lee or Rosie O'Donnell (or to round out a block with either of
them), it's probably the best choice among new daytime offerings.

As always, there's a slew of weeklies available. Let's look at
brand -name shows. Since MGM isn't at NATPE, we'll use our cell
phone to call about Fame L.A., which has a very good presentation

tape and some strong numbers from the original early -
'80s syndicated Fame. With the kids now out of school
and seeking showbiz fame in Hollywood, Fame L.A. is
unique among weeklies. It should have very good young -
adult, teen and 18-49 appeal without any hit -list problems.

Let's stop next at Buena Vista. It will be shrinking
people on a weekly basis in Honey, I Shrunk the Kids:
The Series. With advertiser -friendliness and two well-
known names (both the program title and Disney itself),
it should be a good bet for weekend early fringe or the

first hour of prime for UPN, WB and independent stations.
Universal née MCA -TV is retooling Knight Rider as Team Knight

Rider. The show promises lots of action for its five -member TKR
crime -fighting team and souped -up wheels with "unique personali-
ties" (both the humans and the vehicles). If the series is even half as
fast-moving as the demo tape, TKR will leave viewers breathless.

Let's also stop at Tribune to see Battleground Earth. Anything
associated, even posthumously, with Star Trek creator Gene Rodden-
berry needs to be seen. We'll also visit Rysher for its Soldier of For-
tune, Inc., described as Mission: Impossible meets The Dirty Dozen.
It's from Jerry Bruckheimer (Crimson Tide, The Rock, Top Gun,
Flashdance, Beverly Hills Cop) and should be seen. Both shows could
be used in weekend or prime -time action -adventure blocks.

Looking to weekend late fringe, the buzz among the reps is that
The John Salley Show, from Buena Vista, looks terrific. These usual-
ly tough -to -please programmers (trust me, I was one) describe Salley
and the show itself with words like funny, different, smart and articu-
late. We've got to see this one for ourselves, keeping in mind that this
June 1997 weekly is slated to become a strip in January 1998.

As for kids shows, you're on your own. I'm going over to the
Hilton to check out that Chinese freighter in the lobby.
John von Soosten, formerly senior vpldirector of progrnmming at Katz Na-
tional Television, programming chief at14WEW-7V in New York and presi-
dent of NATPE, is now an air personality on WQE14; 1560 AM in New York
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What they've
On close analysis, it's a psyche -satisfying

mix of charms and demons that keeps

Oprah and Rosie on top

By T.L. Stanley

Illustration by Annette LeBlanc -Cate

prah. Rosie. If there is such a thing,
these larger -than -life figures are
down-home megastars. Though they
have made millions-Oprah, in fact,
is the highest -paid woman in enter-
tainment-their syndicated talk
shows are all about roots and regu-
lar folks. And that, according to
analysts of the American psyche, is
why we love them.

In an industry enthralled by flash and glitz, these
two hosts are decidedly anti -glamour. It's easy to imag-
ine chatting over the backyard fence or having a cup of
coffee with Oprah or Rosie. Viewers have no trouble
envisioning either star sitting home at her kitchen table
in sweats and no makeup, drinking caffeine and chomp-
ing a Danish. Well, OK, maybe two Danish.

Oprah Winfrey, daytime talk's equivalent of Walter
"The Most Trusted Man in America" Cronkite, and
Rosie O'Donnell, an edgy mix of Johnny Carson and
Mike Douglas, have settled in and made themselves at
home with America's viewers. In the process, they have
made the audience, particularly the women in it, feel that
they have an empathetic, fun -loving friend they can
count on day in and day out.

Psychologists say this feeling of closeness is one of the
biggest draws for both shows, which finished last Novem-
ber's sweeps period in the No. 1 (Oprah) and No. 3
(Rosie in a three-way tie with Regis & Kathie Lee and Jen-

ny Jones) spots for daytime talk programs. Because audi-
ences feel comfortable with the hosts, they keep coming
back to the shows, no matter the topic or guest.

"Viewers want to be around someone like themselves.
They want a nonthreatening person they can identify
with," says Stuart Fischoff, professor of media psycholo-
gy at California State University at Los Angeles. "These
hosts have lots of problems that many women have and
can relate to."

Both women struggle with their weight. Audiences
sent Winfrey's fitness book to the top of 1996's nonfic-
tion bestseller list, and they showed an outpouring of
support for O'Donnell when guest Donnie Osmond said
she was fat. O'Donnell, a single mother, talks about bal-
ancing her career with raising her adopted son, and Win-
frey shares intimate details of her life, including the deep
emotional scars she suffered from childhood abuse.

But personal demons alone do not a successful talk -
show franchise make. If there is a secret to sewing up the
loyalty of millions of daytime viewers, psychologists say it
could be the earthiness mixed with star power for which
both women have become known.

"Oprah is bigger than life, yet she's part of life," says
Robert Simmermon, an Atlanta psychologist who often
is called upon as a talk -show guest. "She has real power in
the entertainment world, yet she still has the common
touch."

The same can be said of O'Donnell, who's as com-
fortable in Small Town, USA, as she is in Hollywood or
Manhattan, Simmermon says. "She's like your cool
Aunt Sophie. She's someone you want to know person-
ally," he says. "She's working-class, down-to-earth, yet
she has star quality."

The hosts' Hollywood clout has drawn big celebrities
to both shows recently, with Oprah snagging the first
interview with Madonna since the birth of the singer -
actress's daughter, Lourdes, and Rosie chatting with
Tom Cruise about his latest movie and, more impor-
tantly, his life.

Fans, however, say it isn't just the presence of a
celebrity that intrigues them; it is the way the hosts inter-
act with the Streeps, DeNiros and Dreschers of the world
that keeps them engaged. After all, millions of viewers
truly do want to hear a frank discussion between Madon-
na and Oprah about having children. (On the show,
Madonna said she always knew she wanted to be a moth-
er, despite speculation that the child was a pawn in yet
another career remake. Oprah said she doesn't think she
will ever feel compelled to start a family.)

Millions also want to see such recent on -air antics as
Rosie nudging lithe actress Sarah Jessica Parker into fry-
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ing up some doughnuts and eating the whole batch, or the
host bursting into the Partridge Family theme song when
Susan Dey appeared as a guest. And audiences roared
when, days after the Cruise interview, the actor's wife,
Nicole Kidman, chatted with Rosie, who playfully intro-
duced her as "the actress who's married to my
boyfriend."

"Rosie asks the questions you would ask if you had
the chance, and she really listens to the answers," says
one rabid Rosie fan, a 33 -year -old television publicist
who asked not to be named because he works for a rival
Hollywood studio that also produces talk shows. "She

does and says things that real people do and say."
At the same time, O'Donnell has the research and the

quick wit to respond with the next probing question or
zinger. In that way, she asks the questions we all wish we
were sharp enough to ask, the publicist says.

Even when she is head -over -heels in like with her
guest, as in Cruise's case, Rosie doesn't gush. "She
fawns," the publicist says. "But she does it in a funny,
psychotic way."

Both women are multitalented and creative, ambi-
tious and hardworking, all qualities that endear them to
their viewers, Simmermon says. They bring a level of tal-
ent to the daytime talk arena that other hosts do not:
Both have starred in feature films, while O'Donnell had
a successful stand-up career and Winfrey has a deal to
produce six TV movies for ABC and a movie production
deal with Disney. They also seem to have a consistency
between their public and private lives.

"Rosie emotes sincerity as she talks about her life and

her son, and Oprah deals in a very public way with her
dieting, her background," Simmermon says. "People pick
up on that congruity."

O'Donnell, an admitted child of television, shares
nearly every pop -culture reference that comes to mind
during her high-energy hour. She strikes a comfortable
chord with thirtysomethings who, like her, grew up eat-
ing Little Debbie's and watching Laverne & Shirley.
While it's familiar, O'Donnell's show also offers the
unexpected without the negative vibes of some recent
controversial talk shows, fans say.

"Her reputation is based on politically acceptable
iconoclasm," Fischoff says. "She's sassy, but it's accept-
able sassy."

And people who go along for the ride can feel like they
are as in touch with today's hip happenings as Rosie is,
Fischoff says. "Watching her makes them feel like they
aren't too stodgy or conservative," Fischoff says of
O'Donnell's baby boomer fans. "They can feel like
they're with it."

Syndicated talk -show audiences in general are made
up of people who have time to watch TV in the middle

of the day. Most are women.
Loyal fans include the unem-
ployed, the underemployed,
college students, retired peo-
ple, working-class folk who
watch during their breaks and
a small number of people who
videotape.

"These shows appeal to
the silent majority," Fischoff
says, noting that there will
always be an audience for
daytime talk, with different
types of shows appealing to
different segments of that
group. "For the most part, the
fans aren't the movers and
shakers."

According to those who
study media demographics,

there is a constant 3 percent of the population who
watch daytime talk each day; another 4 percent cycles
in and out, depending on the topic and what's happen-
ing in their lives.

While some of the so-called "trash -talk" programs
cater to the lowest common denominator, Oprah and
Rosie have been credited with bringing alienated view-
ers back to daytime TV.

The TV publicist who watches Rosie says he watches
his own studio's shows on tape but has few programs that
are true appointment television for him. Rosie, however,
is taped every single day. Like other devotees, he loves
the show because he loves Rosie. 'As a viewer, you're giv-
en credit for having a brain," he says. He loves the con-
versational way O'Donnell talks to her viewers and her
selfless manner, noting that she pokes as much fun at
herself as she does at anyone else.

"She always brightens up my day," the publicist says.
"She's 100 percent pure entertainment."
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What
advertisers

want
The big ad deal announced on the floor of

NATPE always turns heads. Here's why.

By Scotty Dupree

Illustration by Amy Goldberg

n of long ago in a city less than three
hours' flight from most anywhere,
important television executives
would gather amid the bedlam and
belly dancers of New Orleans for a
week or so. With the intention of
buying and selling TV shows that
make up the bulk of the non -net-
work television schedule, they'd
share a beer and a laugh with an

old buddy, feast on prime rib and champagne and ogle
the cleavage of barely clad women. They'd then adjourn
to the saucy carnival that is the Big Easy for evenings
that would live in infamy but not in any participant's cog-
nitive memory.

Despite all the fun, business got done, and the pur-
pose of the National Association of Television Program
Executives was not moot. In more recent years, as the
locale of NATPE has shifted from Houston to San Fran-
cisco to Las Vegas, the fervor has grown and the business
has waned. Less and less deal -making happens at the
show, yet it is a must -attend for everyone in TV. And so
the nature of the action has changed.

These days it's more likely that conventioneers will

hear fever -pitched exclamations such as "Kitty Kelley is
dead," meaning her show got canceled, or "Sam and
Dorothy is a go," meaning that the syndicator has given
the green light on a new show, or "Friends isn't even on
the market yet and it's cleared in 50 percent of the coun-
try!" But it's when one convention -goer says to another, 'I
hear P&G took a 40 percent chunk of You Bet Your Life
that stunned silence ensues and the recipient of the infor-
mation tries to ascertain what that indicates about the
show and the advertiser.

It can mean one or both of two things: 1) That the
show's producers have little faith in the program and
need the cash infusion to get it off the ground and 2) that
the advertiser has a bottomless pit of ad money to spend
and can afford to take a risk. But it can mean that the
advertiser has an early lead on the next megahit and is
beating everyone to the punch.

The first two reasons are a sign of weakness, either on
the part of the programmer or the advertiser, and those
who resort to such deals with those needs in mind won't
admit it. But does the last reason, the early in on the sure-
fire hit, still justify the deal? "No," say syndicators, who
see their inventory as a commodity that is best sized up
either in the upfront or the scatter market but never, ever
so early in the season. "If it's a good show, why would you
sell out before the market starts?" questions one syndica-
tor, who wouldn't speak for attribution. There are as many
reasons to stay away from such deals as there are to make
them. Most shows are neither hits nor dismal failures. So
there is a wide window of feasibility. For those advertisers
that have high inventory demands, the strategy is to find
the deal that is least offensive to fiscal and esthetic sensi-
bilities. Let the market think what it wants.

Which is the thinking that puts P&G into so many
deals, including what could be this year's biggest advertis-
er -sponsored coproduction. P&G is teaming with Kraft
Foods and Hearst and creating a show with restaurateur
and former model Barbara Smith (and her husband, Dan
Gasby, president of B. Smith Productions and a former
King World sales executive). By bringing the show to
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market, P&G and KGF get to craft the advertising envi-
ronment, and Hearst gets a show with an attached star
and guaranteed marketplace support that should make it
easier to sell to stations. Still, an advertiser that is in on
the production is not the same as an advertiser taking a
large position in an already -in -the -works program; the
former is thought of as a producer with a purpose while
the latter may be viewed as bending the marketplace
demands to meet its goals. Still, pre -selling a show to
advertisers "gives a show the appearance of already being
successful in the market-
place," says Allen Banks,
media director at Saatchi &
Saatchi North America.

For the producer -adver-
tiser, there's a crucial bot-
tom -line value, explains
Banks. Getting in on the
early end of a production
can give an advertiser a big
chunk of the commercial
inventory at the best rate.
And the advertiser gets the
environment it wants (in
this case, P&G and KGF
will most likely be in mid-
day time slots, watched by
homemakers, and the sub-
jects will center around
cooking and entertaining,
perfect for the packaged -
goods marketers).

Even for advertisers
who simply buy in before a
show is launched, "there's a
huge benefit that people
don't often see," says John
Muszynski, media director
at Leo Burnett. "They see
the price but not the lock
on inventory" that an
agency can get, guarantee-
ing a client a certain
amount of exposure. The
sponsor may also get added
value, such as billboards,
product placement within

Syndication's Top 25
(spending in millions)

Jan. -Sept.
Advertiser 1996

Jan. -Sept.
1995

0.,,0
chg.

Kellogg $74.2 68.5 8

Kraft Foods USA 58.4 64.0 -9

M&M Mars 34.9 26.4 32

P&G Personal/Health 33.5 29.0 16

Wrigley 29.9 25.9 15

Miles Inc. 28.2 15.6 81

McNeil Consumer Prods. 27.0 15.5 74
Burger King 24.3 18.8 29

Kraft USA 23.9 28.5 -16

Mattel Toys 23.3 27.8 -16
Lever Bros. 21.6 20.2 7

Ciba-Giegy 21.6 11.9 82
Whitehall Labs 21.1 16.2 30

P&G Paper Prods. 20.6 18.4 12

Smithkline Beecham 20.3 13.5 50

Warner- Wellcome 20.1 15.5 3C

Hershey Chocolate 20.0 15.2 32

P&G Laundry Prods 17.6 23.8 -26
AT&T 17.0 31.5 -46

Sears Roebuck 16.6 12.4 34
MCI Communications 16.3 5.8 181

Nabisco 14.5 18.9 -23

Coca-Cola USA 14.4 14.4 N/C
Cheseborough Ponds 13.0 10.2 27

P&G Food Prods. 13.0 14.2 -8

Note: Procter Et Gamble spending is broken out by division.
Corporately, P&G is the biggest spender in syndication.

Source: Competitive Media Reporting

the show and category -exclusive rights to advertise cer-
tain products. Another benefit that the advertiser may
take from the deal is a back -end profit structure, such as
licensing fees if a line of products or services results from
the program or a cut of the license fees if the show finds a
back -end life on cable or in the international market-
place. But in general, says Banks, "Advertisers are much
more comfortable taking something off the shelf. I'd
rather buy a suit I can try on first."

The terms of a particular deal have to fit the needs of
both the advertiser and the syndicator. Sometimes it's a
matter of providing the cash that a syndicator may need
to either get a project off the ground or, in some
instances, to appease corporate parents of program pro-

ducers who see the upfront
support as a positive sign
for the future of the show.
And in some instances, if
the future of the syndica-
tion market looks weak, a
pre -launch deal may help a
syndicator avoid a soft mar-
ketplace by selling the show
at a price that the open
market may not bear.

More often than not,
syndication ad sales execu-
tives bristle at the idea of a
pre -sell. Perhaps the biggest
inhibitor to an early sell is
the impact that such a deal
may have on future deals a
seller has to negotiate. "On
one hand, you have a lot of
other shows to sell. Why
not use that show as part of
a package deal," says Bob
Cesa, head of advertiser
sales at Twentieth Televi-
sion. "But on the other

hand, why would you want to shut other advertisers out of
a show and possibly out of other shows due to one deal?"
For Cesa, the relationship is the crux of the deal. No sales
organization wants to do business at the risk of losing oth-
er clients, he says. "You walk a fine line; you want to have
a great relationship with all advertisers."

When there are early deals, though, they're usually so
early that they are fully formed before the announcement
reaches NATPE. Conversations start way before the con-
vention, say agencies and syndicators, and all that hap-
pens on the floor is the final handshake on a new deal or
conversations that lead to next year's announcements.
Which, in the beginning and now more than ever, is
NATPE's raison d'etre.
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NETWORK TV
Recent appointments at Fox
Kids Networks: Kim Hata-
miya has been named
senior vp of Latin America
and Asia; Ynon Kreiz has
been named senior vp of
Europe; and Rod Riegel has
been named director of
marketing. Hatamiya had
been senior vp and gm of
Canal Fox since May 1995;
Kreiz had been vp of busi-
ness development at Saban
Entertainment and Riegel
had been manager of cor-
porate PR and Fox Kids

publicity...Jeffrey Caiman
has been upped from vp,
sales planning and bus-
iness affairs at Warner Bros.
Pay -TV, Cable and Network
Features to senior vp, sales,
planning and business affairs.

CABLE
ESPN has promoted Evan
Sternschein to vp of nation-
al sales, responsible for all
of the sports network's
regional ad sales offices,
including New York. Stern-
schein, who had been vp of
ad sales for the Eastern
region, will continue to
report to Jeffrey Mahl,
senior vp of ad sales...
Robert Ware has been
upped to director of affiliate
services for Cable Net-
works, Inc. Ware joined CNI
in 1995 as national sales
manager. Before joining
CNI, Ware was an account
executive with CBS network
sales for six years...Marc
Juris has been named vp
and general manager of
ExtraHelp, a new cable
"how-to" channel from
Rainbow Programming.
Juris comes to the channel
having served with CBS,
GM Communications and
Select Media...QVC has

named Daniel Schutz -
(continued on page 40)

The Media Elite
BY MARK HUDIS AND ANYA SACHAROW

All Hail Shales
At the recent party feting
the 25th anniversary of
TV critic Tom Shales

with The Washington Post, the
smell of obeisance filled the air.
Among the 250-plus guests

gathered at Post owner
Katharine Graham's George-
town mansion, some had come
out of respect, some out of fear.
NBC Late Night host Conan
O'Brien and his producer had

If you throw a party for TV critic Shales, they will come

Ebert Gets Even on 'TONY's Tab
Film critic Roger Ebert
must be a good sport.
The other half of the

syndicated Buena Vista
Television show Siskel & Ebert
was the source of a highly, uh,
attitudinal ad campaign to
launch the weekly culture -list-
ings mag Time Out New York in
August 1995. Ad agency Devito
Verdi's tag line went like this:
"Each week, our writers see
more movies than Siskel and
Ebert...and eat at more restau-
rants than Ebert." Clever.

Now that Ebert has a new
book, Roger Ebert's Book of
Film (WW Norton), he's letting
TONY make amends by feting
him at a book -release party
later this month in Park City,
Utah, during the Sun- dance
Film Festival. TONY editor -in -
chief Cyndi Stivers and
Vaughan Tebbe, TONY publish-
er, will head west to attend the
affair at Dolly's Bookstore on
Park City's Main Street. We
hear there'll be plenty of hors
d'oeuvres. -AS

flown in from New York just
for the party. Why? Remember
what Shales wrote about
Conan? his producer reminded
Mediaweek. Oh, yes. Something
like, "O'Brien shouldn't be
allowed on TV after dark."
Hmmm. Wouldn't want to read
that again.

Dan Rather flew in for the
affair. Bernie Shaw and his
CNN partner Judy Woodruff
were both on hand. Former
CBS News president Howard
Stringer held court while
onlookers whispered, "What's
he up to now?" Clinton image -
maker Bob Squier and several
White House officials looked
relaxed. Network lobbyists jos-
tled to shake Shales' hand. The
buzz around the CBS contin-
gent centered on whether
Diane Sawyer would return to
the nest.

But even the hot gossip was-
n't enough to ward off the cold
seeping under the large party
tent erected on Graham's patio.
Some guests huddled around
the space heaters, but the smart
ones just stood in the space
between Rep. Ed Markey (D -
Mass.) and Motion Picture
Association president Jack
Valenti as they glared at each
other: The two had just spent
72 straight hours exchanging
shots in dozens of on -air inter-
views and talk shows about the
TV ratings system.

Not among the partiers
present to hail Shales: Kathie
Lee Gifford-though her name
did come up. During the con-
gratulatory speeches, Post edi-
tor Len Downie read part of
Shales' review of Gifford's
1996 Noel gift to TV viewers:
"In her holiday special, Kathie
Lee got Christmas in a ham-
merlock and tried to throttle it
to death."' -Alicia Mundy
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Elite Calendar
If America Online's release
last week of version 3.0

'vasn't exciting enough, the
service's Style Channel presents
Ln off-line offering: 12 months of
beautiful, unpixilated women. The
'997 Cyber Babes print calendar
:omprises the creme de la crème of
-nodels who uploaded their pictures to
the N, irtual Agency area on AOL's Style
Chancel, including Agency director Karen-
Kristia, alias Ms. January. Accompanying
each picture is the model's AOL address,
and :he date blocks thoughtfully note the
models' birthdays. All for $14.95 from Style
Charnel at keyword: cyber babes or by calling
toll -free 1-800-873-8489.

\ \

Pre -Dawn Strike by 'Gourmet' Sales Reps
When was the last time
you dragged your
behind out of bed at

3 a.m. to go to work (kidnappers
exempted)? If you're a member
of Gourmet's dedicated sales
staff, the answer is last Friday.

It all started in a little hotel
suite in Manhattan not too long
ago. Gourmet publisher Pete
Hunsinger and his merry band of
sales mavens were "engaged in a
classic brain dump," Hunsinger
says, trying to cook up an innova-
tive pitch to promote the maga-
zine's May issue, devoted entirely
to hotel and resort living and vis-
iting. One masochist suggested
that every sales rep leave early-
and we're talking early-wake-up
calls on the voice mail of unsus-
pecting media buyers.

Excited by the notion,
Hunsinger issued the edict: all
sales reps in by 5:00 a.m. EST
(that's 2 a.m. for the California
reps) on Jan. 10; make approxi-
mately 100 "wake-up" calls by
the 7 a.m. deadline.

"I told the group, 'Look, I
know this is ambitious, but I
think the earlier it is, the [greater
the] impact,"' Hunsinger says.

The message the merry risers
left? A knockoff of a typical

hotel wake-up call:
"Good morning, Mr./Ms.

[insert name]. It's Friday, January
10 at [insert time], and this is
your wake-up call for Gourmet
magazine's Hotel Issue. Every
word in the exciting May 1997
issue is devoted to hotels and
resorts around the world; it's cer-
tain to be an incredible resource
with great reader impact. So
please call me, [insert name], to
reserve room.

The temperature is [insert
temperature]. Have a nice day."

The rep who left the most
messages wins $100, which, in
case you're interested, buys 25
boxes of Vivarin. -MAR

MEDIA DISH

ATE/T Fields Foursomes for a Good Cause

Media executives were among the 280 golfers who played a round at Fiddler's

Elbow Country Club in Far Hills, N.J., several weeks ago for Ana's 7th Annual

Steven A. Cox Charity Classic fundraiser, benefiting the Tomorrow's Children's Fund

and the CJ Foundation for SIDS. (Top, from left) Aaron Cohen, evp, The Media Edge;

Hank Close, senior vp/sales, Fox Broadcasting; Christine Murtaugh, vp, TME; and

B.J. Arnold, account exec, TME; (bottom, from left) David Long, publisher, 'Sports

Illustrated'; George Burnett, vp/consumer marketing, AT&T; Neil Contess, managing

partner, Dugan Valva Contess; Toni Carey, co -chief executive officer, BBDO.

'Audits & Surveys 1996

Rams butt heads to show off. In advertising we use quotes, bold type,

and underlining (i.e. "Discovery Channel Latin America
has been voted # I in viewer satisfaction again.")

DIS oven
CHANNEL

LATIN AMERICA/IBERIA

Call Cathleen Pratt -Kerrigan in New York at 212-751-2220, x5I21 or Fernando Barbosa in Miami at 305-461-4710, x4211.
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Vaughan climbs
at Nat'l Geo

Caiman upped ESPN boosts
at Warners Sternschein

(continued from page 38)
man vp of Q Direct. Most
recently, Schutzman was in
the marketing department of
the Franklin Mint...Jim Gran-
lund has been promoted to
vp of technology and opera-
tions for CNNfn. Granlund
had been director of informa-
tion technology for World-
wide Information Technology
Services.

NEW MEDIA
Rich Zahradnik has been pro-
moted to vp of CNNfn Interac-
tive. Zahradnik had been
executive producer of CNNfn
Interactive, the companion
Web site to CNNfn.

PRODUCTION
Joseph Scotti has been pro-
moted to executive vp of
domestic distribution and
marketing for All American
Television. Scotti, who joined
the company in 1994 as vp of
syndication, was most recent-
ly senior vp of marketing and
sales. Prior to joining All
American, Scotti spent 11
years at Showtime, most
recently as vp of sales and
affiliate marketing for Show -
time Event Television.

AGENCIES
Joe Smith has been promot-
ed to senior media planner in
Creswell, Munsell, Fultz 8.

Zirbel's Des Moines, Iowa,

office. Smith joined the
agency in 1991 as an account
supervisor and was most
recently an account manager.

Also at CMF&Z, Dorothy
Medlang has been promoted
to assistant account manager
in the agency's Cedar Rapids,
Iowa, office. Medlang joined
the agency in 1981 as a

receptionist and most recent-
ly was senior account admin-
istrator...BBDO New York has
named Judy Vogel associate
media research director. Prior
to joining BBDO, Vogel was
with Ketchum Advertising as
vp and manager of media
services.

PRINT
Andrea Rene Vaughan,
Detroit advertising manager
for National Geographic, is

moving up to become the
magazine's national sales
manager...The New York

Times has promoted three to
vp: Scott Heekin-Canedy,
group director of strategic
planning, is now vp of strate-
gic planning; Alyse Myers,
promotion director, has

become vp of promotion;
and James Terrill, controller,
has added vp to his

title...Fortune Philadelphia re-
gion ad sales manager Diane
Papazian has been named
New York ad sales manager.
Papazian joined Fortune in
1992 from Barron's...The San
Jose Mercury News has
appointed Ann Gregg vp of
marketing and planning and
Steve Weaver vp of advertis-
ing and circulation. Gregg
had been marketing director
with the paper. Weaver was
ad director.

Sonic Youth's Moore and Gordon wanted no "Night" lines

Indie-Rockers Have No Time for the 'Times'
Who will fill Bob

Morris' party shoes?
The New York Times

has been trying out possible
replacements for Morris, the
columnist who for four years
parlayed the party beat into a
classy, humorous read and
left the paper several months
ago to work on other projects.
The Times is sending out
fresh -faced, in-house talent
equipped with steno pads to
chat up celebs and write it all
up for the weekly column
"The Night."

Last week we were spying
on one such auditionee, Ian
Fisher, a Times metro news
reporter, as he worked a party
at New York's Fez bar for pho-
tographer Michael Lavine's
book Noise From the Under-
ground (Simon & Schuster).
Fisher, the only one in the
room wearing a tie, was taking

comments from some of the
more bold-faced names in
indie rock, most of whose pho-
tographs appear in Lavine's
book. There was Moby,
Marcellus Hall from Railroad
Jerk, Dave Grohl and Courtney
Love. Jon Spencer, whose
Blues Explosion band was the
evening's entertainment, evad-
ed the young reporter. So too
did Sonic Youth's Kim Gordon
and Thurston Moore, despite
the efforts of Pat Blashill, a
Details writer who coauthored
Noise, to procure them for
Fisher.

Gordon and Moore didn't
want to "feed the star system,"
Blashill quoted Moore as saying.
So Fisher's Jan. 12 "Night" piece
had no quotes from the indie-
rock royal couple. Oh, well. If
it's any consolation for Fisher,
Morris probably wouldn't have
gotten them either. -AS

William Bennett Is Katz's Cover Boy
/n the relatively young but
burgeoning field of media
people publicly insulting

their colleagues in book titles,
Jon Katz is the latest eager par-
ticipant. Al Franken, of course,
began the trend when he fin-
gered Rush Limbaugh in his
most recent tome, Rush
Limbaugh Is a Big Fat Idiot.
Katz, media critic for Wired and

former media critic for New
York, now joins the fray with his
new book, tentatively titled
Virtuous Reality: How America
Surrendered Discussion of Moral
Values to Opportunists, Nitwits
and Blockheads Like William
Bennett, a Random House
offering due to hit stores in
February. Bennett is due to hit
Katz soon after. -MAH
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Not your
ordinary

media buy.
It's the Ad Club of New York's Media Auction. Take advantage of this unique
opportunity to purchase over $1.6 MM worth of teriffic media properties. This year, as
a Silent Auction, advertisers, agencies and the media can bid at their leisure.

Proceeds from this event benefit our industry through the educational efforts of the
Advertising Club of New York and its Foundation. The Ad Club provides countless
programs to attract the most qualified people to careers in advertising and related
fields. Financial support, including scholarships, grants internships and mentor
programs are directed to capable and needy students at the high school,
undergraduate and graduate levels. Since 1986, we have helped over 200 students
achieve their scholastic goals. Support the Club's effort to bring the brightest minds
into our business.

Don't miss this fantastic media opportunity. Call 212.533.8080 for bidding
information. You have until January 31, 1997 to place your bid. Thanks for your
support and good luck.
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ADVERTISING AVAILS

Give your
product away

- on television
game -shows.

It's the ultimate in low-cost, mass
exposure. We provide a complete service
to all TV game -shows. Write for details.

Game -Show Placements, Ltd.
7011 Willoughby Avenue
Hollywood, CA 90038

12131874-7818

ADVERTISING INTERNET
RESOURCES

MEDIA BUYER'S DREAM!
Parrot Media Networkla Find 70,000 media execs at 7,000
TV stations, radio stations, cable
systems, MSO's and newspapers.
Theyre ALL listed. Access is FREE.

www.parrotmedia.com

WANT WEBSITES THAT ACTUALLY

We'll help you with interactive database
access, dynamic customized content,

commerce, Java. Call David at ISC, your
Internet Solution Company: 212 477-8800

Magazinedata Media Kit Library
www.magazlnedata.com

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

Unique Promotion
The PakTite T -Shirt!

Our X -Large, Heavyweight

PokTite T -Shirts are compressed

into this *package...
Compressed under 50 ion, of pressure

It's Full Sire. mil, it i\'

T -Shirt

pat.ked

1,1 a -I- long.

2-z,- 11 hfr.

,o111,, tl h411-0.

T-Slun logo"

CallfortmIrcmlormattim,ample....dask
MouNmrmock-upclothilines.

PAiirrEt Br
11Y 3 -STRIKES ('I'S IOM DESIGN
45 Church Street. Dept 13 Es

Stamlnrd. Ct 06906
Tel. 203-359-4559

(1;;1;11;. Fax 203-359-2197

rya*eve SQUEEZED it n.

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

CustomizedSweaters&KnIlAfglians
la r tram cam rays

Utilize our wide range of knitting capabilities to
design customized sweaters and knit afghans to

enhance your corporate sponsorships. event
marketing & promotional efforts. We specialize in

100% cotton classic sweaters found in popular
national catalogs. Send in a picture and we will

replicate any style!

Millfielectia el Maier Myles

Apra: Tue-seTat II 1111-1 Pala
Closet Cake el Nor Caraead fillniarel Witt

Cinni KM Masts WI Persaikda
PM War &Oa Oat Prom

 hew PAleuiss A Pad Toureelds
stn s 3-1.1111RIKES CUSTOM DESIGN

0 45 Church Street. Dept. (14
Stamford. Ct 06906

Tel 2M-359.4559  Fax 203-359-2107

(-reative Solutions with Fabric Since /979

Discount Mailing List 718/783-0753
Reach the Best Audience for your products/srvs.

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

Positive Persuasion.

logos, brochures, campaigns for all media
Positive Studio Inc. 212.533.7160

ART DIRECTION

CONCEPTS & GRAPHICS THAT SELL
with Mac/All Media. (212) 873-2381

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

SR.AD/DESIGNER: Versatile. Elegant.
Brochures, advertising, logos, promotion &
corporate print. Mac studio. 212-966-2635.

Sr. AD/Designer- Strategic & versatile, nail awards,
beautiful print/DM/ads, MAC (212)508-3446.

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT

THE BEST CELEBRITY ACCESS
(800) 762-9008

The Hollywood -Madison Group
Los Angeles  New York

I'LL FIND/NEGOTIATE ANY CELEBRITY
FOR YOUR AD CAMPAIGN

TV, VOICE OVER, PRINT, MUSIC, P.A.
LARRY UNES (773) 281.7098

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION

801111E 1/1SMNIC PUZZLE ?

spanisviasie,,,
MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Creative Film - Audio & Video

,A. Hispanic Market Specialists

(800)388 - 6255

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

FREELANCE
ADVANCERS

hElDot
212 661 0900 to the most

y
reliable

freelance service
unlike a lot of the in the arEa
new "johnny-come-latEls",
we're NY -based former freelancers
who know the business and have a time -
earned rep for helping the bEsthElp themselves

multi-platform/multi-mEdia
graphic designers. art dirEctors illustrators comp/mech

expert production artists editors copywriters proofrEaders

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

Merl FOR HUMOR BROCHURE CALL rit

Macintosh 201594-2280
Learning WEB DINGS COMPLIER

Center.:  %)itIEL)P illu"fiNG GRAPHICSINImu

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

partent

ner

Professional help
for creative minds.

It's the most
powerful,flexible,

agency management,
job tracking, scheduling,

billing & accounting
software ever developed.

And we'll prom it.
Mac or Windows
610-666-1955

O
O

If you
Clients & Profits,

you'd already have
today's job list

Imagine: Daily job hot sheets for the
production meeting in minutes, not
hours. See the big picture, or zoom
in on details: Get weekly traffic, job
status, staff work -to-do reports with
a click of your mouse. Mac and Win-
dows. Available today. Demo $45.

800 272-4488
www.chentsamiptofits.com

3CE:11,MIN
Find Hundreds of Great
Jobs In Adweek Online!

Search ads from all six
classified regions of
Adweek, Brandweek, &
Mediaweek.

Visit our website at
http://www.adweek.com

Call 1-800-641-2030
or 212-536-5319

e-mail: adweek@adweek.com

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK
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COMPUTER SOFTWARE

It's Now In Windows...
Now, the most popular billing,
software improves its productive
the DOS Version now. Move
Mac. -For Advertising and

(a111-800-488-7544
for information and a demo

Drains Welcome to Inquire

It's
accounting

superiority.
up to Adman
PR agencies

disk.

Now
and

Windows
no system

+

T®

financial
Over

MRP
Marketing
 111.110/.

In Macintosh
management

1400 agencies have
or run it on your
offers more.

Resources PlusIth *me,

COMPUTER SOFTWARE COPYWRITING

Need hel with ADMAN?
Authorized dealer- I provide sales, training &

VICTIM OF FIRST DEGREE MERGER.
Last week I was a CD Writer genius. Now I

consultation on s_yvsetem4set-up, upgrades &
implementation. Over

can be yours. Free-lance 718-638-1938
&1ssyvrtunisr-dancy

DAMN GOOD WRITER

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Videos, brochures, speeches, ads, everything.

Experienced. Strategic. Call (212) 691-1972

COPY THAT SINGS

TAKE CONTROL MAC Ft' C'

OFYOUR AGENCY'S

for practically a song.
b -to -b, hi -tech, consumer (718) 229-4190

FINANCES! iraM4
the Complete

I 7. 14a
: Financial Sysiem c,8ti

Copy-OnCONTROL Time, On Budget, Online

Articles, Newsletters, Speeches, Press Kits,
Web Copy. Call 212-253-4270

...V___k.1.

Systems1-800-843-1795 HEADUNES FOR DEADUNES 212-580-8723

COMPUTER TRAINING

Computer
Multi
Beginner

-media
Graphics

Training
&

thru advanced
 1-0N-1 OR SMALL GROUP

 SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE

a-.-_-_:________-_ :17" '1.1  OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Esmop miemo Learn: QuarkXPress, Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Illustrator & Dimensions,

250 West 57th  Suite 820 Macromedia Director,

212 245 9391 ext. 444 Web Page Design -call for others

COPY/CREATIVE COPYWRITING

Poetry & Persuasion for Pennies.
Call Dianna at 800-618-1133 ext. 8271

COPY
RIGHTER

Do it right the first time

COPYWRITING
Award Winning Creative

On Target, On Strategy, On the Money

Copywriter.Fast.Fearless. Freelance. (212) 724-8610.

(201) 628-1792

MEDICAL/PHARMACEUTICAL/TECHNICALFresh
Ideas, Crisp Copy. (212) 546-1945

Copy & Research AN Salant: 212-757-4290
Fetching Copy. AD DOG 1 800 9AD DOG9

RENT AN AWARD WINNER
Stan Moore (201) 391-2329

"CAN DO" COPYWRITER CAN DO FOR YOU
what I did for P&G, S. C. Johnson, General

1 -..,--- I Foods, Bristol Myers, Lever: Build business, win

COPYWRITING

AWARD WINNER - Fresh, fast, versatile.

Seeks P/T, F/T or F/L work. 212-737-8977

PROMOTION WITH STYLE
Ex-mag. mktg. dir. creates ads, presentations,

media kits, advertorials and more!
Concepts. Copy. Art. Uz Schick 212-228-0825

Aren't You Tired Of Being Misunderstood?
I understand.

Ask IBM, NYNEX, MCI, PBS, Sharp, Tenneco
Ken Norkin, copywriter. 301.891-3614

Account Execs: Corporate copywriter/CD
seeks strategic alliances. 914 478-5686.

CLIO-WINNING COPYWRITERS.
Fast. Funny or serious. No felony convictions.

(202) 232-0300

//// COPY ALCHEMY! \\\\
I turn words into gold. Millions
sold. DM, catalogs, B -to -B, tech.

How can I help you? 914-358-0756

CREATIVECONCEPTS & COPY

for strategic
b -to -b and consumer ADS,

BROCHURES, etc.
(212) 348 - 9181

KILLER KONCEPTS & KOPY 212 260-4300

HI -TECH COPY SOLUTIONS 212 260-4300

Cadillac copy, Pontiac prices. 800-200-0397

COPYWRITING

FINANCIAL SPECIALIST
Financial and b -to -b "long copy" from veteran

marketing writer and former newspaper reporter.

David Bates (201) 795-0688

FREELANCE COPYWRITER
Thinks strategically. Writes creatively.

Good. Fast. Very experienced.
Call Patt (212) 595-6780

THE COPY HOTUNE: (603) 795 -COPY

Affordable expert copy from Top NYC Pro.
Fast!!! E-mail: geoffery.moore@connriver.net

ASK Avon, Avis, Bally Shoes,
Bergdorf Goodman, Citibank,

H. Stern Jewellers, Hostess, UN Toys,
M&M/Mars, Maybelline, Ralph Lauren,

Prudential, Sony, U.S. Navy
ABOUT MY COPY. 203-454-4771

CREATIVE SERVICES

DREAM TEAM
Art/Copy. Hvy print, TV, radio, 914-356-8127

FULFILLMENT FULL SERVICE

Fulfillment America, Inc.
Database Mgmt, Order Processing, POP,

Promotions, Pick and Pack
Boston -Indianapolis I -800-662-501N

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

DIRECT MAIL PACKAGING

FAN
The Ultimate Direct Mail Vehicle

Vantec
Call for samples and information1 *800'475'0660

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

\VF HAVE THE TALENT YOU NEED,
WHEN YOU NEED IT

WC are industry professionals with the expertise to
ex Alta:tie the talent we tit means tot_t will

tact the right person tor the 1(7h, l',11;11eVer the Joh.
So call us at: 1-800-216-0600.

AR TISAN'.
Your creative staffing solution

New York 12121 448-0200
luip://www.artisan-inc.coln

Art directors
Desktop publishers
Graphic designers
Illustrators
Multimedia producers
Photographers
Proofreaders
Web site designers
Writers
Interim staffing
Full-time placement

0 0
0

awards. Freelance. Tel: 212-447-7873.
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INSURANCE

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for

advertising & media firms.
Our rates are the most

competitive in the industry!

Advertiser's Professional liability
Property & Liability Coverage
Life & Disability Insurance
Group I lealth, Dental, & Pensions
Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & F or
Coverage for Freelancers too!

Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CI C @ 212-370-3900

Arnold K. Davis & Company, Inc.

MARKET RESEARCH

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH SPECIALIST
Focus Groups, In -Depths, etc.

Richard Kurtz @ (212) 869-9459

MARKETING SERVICES

NEW BUSINESS EXPERT -Develop position-
ing, image; marketing, creative strategies;

write presentation. (212) 213-8269

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

EXPERT PLANS & BUYS 201-379-2334

Consulting, planning, buying D.R. & general
long & short term 212-340-8006

Print Buys: Save 40%-80% 212-740-7788

INTERNET

Your company name
can be worth a
lot of money.

To someone else
Don't let someone else register your name on the Internet. Especially when we'll do

it for you. Absolutely free. Call 212-989-1128. Or visit http://www.interport.net.
And make sure your name makes money. For you.

Inter

MARKETING

LET YOUR PRODUCT
DO THE TALKING!

Randomly seeded talking
packages create the

Ultimate Promotion.

Call for FREE samples & sales results

RIVERSIDE TECHNOLOGIES, INT:

203-762-7100 Fax 9931
Products fllustraled are for demonstrate:ea only.

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE.

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

PARAGON MEDIA
ARE YOU AN ADVERTISER OR SMALL

AGENCY WITH BIG MEDIA NEEDS?

Find out why our clients would never go any-
where else for their buying and planning. Call

(212) 704-9965 (ext. 235).

NEWSLETTERS

CORPORATE NEWSLETTERS
Our clients include the Fortune 500

...and the less fortunate.

Cal 203-631-8154

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

RADIO COMMERCIALS

Our Productions Sound Great
Until You Hear Our Prices.

Then They Sound Unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds Almost Too Good To Be True.

P 0 .R DISPLAY

PLAST1C.RAFTER5
DIVISION OF GEORGE PATTON ASSOCIATES INC

AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR STOCK OR CUSTOM ACRYLIC DISPLAYS
Sign Frames  Brochure Racks  Poster iiolders  Kiosks

 Custom sizes. designs and prototypes quickly fabricated!
 Silk screen logo imprinting available for increased brand recognition.
 Complete fulfillment (drop shipping, special packaging, etc.) offered.

Call 1-800-572-2194 for a free brochure!

PRINTING

OUT OF HOME LITHO
FULFILLMENT SERVICES

77" PRESS CAPACITY  SHORT AND LONG RUNS
TRANSIT SIGNS - BUS. SUBWAY, AIRPORT, TAXI  OUTDOOR & MALL POSTERS  BACKLIT

Compton & Sons, Inc.
Posters Since 1853

CENTRAL SHIPPING LOCATION, ST. LOUIS, MO LOWEST COST

SAME -DAY QUOTING 800-325-1451 FAST TURNAROUND

Fax Art For Quick Quote (314) 991- 4726

PRINTING

Vi" JOHN ZAP PRINTING, INC.
.aura e, On -time. C.I.Ettect.

, W. Skeet Pod Printing
Books 8. Magazine.. Direct Mall Projects.
Marketing. Training 6 Soth .re

Y 212-736-4379 CT 203-972-8079

RADIO COMMERCIALS

Good Spot. That's a good Spot.
Ad Dog 1 (800) 9AD DOG9

USA's #1 disct radio DR buyer 212-740.7788

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES
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EASTERN SERVICES & RESOURCES

RADIO COMMERCIALS

Radio creative
or production

COMEDY,

DRAMA,
PATHOS
(and the other
Musketeers)

mimmumin.
hid Mon'

Call Mark Savan

8001443-2020 462-3822

RADIO PRODUCTION

If YOU
DON'T KNOW

DICK ORKIN'S
RADIO RANCH

WILL ALSO
CAST, DIRECT

PRODUCE
RADIO SPOTS

YOU'VE
WRITTEN,
TI-1EN YOU

DON'T KNOW
DICK.

1140 N LA BREA AVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038

PHONE: 213.462.4966
FAX: 213.856.4311

AOL: DORANCH
CSERVE: GO CREATE

VVWW.RADIO-RANCH.COM

RADIO PRODUCTION

Cookie loves her Clios.
Wheeee!

I'm naked!

Call for our radio demo. 213/969-9767Fax: 213/969-9,

Sarley, iligg & Bedder
Radio at its best

RADIO PRODUCTION

Get Great Radio Without Buying The Ranch,

Call for our latest demo.
And hear why you should farm out
your radio to a great bunch of pigs.

1 -800 -776 -OINK

OINK INK RADIO.
265 Madison Avenue, New York

RADIO PRODUCTION

Radiolana

Wieden & Kennedy.

Nike.

Coca-Cola.

Gallo.

The Pearlstein Group.

Hardee's.

Tillamook Cheese.

Lennox.

DDB Needham.

Pepsi.

Adidas.

503-224-9288.

TELEVISION

Nafl TV Lead Generation & P.1.212-740-7788

TRANSLATIONS/
LANGUAGE SERVICES

SPANISH COPYNOICING 212-744-2280

SPANISH TRANSLATION
307/366-2290

ALL LANGUAGESNO & TRANS. 888 4VOICES

TV PRODUCTION

Phenomenal Film And Video Productions
For Limited Budgets. Cat Joan at Richman

Films 212-582-9600

RADIO PRODUCTION

TURN YOUR
SCRIPTS INTO
WORLD -CLASSBon
Work with the world's hottest
radio directors, sound designers,
musicians and voice talent!
Fax or bring your scripts to
our new, state -of -the -universe
Hollywood recording studios.
And hear a world of difference.

4
WorldWideWadio

H (DLL V W 000
CHECK OUT OUR
Phone: 213 957 3399 Fax. 213 957 7050
Email: wadio@wwwadio.com

DIMO CD!

TV PRODUCTION

American and Foreign
Program Placement

Infomercials or Cable Leased
Access Major Cities in U.S.A.

CALL: MEDIA ADVENTURES

(818) 990-5767 or (818) 999-0427

YELLOW PAGE SERVICES

O'HalloranAdvertising,inc.
Serving Nati & Regional advertisers.

Strategic marketing designs, mapping,
demographics & business data all
at no added cost. (800) 762.0054.

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

"I SHOULD HAVE USED ADWEEK CLASSIFIED"

When you run Help Wanted ads in general publications, unsuit-
able applicants spring up in droves. They're impossible to inter-
view, slow the process down, and you lose time and money,
That's why, for important jobs in advertising, marketing and
media, it -pays to use the industry leader ADWEEK CLASSIFIED.

Fax - (212) 536-5315 OR CALL 1-800-7ADWEEK

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
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OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES

OFFICE SPACE

PARK AVE & 28TH ST
PRIVATE OFFICE FOR RENT
Join us in renting all new, gorgeous
executive offices, conference room,
phones, all services. Ideal for 2-4
people. Service co, furnished.

386 Park Ave So.
A. Marx 212-683-2015

SUPERB SUBLET
Midtown, Furnished, 5 windowed of-
fices available. Ideal for Ad Agency,
PR or Media Services. Creative
Groups on premises, Receptionist,
Fax, Copiers, Large Conf Rm, Files,
Storage area. W/Divide. Rea-
sonable. Call Phil.

212-302-5500

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

SALES/PUBLISHING
MANAGEMENT

Growing 4 -color magazine, with unique
concept & contracts to publish con-
sumer annuals, seeking individual
interested in management &
ownership opportunities. Call
203-426-2666. Lv. message.

USE
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

TO GET NATIONAL
EXPOSURE

EMPLOYMENT

SR. ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
Rapidly growing national sales promotion agency needs a manag-
ing director to manage the development and execution of national
consumer promotions. We're looking for a self starter with an un-
derstanding of promotional
ence in packaged and hard goods. You must have: BA/BS degree
and 8+ years marketing/promotion experience.

We require excellent verbal and written communication skills and
the ability to manage multiple projects paying attention to the de-
tails. Business/budgeting skills and computer literacy. Send your re-
sume, cover letter and salary history to:

Ryan Partnership/ICMG
55 Post Road West, Westport, CT 06880

or via fax (203) 454-7047

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/DNo phone calls please

RESEARCH PROJECT MANAGER
Interactive Research firm needs Project Manager. Requires related college or
advanced degree, 54- years research experience with supplier, excellent com-
munication skills. Extensive client contact, report writing, qualitative/statistical
data analysis and management of ongoing projects will be critical components.
Good computer skills and a strong desire to learn about the online environment
are required.

RESEARCH ANALYST
Interactive Research firm needs Research Analyst. Requires related college de-
gree. 2+ years research experience, excellent computer/communication skills
and interest in the online environment. Great opportunity for smart self starter
with growing firm!

Fax resume to 212-227-8482 or email to bertel@northstar.com

Use ADWEEK MAGAZINES to get National Exposure

EMPLOYMENT

Product Manager

G. Neil Companies is the nation's leading direct marketer
offering a broad range of products, services, and solutions
for the Human Resource market. We have achieved 30%
compound revenue growth consecutively for the past four
years through innovative direct marketing, leading edge
fulfillment operations, and a unique dedication to our
customers and employees.

Here's your opportunity to have a major impact on the
future of our business. As Product Manager, you will have
P & L responsibility for a significant core business segment
of proprietary and sourced products. You will provide
strategic and tactical leadership for innovative product R & D
and direct marketing initiatives within a rapid develop-
ment cycle. Requires a resourceful manager with a bachelor's
degree combined with proven success in product/service
development, market planning, positioning, promotion,
pricing, and financial analysis.

Located in Fort Lauderdale, which Money Magazine rated
as the 4th best city in the United States to live. As the
industry leader, G. Neil offers an excellent compensation,
benefits, and relocation package. For confidential consid-
eration, send resumes to J. Krienen, G. Neil Companies,
720 International Parkway, Sunrise, FL 33325; Fax: 954-846-
9329; Email: jkrienen@gneil.com. FOE.

g.NeilCompanies

ABP INTERACTIVE

INTERNET AD SALES
As an extension of our Interactive Media Services, we are seeking techno-savvy ad
sales professionals to sell ads and sponsorships for our client's entertainment web

site. Candidates should possess prior media sales experience or 3+ years media
planning experience with strong desire to get into media sales. Must have knowl-

edge of the Internet/WWW, excellent communication skills, and be aggressive but

not overbearing. 4 year degree required. Send resume to:

L. Mete, Manager of Interactive Media Services
ABP Interactive

136 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10016
Fax: 212-684-0469

e-mail: lauram@abpworld.com
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWE
MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $158.00, 1/2 inch increments: $79.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $30.00/week. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers
responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are
duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

EK Classified Manager: M. Morris Classified Asst: Michele Golden
The identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $20.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified Is corn-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 1515 Broad-
way, 12th fl. New York, NY 10036. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 212-536-5315.
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HELP WANTED

TRAFFIC
MANAGER

Print Traffic Manager needed
with 1-2 years experience.
The best candidate will be de-
tail -oriented and able to han-
dle tight deadlines on several
projects simultaneously.
Thorough knowledge of all
phases of print production for
B/W and 4/C newspaper, col-
lateral, and direct mail. A back-
ground in newspaper produc-
tion is a must. Retail experi-
ence a plus. If you feel that
you meet the above criteria
and are able to handle stress
with a smile, please send your
resume to:

TBWA Chiat/Day
Attn: Human Resources/NTM
183 Maiden Lane, 38th Floor

NY, NY 10038

No phone calls please.

ADVERTISING
SALES

Consumer entertainment
magazine seeks an experi-
enced individual to sell advertis-
ing space and contribute
creative promotional strategies
In our NYC OFFICE. Will be re-
sponsible for managing an ex-
tensive client list and devel-
oping new clients, attending
conventions and trade shows.
Requirements: minimum 2 yrs
in ad sales for a consumer
publication, an interest In pop-
ular culture and the entertain-
ment Industry, strong pres-
entation skills, ability to write
creative/Informative proposals
and relationship management
skills. We offer a competitive
salary, great benefits and com-
mission package.

Please send resume with
salary requirements to:

Human Resources
151 Wells Ave.

Congers, NY 10920
An Equal Opportunity Employer

SALES & MARKETING
MANAGER

Great opportunity to hit the ground
running with fast paced, leading
high -impact marketing company.
We're looking for an entrepreneur-
ial, hard working, creative, am-
bitious, career -oriented person with
minimum 2-3 years of brand market-
ing/promotion experience. College
degree, computer literate with good
communications skills. Sales expe-
rience a plus. Please send resume
and salary requirements to:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3930
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

Advertising

Rock Solid
Opportunities.
Prudential is America's largest insurance company and
a world leader in financial services. Currently, our fast
growing in-house ad agency has the following oppor-
tunities available in NEWARK, NJ:

Advertising
Marketing Writers

We're seeking energetic writers to produce crisp, high content marketing and advertising
materials (print ads, direct mail, collateral, employee communications). Dept HS/1176-AW

Senior Advertising Designer
We're seeking an exceptionally talented and versatile hands-on designer with substantial expe-
rience designing newspaper and consumer magazine advertising. You must be Mac -proficient
and able to direct others. Design experience with direct mail kits, collateral and web sites is a
plus. Experience with blue chip financial services, insurance or healthcare advertising is also a
plus. Dept PP/ADD-AW

Media Buyers
These are outstanding opportunities to demonstrate your talent and gain responsibility
quickly. To qualify, you must be a hard-working and skillful media negotiator with 2-5 years
experience buying newspaper, magazine, television (network or spot), direct response
media, outdoor or web placements. Dept HS/MB-AW

Technical Support Supervisor
We're seeking a systems support individual with a strong graphic arts background. To qualify,
you must be an experienced troubleshooter, able to run and service equipment, solve network
log jams and archive work, and fluent in both Macintosh and PC protocols. A college degree
in computer science and management or equivalent pre-press/printing operations related
experience is preferred. Dept HS/TSS-AW

Direct Marketing Traffic Supervisor
To qualify, you must be a take charge individual with the ability to set the tempo for and coor-
dinate schedules for our very active direct marketing driven ad agency. You must possess
good interpersonal skills, be assertive, handle pressure well, and have an excellent understand-
ing for collaterally related projects. Computer literacy and the ability to regularly provide accu-
rate and timely status reports are required. Dept HS/DMTS-AW

Direct Marketing Print Production Supervisor
We're seeking an experienced individual to assist with the purchasing of direct marketing
related projects. To qualify, you must possess a strong technical knowledge of graphic
arts/printing, be capable of solving problems, quality driven, an effective negotiator, and able
to work well with people. Some hands-on print newspaper and magazine experience is pre-
ferred. Dept HS/DMPPS-AW

Prudential offers a competitive salary commensurate with experience, a comprehensive ben-
efits package, and opportunities for advancement. For immediate consideration, please send
a scannable (clean, clear, no graphics and unfolded) copy of your resume, indicating posi-
tion desired by including the appropriate department code listed above, with salary require-
ments, to: Box BHA 5846, 437 Madison Avenue, 3rd Floor, New York, NY 10022; Fax (201)
367-8024. (Only those resumes which include the appropriate department code will
be considered.)

*; Prudential
We are an Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

and are Committed to Diversity in Our Work Force.

* * * REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY WITH ADWEEK MAGAZINES * * *
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HELP WANTED

SPECTRA 1 MARKET METRICS, INC.
The nation's leading provider of target marketing services to the Con-
sumer Packaged Goods industry seeks several outstanding individuals to
help us keep pace with our double-digit growth.

VICE-PRESIDENT - CLIENT SERVICE
Responsible for managing consulting, info. services and software pro-
ducts for a portfolio of blue chip clients. Must be capable of: 1) Gaining ac-
cess to / respect of senior mgmt. within Fortune 500 customer base, 2) Ad-
ding value as a strategic partner and consultant, 3) Successfully selling
new products and services, 4) Effectively leading and developing on -site
Client Service Managers and office staff.

Requires 5-10 years CPG mgmt. experience in a sales, category mgmt.,
marketing, or info. services role. Prior experience with info -based mktg.
technology strongly preferred. BA, or BS req'd. MBA pref.

CLIENT SERVICE MANAGERS
Positions avb'l managing client relationships on -site at HQ locations rang-
ing from Westchester, Fairfield, Bergen and Morris Counties, to metro New
York and Philadelphia. Requires 3+ years of CPG sales, marketing, or
client svc., strong analytical, computer and people skills, knowledge of
cons. panel data, mktg. strategy and retail trade. BA, or BS req'd.

Mail resume with salary expectations to:

Employment Manager

Spectra/Market Metrics
433 Hackensack Ave., Hackensack, NJ 07601

or FAX (201) 343-1088

Please specify which position you are applying for. No phone calls,
please.

Mid Long Island 4A's marketing
communications agency seeks
freelance copywriter with knowledge
in the electronics/engineering field
and solid creative marketing skills.
The successful candidate will
possess that unique ability to blend
technical information with innovative
creative resulting in cutting -edge
copy for business -to -business ads,
self -mailers and newsletters. Some
up -front client interaction required.
Fax resume with writing samples to:

Garvan Communications
(516) 827-4001

RETAIL JEWELER
Marketing Operations Manager

This position is responsible for the
implementation of marketing and
advertising programs. Also responsi-
ble for advertising, catalogues and
direct mail. Strong management
skills with minimum 3 years experi-
ence in advertising with strong
creative skills required. Word and
Excel. Opening in South Florida.
FAX resumes with salary requirements to:

(305) 460-7889

PLANNERS & BUYERS
NYC ad agency media placement is
our specialty and we have many Jr.
& Sr. positions available. Now's the
time to make your move. Fax re-
sume & current sal in confidence to:

Ransom Resources
212-288-1813 FAX: 212-717-4770

DIRECT RESPONSE

BROADCAST BUYER
Fast -paced suburban Philadelphia
media buying service is seeking
Direct Response Buyer. Individual
should possess strong negotiating
skills, be highly motivated, detail or-
iented and computer literate. Please
fax resume, including salary require-
ments, to:

Amy Rubinstein

(610) 668-3245

TELEVISION AD SALES
The leader in a unique national TV
advertising medium seeks bright,
articulate salesperson for New York
office. 2-4 years national media
sales or agency planning/buying
experience preferred. Base salary
commensurate with experience +
bonus opportunities. Fax cover let-
ter (w/salary req.) and resume to:

Debbie
(212) 697-8793

ART DIRECTORS
For freelance assignments. Must
have highly contemporary print
portfolio with emphasis on fashion
and image driven products. Should
be Mac proficient. Please fax re-
sume and three recent samples to:

(212) 989-3102
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Are You a 'Whiz gid?
Hot new kid marketing/advertising agency is looking for creative thinkers
currently involved in kid advertising, product development or programming to
do freelance work en a wide variety of fun kid projects for blue-chip clients.
So, if you 1.) can think like a 10 year old 2.) have created some of the most
effective kid products/communications programs ever 3.) want to make extra
money while still working your normal 9 to 5, fax your resume,or send
samples and/or reel of your best kid -directed work (no calls please) to:

Just gid Inc.. Att: Creative Director
300 First Stamford Place, Stamford, CT 06902, FAX: (203) 323-1806

DIRECTOR OF
MARKETING

Top stock photo agency seeks
creative, organized individual to
develop and manage all marketing
programs, including direct mail,
advertising and promotion. Ability
to handle multiple projects. Mini-
mum 5 years experience in creative
services, copywriting, budgeting,
database management, media
placement, PR. Knowledge of
photo industry/visual communica-
tions a plus. Competitive salary
based on experience.

Ms. Duffy

FPG International
32 Union Sq East, NY 10003

or fax 212 473-5182

ADVERTISING

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Top L.I. Agcy seeks hands-on
Creative Director. Brilliant concept,
layout, headline copy. Direct re-
sponse experience essential. Teach,
Motivate. Manage. Lead! Career
Oppty! Top Salary, Bonus, Benefits.
Send resume to:

A.C.D.
P.O. Box 748

Melville, NY 11747

TWO GRAPHIC
DESIGNERS

Adweek Magazines is seeking a Pro-
motion Art Director and Junior De-
signer in their Marketing Services
Department. Salary ranges: 35-40K
and 23-28K. Excellent opportunity
for high visibility, varied work - pro-
motion pieces, brochures, ads,
presentations, advertising sections.
Real talent, a must.
Please send resume and three non-
returnable samples (xerox copies,
ok) to:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3932
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

MEDIA PLANNER/BUYER
Full Service Advertising Agency
located in Essex County seeks
Media Planner/Buyer. Minimum of
(3) years experience in Planning
and Buying Consumer and Trade
Print. Broadcast a plus. Computer
proficiency required.

Please fax your resume
with current salary to:

HR Dept.
(201) 376-0979
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HELP WANTED

Spacious office.

Beautiful view.

Mahogany desk.

Matching chairs.

Coffee table.

Closet.

Media Supervisor Wanted
Please send resume and cover letter to Martha Cleary,

Mullen, 36 Essex Street, Wenham, MA 01984-1799.

Mullen

We're Nielsen Media

Research, the rec-

ognized leader in
Media Research. We cur-
rently have a position for
Client Service Associate in
our Atlanta office.

We will rely on you to provide

software servicing, training
and marketing support for cus-

tomers and Nielsen reps. Du-

ties indude servicing NSI, N11,

NSS, Hispanic and Monitor
Plus divisions. To qualify, you

will have a BS/BA, 2+ years'

industry experience, strong
understanding of client appli-

cations, excellent verbal and

CLIENT

SERVICE

ASSOCIATE

ATLANTA

written communication skills,
and PC skills including DOS
and Windows. Teaching/train-

ing experience is preferred.
Travel required. We offer a
competitive salary and ben-
efits package and a stimu-
lating work environment.
Send letter, including salary
history to: Attn: Human Re
sources Dept., Nielsen
Media Research, 299 Park
Avenue, New York, NY
10101.0074 or fax resume
to: (212) 708-7533.

Nielsen Media Research is an

Equal Opportunity Employer

M/FIDN. No Phone Calls.

Nielsen Media Research

Cognizant'

NETWORK TV SALES
SR. ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

Leading interactive music television network seeks a high-energy, self-
starter to develop key advertising accounts. Based in New York, this indi-
vidual must have a proven track record in sales, excellent communication
skills, agency and client contacts, minimum of five years experience,
knowledge of pop culture, music and the ability to package it all for an ef-
fective sell. Send resume with cover letter and salary expectations to:

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3934
1515 Broadway, 12th fl., New York, NY 10036

Media Planner Wanted
Please send resume and cover letter to Martha Cleary,

Mullen, 36 Essex Street, Wenham, MA 01984-1799.

Mullen

ViA Marketing & Design
Columbus

Portland

Manhattan
San Mateo

Zutich

We are an international, business -to -business
marketing communications firm focused on
results for our clients. We cultivate a deep
respect for process and collaboration. We are seek-
ing associates who are passionate about their work

and are damn good at what they do. Business -to -business is not for every-
one, but if you respond to substance and clarity over decoration, please get in touch.

Senior Designers Portland, Maine and Manhattan

"Senior" means you are a master of your craft and have that rare ability to guide,
educate and inspire both internal teams and clients. "Designer" means you are driven
to bring form from chaos, clarify, educate and explore. Within our walls you will be
exercising these talents on: corporate identities; collateral systems; advertising;
electronic media; and information design systems.

Senior Writers Portland, Maine and Manhattan
Senior Writer means you excel at conducting marketing -oriented primary and
secondary research and then magically weave it into crisp, lucid, emotion -stirring copy.
Your work will grace brochures, direct mail, and advertising that generates results for
our clients.You must guide, educate, and inspire internal teams and clients.

curious.

We offer a comprehensive
compensation plan including

profit sharing and 401k.
Individuals and teams are

invited to mail or fax resumes
and salary histories to:

VA Marketing & Design
34 Danforth Street, Suite 309

Portland, ME 04101
Fax 207 761 9422

Attention: Maria Corkery 

Client Strategist Portland, Maine
"Client" refers to those who have challenging
marketing and business problems. "Strategist"
means you will be entirely focused on helping them
find new and insightful ways to interact with their
chosen markets. You will be primary interface and
the big business brain for a multi -disciplinary team
of writers, designers, and strategists dedicated to
helping our clients succeed.

Looking for the perfect job?
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED
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HELP WANTED

INTERNET MARKETING
SPECIALIST
-East Brunswick, N.J. Of fice-

Utilize Your Marketing Expertise
For Industry Leading
Management Consulting Practice
Our Management Consulting Practice is a national-
ly recognized leader in providing innovative solu-
tions to a variety of challenging situations. Due to
ongoing significant growth, we now have a need
for a marketing professional to join our organiza-
tion.

The qualified candidate will be responsible for
developing marketing strategies as it relates to sell-
ing financial services over the Internet. Individual
must possess 3+ years marketing experience
preferably dealing within a high-tech environment.
Bachelor's degree is required, MBA a strong plus.
Excellent communication and interpersonal skills
are a must.

We offer a challenging, exciting, and extremely
active environment in which high performance is
recognized and rewarded. For confidential consid-
eration, please submit a resume or letter of inquiry
to: Box JA -356, 180 Varick Street, 2nd
Floor, New York, NY 10014.

An Equal Opportunity Employer.

Creative CT agency looking
for a creative account person.

(Even though our creative director says they don't exist.)

We think our account people should be as creative as our
creative people. We're a hot, new agency in Fairfield
County looking for an Account Executive whose talents,
ideas and energy match our own. Must have a minimum
of 3 years direct and general agency experience.

Fax your resume to Paul Hughes at (203) 899-7579.

MEDIA PLANNER
Top ten advertising agency is looking for a Media Planner whose re-
sponsibilities will include the development, presentation and implementa-
tion of media plans for a major packaged goods account. Candidates
should have minimum of 1 year of experience planning both national and
local media. This position offers great growth opportunities.

Qualified candidates should send or fax a resume and salary requirements
in confidence to:

BBDO Chicago
Human Resources Department

410 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611
fax: (312) 337-6871

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

COPYVVR ITF RS
We're Growing By Leaps and Bounds.

Come Grow a Career With Us!
Doubleday Direct, Inc. is a major direct response corporation.
We're looking for talented, experienced Copywriters
(at least 5 years experience) to join our Creative Department.
We require agency quality concepts and ideas. And you'll have
the pleasure of working in a, professional corporate
environment. Fast -paced, interesting and always something
new, your work will have to meet high standards and get
results in a competitive market. We offer competitive salaries,
excellent benefits and career opportunities. If you're the right
person, please send (fax/mail) with salary history/requirements
in confidence to: Robert A. DiPietro, Department Z

DOUBLEDAY DIRECT, INC.
401 Franldin Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530
FAX: 516-873-4856
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DNDoubleday

D 1 It E C '1'

Art Director
College Recruitment Publications

Creative Communication of America, one of the nation's leading firms spe-
cializing in the production of savvy recruitment publications for colleges and
universities, has an immediate opening for a Senior Art Director, either in
NYC or at our corporate headquarters in Albany. Exceptional salary and
benefits. Magazine design experience is a plus. Our publications are regular-
ly honored with awards for design and creativity and this is a unique oppor-
tunity to do powerful, cutting -edge conceptual work for a youthful audience.
We are looking for a designer with an exceptional portfolio who is passionate
about the work. He or she should have polished presentation skills, out-
standing marketing instincts, and the ability to work with writers and direct
the work of junior designers.

The position requires a bachelor's degree in graphic design/fine arts and 3 to
5 years experience in a senior design position. Applicants should have
advanced working knowledge of Macintosh and related design/production
software as well as a complete understanding of pre -press production and
printing technologies.
Send a letter of interest, resume, salary history, and three of your best portfo-
lio samples by Friday, January 24 to: Joe Orzechowski, President,

CREATIVE COMMUNICATION OF AMERICA, INC.
16 SAGE ESTATE, ALBANY, NY 12204, TEL: (518) 427-6600;
Fix: (518) 427-6679; E-MAII.: VEFAVIIOOK@AOL.COM

DIRECTOR OF SALES & SERVICE
Midtown NYC syndicated research co is seeking a Director of Sales &
Service for their Advertiser -Agency Division. Individ must have Top 50
agency/advertiser exp; brand marketing or media planning exp ex-
pected. Responsibilities include smart, aggressive sales and service for
Top 200 advertiser and agency clientele. Strong presentation skills a
must. Travel 30%. Microsoft Office and Internet literacy req. IMS. New
Age, Tapscan, Strata, PRIME a plus. Please send resume with salary
req to:

Scarborough Research
11 W. 42nd St., Mr, NY 10036

Alt: 11R Dept - CF
Fax: (212) 789-3577

* * * Classified Advertising M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK * * *
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Public Relations
Professional
Aetna is looking for a public relations profes-
sional to work in its financial services opera-
tions. This individual will work with our public
relations director to positively position the
organization through the media and directly to
various audiences.

The candidate will regularly interface with key
people from all areas within the company to
identify and implement public relations opportu-
nities. The position primarily entails developing
public relations recommendations, writing
press releases, working with the media and
developing internal spokespersons.

To qualify, you must have at least five years of
public relations experience; knowledge of the
financial services business is preferred.
Excellent writing, planning and presentation
skills and the ability to be a strong project
leader who can manage a diversity of work are
essential.

Aetna offers competitive salaries and
comprehensive benefits. For consideration,
forward two copies of your resume by January
24th, 1997 to: Andy Schwartz, Aetna,
Staffing, RSAA, Dept. 96-0001559, 151
Farmington Avenue, Hartford, CT 06156.
Aetna is an Equal
Opportunity,
Affirmative Action
Employer. na

Retirement Services

DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH
EXECUTIVE SEARCH FIRM

One of the leading executive search firms specializing in recruiting senior -
level executives is selectively adding to its New York -based staff. We are a
prestigious, medium-sized firm with a long history of recruiting senior
management executives across most industries.
Responsibilities: Working jointly with partners, develop comprehensive
industry and executive profiles using print, electronically -based informa-
tion resources and the firm's network of executives. Research is multiple
industry including Financial services, Wall Street, high technology, com-
munications/media, and Consumer Products/Services.
Qualifications: Bachelor's degree (minimum), MBA, law, library science,
or advanced degree preferred. Business experience in executive search,
management consulting, media/research or similar field with focus on in-
depth, investigative research. Strong working knowledge of computer -
based information systems and telephone research. Superior communica-
tion skills. Inquisitive/creative bent. Enjoys a fast -paced, transaction -
driven, team -oriented professional environment. Genuine interest in busi-
ness and corporate leadership issues.

We like people of high integrity,
who are fun to work with, very smart, and energetic!

Replies in confidence, with resume and compensation history to:
ADWEEK Classified, Box 3935

1515 Broadway, 12th fl.
New York, NY 10036

WEE
GROWN

AND SO

CAN YOU!

MARKETING/
MEDIA RESEARCH
PC METER, L.P.
We're PC Meter, the leader in audience

measurement on the worldwide web. PC

Meter is an exciting new division of The

NPD Group, a a leading marketing

research company with offices across

the U.S. and worldwide. Due to our con-
sistent and rapid growth, we seek the following individuals in our
Manhattan and Silicon Valley offices:

Sales Directors/Account Executives
Responsible for selling PC Meter services to advertising agencies, new

media companies, and traditional media organizations. Successful busi-

ness development track record and excellent presentation skills required.

Sales experience in one or more of the following fields desired: audience
research, media (new or traditional), or technology products.

Account Managers/Client Service Representatives
Responsible for managing PC Meter client relationships to help them

achieve maximum value from PC Meter services. Excellent interpersonal

relationships, strong communications skills and solid analytical orientation

required. Familiarity with one or more of the following disciplines desired:

media research, marketing research, new media, or consumer technologies.

We offer a competitive salary and a comprehensive benefits package. For consid-

eration, fax/maiVe-mail your resume to: The NPD Group, HR Dept -PC Meter,

900 West Shore Rd., Port Washington, NY 11050-0402. FAX: 516-625-4866;

E-mail: hr@npd.com Only qualified candidates will be contacted. EOE.

pc meter
A Subsidiary of The NPD Group

Bright Ideas?
Join a creative
downtown agency
enjoying explosive
growth.

Account Executive
Exceptionally talented and bright Account Executive sought to manage
all aspects of our clients' communications needs: print, point -of -sale,
presentations, newsletters, and direct mail. We need someone who can
contribute new ideas and work in a flexible, fast paced and team oriented
work environment. Candidate must be client savvy with outstanding
communication, presentation and project management skills. Minimum
3 years account and/or media experience.

We offer the right candidate the opportunity to shine

and help us grow even more, along with compensation

commensurate with experience. Submit resume to:
VVHH, Culver Associates, Ltd., 141 5th Avenue, 11th Fl.,

NY, NY 10010 or fax to 212.505.6899.

C
CULVER

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE
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g Professionals
0 Standards: As an international leader, Block Drug Company is

responsible for developing some of the world's most respected health, dental,
household and consumer products. Join the talented professionals at our
corporate headquarters and find out how much you can achieve.

Senior Product Manager Consumer Products - Oral Health Care

You will oversee all aspects of brand management, including advertising,
promotion planning and P&Ls. Additionally, you will train and supervise
Assistant Product Managers and play a vital role in new product launches. We
require a Bachelor's degree (MBA preferred) and at least 3 years' product
management experience for an established consumer products company.
Excellent follow-through, motivational, written, analytical and interpersonal
skills are essential. Position Code: SPM

Assistant Product Manageril Consumer Products

Assume
strategies
highly interactive
and at least
established
well as
abilities

your company.
compensation
your resume,
Resources
Cornelison
71111.2356@compuserve.com.
will contact
Opportunity

a wide range of responsibilities while identifying and
for the development of consumer products. As a member

team, you must possess a college degree (MBA
1 year of product management or advertising experience
consumer products company. Excellent follow-through

demonstrated presentational, interpersonal, financial and
are essential. Position Code: APM

ffill Rewards: That's what your contributions will get
As a member of our team, you will receive an

package that includes a 401(k) savings plan. Please
including position code and salary requirements,

Department - ADW, Block Drug Company,
Avenue, Jersey City, NJ 07302. Fax: (201) 434-5071

Visit us at http://www.monster.com.
only those applicants who best meet our requirements.
Employer.

LI
BLOCK DRUG COMPANY, INC.

executing
of this

preferred)
for an

skills as
analytical

for you and
attractive

forward
to: Human
Inc., 257
or e-mail

We
Equal

A World of Quality Products

"JOIN NOW AND SEE THE WORLD"
(OR AT LEAST PART OF IT)

No, we're not part of the Armed Forces, we're a growing New York
agency specializing in travel/hospitality advertising. We're looking for a
few good men and women to help tell the world about premier lodging
establishments. If you're an accomplished account executive with 3 - 5
years agency experience in travel advertising or, are well traveled, fax
your resume to:

212/986-3484
ATTN: Cheryl

Advertising

ACCT SUPERVISOR
ACCT EXECUTIVE

Come grow with us! Leading
healthcare agency, with a
unique, multi -disciplinary
environment, seeks both an Ac-
count Supervisor and an Account
Executive for fast-growing con-
sumer accounts. Consumer
agency background essential,
healthcare experience and direct
marketing knowledge a plus.

Please send resume to:

KPR
333 East 38th Street

NY, NY 10016
Attn: P. Mahoney

EOE

ADVERTISING

CREATIVE DIRECTOR
Can you manage people and
time with equal effectiveness?
Are you strong on creative con-
cepts, design, art and Mac skills?
Do you pay attention to details
without losing sight of the big
picture? Would you like to grow
with a creative Long Island
agency that is already headed in
the right direction? Yes? Then
let's talk! Please send your re-
sume and salary requirements:
ADWEEK Classified, Box 3936

1515 Broadway, 12th fl.
New York, NY 10036

Classified Advertising Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

MEDIA POSITIONS
Bozell Worldwide, Inc., a major international advertising agency, is
seeking talented media planners and senior -level media planners.
The chosen candidates must possess solid planning backgrounds,
with a minimum of 2 to 3 years of media planning experience. Senior
level planners require a minimum of 4+ years experience. Candidates
should be motivated self starters with strong verbal and written com-
munication skills and superior math and analytical skills. Preference
will be given to those individuals possessing automotive dealer
advertising experience.
Applicants must be team players with a high level of interpersonal
skills, able to manage multiple projects while meeting deadlines and
with major attention to detail. Computer literacy is essential with
Donovan experience a plus. An undergraduate degree and the ability
to work effectively under pressure necessary. If you meet these
qualifications and are interested in working in a fast -paced friendly
environment, please fax your resume with salary requirements in con-
fidence to Danie Twymon at (810) 358-8874 or mail to:

Bozell Worldwide, Inc.
1000 Town Center, Suite 1500, Southfield, MI 48075-1241

EOE/AA/M/F/H/V

TRAFFIC MANAGER
Wieden & Kennedy/Portland, OR is looking
for experienced traffic managers, junior to
senior. Agency trafficking experience re-
quired, large agency experience preferred.
Must be personable and energetic and able
to work in a hectic, fast -paced environment.
Fax resume and salary requirements to:

Lisa Rivera, 503-226-0512

NEW BUSINESS MANAGER
Hot shop expanding into the consumer product area. We are strong in
Graphic Arts, Financial Services, Banking and Medical Services. Our in-
house creative staff has won the gold, silver and bronze for design and
campaign work. We are seeking a third member to join our sales team,
who like us is a strong communicator, self starter with existing clients.
Higher commission, better benefits, higher draw and an equity position po-
tential. NO PHONE CALLS!!!

Interested, e-mail, fax or mail your resume to:

the.NAK.group
29 East 10th Street, 5th Floor, New York, NY 10003

e-mail: nakmkt@AOL.com (http://www.nakcomm.com)
fax: 212 505-9399

ART DIRECTOR/
COPYWRITER

Small agency looking for experi-
enced freelance art director/
copywriter with background in either
jewelry, financial, hospitals, giftware.
Fax resumes to (212)779-9684.

Roz Goldfarb Associates
(212) 475-0099

ADVT'G SALES REP
for NYC -based publisher of leading
computer malts. Min 2 yrs outside
sales exp, PC exp a plus. Salary,
comm & bnfts. Mail or fax cover It
(incl salary history) & resume to
Bedford Communications, 150
Fifth Avenue, NY, NY 10011, Att:
Adv. Director FAX: (212) 807-1098

FILM & TV JOBS
Entry level to senior level professional
jobs in entertainment nationwide
(cable & TV networks, film/TV studios,
TV stations, etc.). 2x/mo. For info., En-
tertainment Employment Journal:
(800) 335-4335 (818) 901-6330
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Amazing Media Opportunity
America's leading independent software company is establishing an
in-house, world-wide media department at their corporate headquarters
on Long Island.

This is an excellent opportunity for ambitiods'media professionals
to get in on the ground floor of fast-growing, multi -billion dollar high
tech company. Rated by Computerworld as one of the best places to
work in the high 'tech industry, this company offers generous compen-
sation packages and benefits ad agencies cannot match.

This department will plan and place media in 40 countries. We're
looking for media professionals with a minimum of 4+years experience
in print planning. Must have business to business or technology back-
ground. Knowledge of the computer/software industry a plus, in addition
to familiarity with international media. Should have excellent negotiating
skills, be detail -oriented, work well with people and excel in a team -
oriented environment.

Send resume with salary requirements to L. Scher at: S/M 641 Avenue
of the Americas, 6th floor, NYC 10011 or fax 212-366-6933.

There was once an agency that desired
to have several new Account Execs hired.

A 3 to 4 year stint
doing direct mail/TV print

was the sort of experience they required!
Fax resumes to Dept. AE

212-463-8419

Bozell Worldwide
EOE/AA M/F/D/V

Agents for Artists
We represent top photographers
and illustrators on a national basis
and need help staying in touch with
the agencies and design firms in
NYC. You will be responsible for de-
veloping client relationships with
some of the most interesting people
in the business. Position involves
securing, negotiating & managing
assignments. We're looking for an
energetic, self starter who has a
sense of humor and loads of
personal style to help us grow. Our
reputation is well established and
supported with award -winning
materials. Salary+commission.
Please fax resume to:

Ceci Bartels Associates
(314) 781-7377

CECI BARTELS ASSOCIATES

AGENTS FOR ARTISTS

WOW, DO WE NEED YOU!
We are a small, dynamic, int'l ad
agency in need of someone just like
youl A great communicator, well or-
ganized and fun to work with. Come
and manage our print productions, in-
-house operations and handle
vendor contacts. Fax us at
212-727-3486.

DEDICATE YOUR
CREATIVITY TO

CLASSIFIED
Send Us Camera Ready Art Work.Your ad will
stand out from the others and get better
results, If you are creative and design an ad
that sells your jobs to potential employees
Call 1-800-7-ADWEEK and get the details.

PROMOTIONS
MANAGER

NCC, the country's leading spot
cable advertising rep firm (14 offices
nationwide), seeks an individual
with strong experience in creating
successful local market promotions
that satisfy advertisers' marketing
objectives. This person will
coordinate promotional efforts with
Cable Networks, local market af-

filiates and NCC's sales department.
This positions requires a strategic
thinker with strong interpersonal
and presentation skills, a College
degree and minimum of five years
related experience, NCC is an
E.O.E.

Send or fax resume
and salary requirements to:

National Cable Communications
114 W. 47th St., 17th Floor

New York, NY 10036
Fax: (212) 840-5733

Dwana Hughes

HAVE YOU LOGGED ONTO
ADWEEK ONLINE YET ?

Visit our site at http://www.adweekcom
or Just call 1 800-641-2030

or 212-536-5319. Fax: 212-536-5310

or E-mail: adweek@adweek.com

Adweek Online.
First with news that lasts.

1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036

If tke Sloe Fits...
Do brands like Fisher-Price, Arrow Shirts, IBM, Kodak,
Canandaigua Wine, and Citibank get your attention when
you're considering career growth and job stability? They
are all clients of the Wolf Group, an agency with offices
in Buffalo, Toronto and Rochester, an agency quickly
growing out of its $60 million shoes.

Will Tips
Two Account Supervisors: Must have a

strong grasp of Direct Marketing, as
well as experience in the more

traditional advertising venues.
Strategic competence is a must,
and you should be prepared to

get your "feet" dirty.

Agletic noes
Two Account Executives: 3-5 years
experience. Need people that take
ownership of their accounts.
Expect to run fast.

Boots & Sakhcl&IS
Two Art Directors and two Copywriters:

5 years experience. Conceptual
prowess. Ability to produce
in all media. AD'S need

to be able to "boot up"
with all appropriate software.

If you can fill these shoes, we
have exciting and challenging work,
and an attractive salary and benefits
package to boot. Please send your resume and salary
requirements to:

WOLF
GROUP

Resources
40 Fountain Plaza, Buffalo, NY 14202

No phone calls, E.O.E.
http://www.wolfgroup.com

Marketing
Analyst

Our Corporate Sales and Marketing
Department has an excellent
opportunity for a marketing media
professional to develop effective
media positioning in specific
categories and support sales efforts
for Time Inc. magazine properties.
Our ideal candidate will have at least
3-5 years of agency experience
encompassing expertise in the use
of research in media planning, full
knowledge of other media and
strong marketing sense. Experience
developing strategies and tactics for
specific categories is required. The
ability to work independently, strong
customer orientation and solid
computer skills will be essential. For
consideration, please send resume
to: Human Resources, Time Inc.,
1271 Avenue of the Americas,
Room 40-08, New York, NY 10020.
An Equal Opportunity Employer.-Time Inc.

MAGAZINE AD SALES
If you are highly motivated, a self
starter, love a challenge and want to
become an ad sales rep for one of
America's best known men's maga-
zines, fax a cover letter and your
resume to

212-702-6275
Attn: Marlette Reid

You must have at least 2 years of
magazine ad sales or agency expe-
rience. Fashion/fragrance experi-
ence a plus.

EVENT MARKETING
Thriving NY based Agency seeks
organized team player to manage
event recruitment team and co-
ordinate direct mail. Excellent
environment for growth. Salary to
low 30's.

Fax resume to:
(212) 741-6932

ATTN: Reservations Mgr.

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK



Hiring Advertising, Marketing or Media Professionals?
Turn to

ADWEEK MAGAZINES CLASSIFIED
Talk to the best people in their favorite
business publications-ADWEEK
Magazines. We offer the perfect
editorial environment. And we save you

all the waste circulation of a general
interest newspaper. No wonder we have
three times more "Help Wanted" ads
than our only major competitor.

ADWEEK BRANDWEEK MEDIAWEEK

Just call 1-800-7-ADWEEK. In the West call 213-525-2279
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CULTURE TRENDS
Culture Trends is a compilation of data collected from Billboard, The Hol-
lywood Reporter; MTV and Nielsen Media Research to track current trends
in the movie, television, video and recorded music marketplaces.

Compiled
January

This
Week

1

Billboard's
from

11th,

Last
Week

1

a national sample
1997 provided

Peak Wks
Pos. Chart

1 52

of retail,
by Sound

on
Artist

No Doubt

Top
store

Scan.

20 Albums
and rack sales reports,

Title

Tragic

for the week ending

Kingdom
2 2 1 42 Celin Delon Falling into You
3 4 1 6 Bush Razorblacle Suitcase
4 5 4 9 Soundtrack Romeo + Juliet
5 3 3 5 Soundtrack The Preacher's Wife
6 7 5 7 Kenny G Space Jam
7 6 2 28 Toni Braxton Secrets
8 8 3 25 Leann Rimes Blue
9 11 1 81 Alanis Morissette Jagged Little Pill
10 9 2 13 Kenny G The Moment
11 10 6 7 Soundtrack Evita
12 12 12 6 Deana Carter Did I Shave My

Legs For This?
13 19 1 8 Makaveli The Don Killuminati:

The 7 Day Theory
14 18 1 7 Snoop Doggy Dogg Tha Doggfather
15 13 12 9 Alan Jackson Everything I Love
16 15 5 27 Keith Sweat Keith Sweat
17 14 1 11 Counting Crows Redescovering

The Satellites
18 25 12 43 311 311

19 24 3 16 Blackstreet Another Level
20 16 10 19 Various Artists Jock Jams Vol. 2

© 1996 Billboard/Soundscan, Inc./Broadcast Data Systems

r--

Nielsen's Top 15 Network
These are the top 15 Network programs for the week

Rack Yrxgrnm Network Rating Share

1 Seinfeid NBC 14.4 24

Programs
ending December 29th , 1996.

Rank Program Network Rating Share

9 Single Guy NBC 11.1 19

2 60 Minutes CBS 13.2 23 10 CBS Sun. Movie CBS 10.2 17

3 E.R. NBC 12.7 23 11 ABC Sun. Movie ABC 9.8 16

4 Mon. Night Football ABC 12.6 22 12 X -Files FOX 9.7 16

5 Friends NBC 12.1 21 13 3rd Rock From The Sun NBC 9.3 15

6 Men Behaving Badly NBC 11.9 20 14 Sabrina- Teenage Witch ABC 9.2 17

7 20/20 ABC 11.7 22 15 Dateline NBC NBC 9.1 17

8 Touched by an Angel CBS 11.4 19- - Source: Nielsen Media Research R= Repeat S =Special

R. Jeffrey Petersen
President, Ad Club of NY

Associate Publisher, Architectural Digest

Has NY Become the Center
for Interactive Media?

Silicon Alley and Valley Converge
in The Big Apple

December 18, 1996 -- The Ad Club of
New York feted "The Best Interactive
Agencies of 1996" at a luncheon and
industry exposition at the Plaza Hotel.
Contributing sponsors were DoubleClick,
Infoseek, Newsweek, Rodale Interactive
and Sachs Communications.

Adweek's selection of the year's hottest
interactive agencies put on displays of their
work to over 500 advertising and market-
ing professionals who attended. On view
was some of the most innovative work
being done in a medium that is inventing
new ways of communicating. Attendees
got a sampling of everything from clever
techniques for capturing an online viewer's
attention to great advertising ideas com-
posed in (and for) the new medium.

Of the 10 agencies cited, 5 are from
New York, indicating that the interactive
media business is thriving here. Honorees
included Agency.com, Avalanche Systems,
CKS Group, Dahlin Smith White, i-Traffic,
Organic Online, poppe.com, Red Sky
Interactive, Strategic Interactive Group and
Modem Media (TN Technologies).

Luncheon keynote speaker, Kathleen
Olvany Riordan, Director of Media
Planning/New Technologies, Kraft Foods,
presented her view on the challenges and
opportunities faced by advertisers on the
World Wide Web, and the high standards
this giant advertiser is maintaining as it
develops products for it. Kraft's commit-
ment and achievements in employing the
new media were demonstrated with a visit
to the "Kraft Interactive Kitchen."

This event was developed by the Ad
Club's Interactive Programs Committee,
chaired by Frank Dudley of FX Dudley
Communications. If you missed this event
and would like more information, call the
Ad Club at 212.533.8080.

The

Celebrating our first 100 years in The Big City.
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Get connectedwith
our Direct

%framematam

Your Best Source For Every
Digital Marketing Need

If you want to sell on the Net, reach first for
ADWEEK's Directory of Interactive Marketing '97.
The largest, most complete resource of its kind, it
contains data on thousands of companies bringing
clients to the Net and other digital platforms.

Clients can use it to locate specialists to help
broaden their World Wide Web franchises. Agencies
can use it to form alliances with independent shops.
Suppliers can use it to better assess their competition.

Readers can instantly access information about
Web site authorship and developer accounts ... and
quickly locate the companies with the most

experience. Every imaginable resource is listed - ad
agencies, Web site developers, software and hardware
manufacturers, CD designers, online services, graphic/
video design firms, consultants, leading media providers,
top brand advertisers, much more.

Each section provides the names of leading
companies, their expertise and scope, top personnel and
the Web sites they've built - along with other digital
products developed for clients. Expertly organized and
cross-referenced by state and by site, this invaluable
reference saves you hours of research finding the
names you need in the world of digital marketing.

ADWEEK DIRECTORIES
1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036

call toll -free 1-800-468-2395

YES! Please send me the 1997 ADWEEK Directory of
Interactive Marketing for a risk -free 30 -day examination.
Li STANDING ORDER OPTION. Check this box and your directories
will be automatically renewed for you next year.

0 Bill me.
0 Check enclosed for $199.
0 Charge my 0 VISA 0 MC Ll AMEX

Name

Title

Firm

Address

City/State/Zip

Card # Exp. Date

Signature

Phone #

U.S. and Canadian residents, please add $12 for shipping and handling. All other non-U.S., add $45
per directory. Add applicable sales tax in CA, FL, GA, IL MD, MA, NJ, NY, OH, TX & CANADA

ADIA366D
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CALENDAR

The Newspaper Associa-
tion of America's 1997
Newspaper Operations
SuperConference is run-
ning now through Jan. 17
at the Hilton at Walt Disney
World Village in Orlando,
Fla. This year's event fea-
tures experts in prepress,
health and safety, press and
materials and postpress, as
well as a first look at the
NAAs new newsprint waste
management system. Con-
tact: 703-648-1000.

The 19th annual Interna-
tional Sport Summit will
be held Jan. 15-16 at the
Marriott Marquis in New
York. David Downs, vp
of programming for ABC
Sports, will be among the
featured speakers. Contact:
301-986-7800.

The Cabletelevision Adver-
tising Bureau's 10th annual
Sales Management School
will be held Jan. 16-18 at the
Del Lago Conference Center
in Houston. Contact: 212-
508-1235.

The Association of Nation-
al Advertisers will present
an advertising manage-
ment conference Feb. 2-4 at
the Ritz Carlton Palm Beach
Hotel, Manalapan, Fla. Con-
tact: 212-455-8021.

The American Association
of Advertising Agencies will
present its annual media
conference and trade show
Feb. 5-7 at the Hyatt Re-
gency in Atlanta. To register,
contact the AAAA at 212-
682-2500.

The Television Bureau of
Advertising will hold its
annual marketing confer-
ence April 7-8 at the Las
Vegas Hilton. Contact: 212-
486-1111.

Media Notes
NEWS OF THE MARKET

Torn to Host 'Ghost Stories'
All American Television has
signed Rip Torn to host Ghost
Stories, a new weekly science -fic-
tion anthology series to be
launched in weekly syndication
in September. Torn, a veteran
actor of stage, screen and TV,
currently plays Artie, the acerbic
talk -show producer on HBO's
The Lany Sanders Show. The
role has earned him this year's
Emmy for best supporting actor.
On Ghost Stories, Torn will intro-
duce two stories per episode. The
show is being produced by New
Dominion Pictures and distrib-
uted by All American.

'Home Team' Scores Fox Group
As expected, Twentieth Televi-
sion has closed a major -market
station clearance deal with sister
Fox Television Stations group for
The Home Team, a fall 1997 syn-
dicated talk -show strip to be
hosted by former NFL star Terry
Bradshaw. The first major -mar-
ket sales are to Fox's WNYW in
New York, ICTTV in Los Ange-
les, WFLD in Chicago, WTXF
in Philadelphia, WFXT in
Boston, WTTG in Washington,
D.C., and KRIV in Houston.

Kelly 'Click's for Teens
Kelly News & Entertainment
has signed a deal with Mery
Griffin Enterprises to launch
Click, a half-hour educational
TV series targeted to teens.
Click is being paired with
another educational series, Peer
Pressure, and replaces a previ-
ously announced sitcom, Whose
Class Is This Anyway? Two of
Kelly's owned stations and nine
LIN Television stations have
committed to carrying Click.

Eyemark Clears 'Pensacola'
Eyemark Entertainment has
closed six station groups to clear

its fall 1997 weekly action -
adventure series Pensacola:
Wings of Gold. As part of an
alliance struck last fall with the
Partner Stations Network, a con-
sortium representing five station
groups, Pensacola will also be
getting clearance on most or all
14 CBS -owned TV stations as
well (giving the show a total of
60 percent U.S. broadcast cover-
age). PSN represents the LIN
Television, Malrite Communica-
tions, Pappas Telecasting, Provi-
dence Journal Broadcasting and
Sinclair Broadcasting groups.

'Computer Kids' Gains Stations
JEC Knowledge TV, an Engle-
wood, Colo.-based syndicator of
educational and new media pro-

gramming, has sold six new TV -
station markets for the fall 1997
syndication launch of Computer
Kids. A series designed to help
stations meet the new three-hour
children's educational program-
ming quota set by Congress and
the FCC, Computer Kids' largest
market clearances have been
secured with start-up indepen-
dent WJYS in Chicago and UPN
affiliate KIRO in Seattle.

'TV.COM' Gets Second Season
GGP (Golden Gate Produc-
tions), the San Francisco-based
distributor of sports and lifestyle
programming, has given its
Internet -based TV.COM series a
firm commitment to return for
next season. Last week, the half -

Cochran and Grace are holding court on Inside

Courts Share Cochran
As part of a deal with the Courtroom Television cable
network, Johnnie Cochran, the lead defense attorney on
O.J. Simpson's acquittal in his original, criminal trial, has
agreed to serve as a contributing legal analyst for New
Line Television's syndicated Court TV: Inside America's
Courts. Joining Cochran as co -contributor in the show's
"Closing Argument" segments beginning later this month
will be Nancy Grace, a former Atlanta prosecutor with
whom Cochran is also doing the new Cochran & Grace
show for Court TV on cable. This season, the syndicated
Inside America's Courts newsmagazine has been averag-
ing a season -to -date 1.2 rating nationally on 161 stations.
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hour syndicated weekly turned
in its highest weekly average (a
1.4 rating nationally) since its
debut as a weekly last Decem-
ber. GGP officials say the spike
in ratings is due to reformatting
of the show to emphasize more
in-depth feature and investiga-
tive pieces. TVCOM is currently
cleared in 120 markets repre-
senting 70 percent U.S. broad-
cast coverage.

'AD's Losee to Retire
Thomas Losee, publisher of
Conde Nast'sArchitectural
Digest for 13 years, will retire in
March. His successor has not
been named. Losee and current
AD editor Paige Rense were
both with the magazine when
CN bought it from Knapp Com-
munications in 1993. Before
joining AD, Losee had been pub-
lisher of Hearst's Harper's
Bazaar and House Beautiful.

Foxworthy to Host ESPYs
Jeff Foxworthy, America's
favorite self -professed Southern
cracker and star of his own
NBC sitcom, will host ESPN's
fifth annual ESPY Awards,
which will take place at Radio
City Music Hall on Feb. 10 and
will air live on the network. For
a redneck, Foxworthy is a veri-
table Renaissance man: Aside
from his sitcom, he has authored
nine books, has released three
comedy albums and still does a
lot of stand-up comedy. The
ESPY awards are given to ath-
letes who have excelled in their
respective sport and include
some 30 categories.

Media Gen'l. Sells 43 Papers
Richmond, Va.-based Media
General will sell 43 papers for
$107 million to Community
Newspaper Holdings in Lexing-
ton, Ky. The properties include

The Sampson Independent in
Clinton, N.C.; McAlester News -
Capital & Democrat in
McAlester, Okla.; and the
Macomb Journal in Macomb,
Ill. Media General will acquire
the Potomac News in Wood-
bridge, Va., valued at $48 mil-
lion in an exchange with Com-
munity Newspaper Holdings,
following Community's acquisi-
tion of the paper from Garden
State Newspapers.

Fox, Pirates Extend Deal
Fox Sports Pittsburgh and the
Pittsburgh Pirates announced a
multiyear extension of their tele-
cast -rights agreement last week.
Effective this upcoming season,
Fox Sports Pittsburgh will pro-
duce and distribute 85 to 100
games on local broadcast TV as
well as on its own network, up
from 60 on the network alone
last year.

Cool Promo for 'Planet'
Discovery Channel Multimedia
has teamed up with Ben & Jer-
ry's to cross -promote the launch
of Discovery's Animal Planet
CD-ROM. The deal will offer
consumers free pints of B&J ice
cream, a $10 rebate on the CD-
ROM and a donation to the
Humane Society. Advertising
will include print; spots on Dis-
covery, Learning Channel and
Animal Planet (a new cable net-
work launched last year by Dis-
covery); and point -of -purchase
displays at retail.

SportsChannel NE's a Basic
SportsChannel New England
has gained significant distribu-
tion from a deal signed with
Boston -based cable operator
Continental Cablevision, effec-
tive Jan. 1. SportsChannel New
England has been repositioned
as a standard basic channel,

Times
Mirror
freeze-ing
Times Mirror Magazines'
Skiing Co.-the division
that publishes Ski,
Skiing, Transworld
Snowboarding and
Snowboard Life-has
launched freeze. The
magazine, aimed at skiers

aged 12-25, is visually driven and cover ski culture and
fashion. freeze will be based in Boulder, Colo., when the
Skiing Co. moves its headquarter there from New York
this spring. The start-up's circulation is 70,000.

adding some 775,000 subscribers
right away and another 300,000
later this year. The move boosted
SCNE's sub count to 2.8 million.
The service is owned by Cablevi-
sion Systems Corp.'s Rainbow
Programming Holdings.

'SI Woman' Launch Confirmed
Time Inc.'s Sports Illustrated
officially announced last week
that it will debut its spinoff for
women in April (Mediaweek,
Dec. 2). The new book, whose
working title is Sports Illustrated
Woman, will be sent to 450,000
of SI's female subscribers, and
some 150,000 copies will be
available on newsstands for
$2.95 each.

'Newsweek' Ups Vamos
Newsweek senior editor Mark
Vamos has been promoted to
business editor, replacing Hank
Gilman, who left to become
assistant managing editor of For-
tune. Vamos has been with
Newsweek for 13 years.

Westwood Restructures Sales
Westwood One has reorganized
its top sales management.
Under the new structure, Sam
Benrubi, executive vp of sales,
will oversee all sales activity for
both Westwood's Entertain-
ment and Networks Divisions.
Benrubi, who most recently held

the top sales position for the
Entertainment division, will
continue to report to Greg
Batusic, president of the Enter-
tainment division. Jeff Lawen-
da, president of the Networks
division, will focus on expand-
ing Westwood's programming.

Whitcomb Climbs at BVT
Laurel Whitcomb, a seven-year
veteran of Disney, has been pro-
moted to vp of publicity for Bue-
na Vista Television. Whitcomb
oversees all publicity for the divi-
sion's syndication, pay television
and pay -per -view projects. She
has created PR campaigns for
Gargoyles, Land's End, Bill Nye
the Science Guy and The Disney
Afternoon. Before joining Dis-
ney, she was a publicist for ABC.

Halpern Moves at Alliance
Alliance Communications has
promoted Noreen Halpern to vp
of creative affairs to help with
the company's burgeoning pro-
duction and development busi-
ness. Halpern has relocated from
Alliance's headquarters in
Toronto to the Los Angeles
office. She currently is working
on several projects, including The
Inheritance, a telefilm for CBS
based on Louisa May Alcott's
first novel; Family of Cops II,
starring Charles Bronson; and
the company's sci-fi lineup.



Broad & Cable says:

TM 8 Cc:- Warner Bros, 7997

-TM
ptik, ),,E14

VooP
In BROADCASTING & CABLE's
1997 NATPE Survey, 79% more
General Managers picked
The WB this year than last as
"the one new network to
make it." 52% say The WB
will be the Fifth Network.
Not UPN.

Source: 1997 NATPE Survey as reported
in BROADCASTING & CABLE: 1/6/97
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BIG DEAL

Comcast Cable Communications
Agency: Earle Palmer Brown,
Philadelphia
Begins: February
Budget: $12 million -plus
Media: TV, radio

/n an effort to buck the industrywide
perception of the unresponsive
cable company, Comcast Cable

Communications is embarking on its
first -ever corporate branding campaign,
a $12 million -plus effort that positions
the No. 4 cable company as a compre-
hensive cable television/telecommunica-
tions provider.

The campaign comes amid a wave of
incursion into the telecom industry by
cable companies. Denver -based Tele-
Communications Inc. last fall
launched telephone service in the
Hartford, Conn., region and numer-
ous others, including Cox Communi-
cations, have been partnering with tel-
cos to develop entertainment, wireless
and on-line offerings. Comcast plans
to differentiate itself from the pack
by positioning itself as a customer -
friendly, high-tech cable and telecom
company, under the themeline,
"Everything you connect with."

The rollout will include four 30 -
second TV spots and four 60 -second
radio spots, created by Earle Palmer
Brown, Philadelphia, to break in Corn -
cast's 60 -plus markets in 19 states next
month and run through the first half
of 1997, targeting 4.2 million current
cable subscribers via spot media. It will
be accompanied by a direct mail drop,
bill stuffers and billboards that illustrate
the company's cable program offerings;
dedication to customer service; and new
offerings such as digital picture and
sound, high-speed modems and cellular
and digital phones.

Industry experts remain leery about
cable companies' chances in the telecom
realm, however, because of the indus-
try's poor customer service record.

Comcast will also leverage its other
properties, especially in its home mar-
ket, with a Comcast Rewards Visa card,
issued by Advanta of Philadelphia. The
card has a point system built in offering
discount tickets for its sports teams, the
Flyers and Sixers. -Bernhard Warner

Real Money
ADVERTISING ACTIVITY IN THE MEDIA MARKETPLACE

U.S. ROBOTICS
Advertiser: U.S. Robotics
Agency: The Leap Partnership, Chicago
Began: Jan. 6
Budget: Undisclosed
Media: TV

Physicists don't get many endorsements, but
Cambridge University professor Stephen
Hawking's reputation as a visionary made
him The Leap Partnership's top choice to
tout computer modems for client U.S.
Robotics.

Hawking and Apple Computer cofounder
Steve Wozniak are featured in two television

spots from Leap
for the Chicago -
based modem
maker's first for-
ay into TV. The
spots, which
broke last week,
are aimed at neo-
phyte computer
users and pro -

Steven Hawking
(top) and Steve
Wozniak hawk
modems in new
TV spots

mote U.S. Robot-
ics' X2 technolo-
gy, which has
produced the
industry's fastest
modem.

Hawking
made himself
available to film
the spots for a
full day in Cam-
bridge, England,
where he teaches.
Afflicted with

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis and unable to
speak, he punched out his lines on the com-
puter keyboard that synthesizes speech for
him, ad-libbing slightly from the prepared
script, Xistris said.

The spots will air during broadcast net-
work news and on CNN, as well as some
prime -time television, said Ted Xistris, a cre-
ative partner at Leap, which won the esti-
mated $15 million account in March 1996.

While U.S. Robotics modems are well-
known among hardcore computer users, the
sell is to computer newcomers who are not so
technically keen, but can appreciate the
virtues of speed. -Trevor Jensen

TANG

Advertiser: Kraft Foods
Agency: Ogilvy Et Mather, N.Y.
Begins: February
Budget: $2-4 million
Media: Print, TV
Continuing with the repositioning of its Tang
brand as an irreverent tween-targeted break-
fast drink, Kraft Foods is running a promo-
tion beginning in February with DC Comics'
Mad Magazine that includes a $2-4 million
TV campaign and an in-store sweepstakes in
5,000 supermarkets.

According to sources, Kraft's success in
'96 with test marketing to kids 9-14 has
spurred it to increase its ad and promotional
spending in 1997 along the same theme and
to adapt packaging and new flavors to fur-
ther identify with a hip, young target.

Kraft will kick off the Mad tie-in with
an FSI drop to 49 million in February that
will promote a proof -of -purchase offer for a
free issue of Mad in April, which happens
also to be the month chosen for DC's
relaunch of the magazine, its first restage in
40 years.

Tang had $26.6 million of the $29.8 mil-
lion breakfast drink mix category for the
year -ended Nov. 3, per Information
Resources. Sales were down .9 percent last
year, versus the 13.7 percent decrease in
1995. -Stephanie Thompson

CHAMPION SPORTSWEAR
Advertiser: Sara Lee Corp.
Agency: TBWA Chiat/Day
Begins: Mid -February
Budget: $2 million
Media: TV

Sara Lee Corp.'s Champion Sportswear unit
is hooking up with Woolworth's Champs and
Foot Locker chains for a product exclusive
on a reversible home/away NBA replica jer-
sey, buoyed by a rare product -specific ad
campaign from the athletic clothier.

The initial TV work from TBWA Chi-
at/Day, which won the $10 million Champi-
on account in September, will star Seattle
Supersonics' guard Gary Payton. The $2 mil-
lion campaign breaks shortly after the Feb. 9
All -Star Game and runs through the regular
season on the NBAs national telecasts on
NBC, TNT and TBS. -Terry Lefton
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SALON SELECTIVES

Advertiser: Helene Curtis
Agency: DDB Needham, Chicago
Begins: Now
Budget: $2.5 million
Media: Print, TV
Ildene Curtis will ramp up its tie-in to the
Grammy Awards $2.5 million in advertising
in the next month to support a promotional
tie-in between its Salon Selectives haircare
brand and the 39th Annual Grammy
Awards. Television ads break this week for
the "Winning Combinations" promotion,
with print ads appearing in February edi-
tbns of women's service magazines.

The TV spots feature young women
dancing, with a voiceover saying: "It takes
the Grammys to bring out the best in all
kinds of music. It takes Salon Selectives to
bring out the best in all kinds of hair."

Curtis is also planning to unveil new
Salon Selectives SKUs in late first quarter,
including Air Infused Styling Foam and
Smoothing Gel. Both of those products will
spearhead a portfolio -wide spending increase
cf 10 percent this year, according to Debbie
Hall, marketing manager for Salon Selec-
tives. Last year, the company laid out about
$28 million for Salon Selectives, per Com-
petitive Media Reporting.

The "Winning Combinations" promotion
features a sweepstakes in which consumers
can win an all -expense paid trip to the 1998
Grammy Awards. The Grammys, which will
appear on CBS, reach approximately 52 mil-
lion households.

Selectives' promotion and new product
push comes as Curtis tries to boost a hair -
care portfolio that continues to fall behind
segment leader Procter & Gamble. Through
last September, Curtis' share of the $1.5 bil-
_ion shampoo category fell 1 percent from
:he year before, per Dean Witter estimates.
P&G's share, by contrast, rose by 1.7 per-
zent.The Unilever unit is restaging its
Finesse line, the worst performer in its stable
(Brandweek, Nov. 4). Salon Selectives has
also slumped of late, but remains much
stronger than Finesse. In the year ended Oct.
27, Salon Selectives shampoo had $55 mil-
lion in sales, while the line's conditioner
grabbed $41.5 million in sales, per Informa-
tion Resources Inc. -Sean Mehegan

CMR TOP 50
A Weekly Ranking of the Top 50 Brands' Advertising in Network Prime Time

Week of Dec. 23-29, 1996

Rank Brand Class Spots

1 MCDONALD'S
2 AMERICAN FAMILY PBLSHRS
3 INFINITI AUTOS --Q45
4 BURGER KING
5 EVEREADY --ENERGIZER BATTERIES
6 PAYLESS SHOE SOURCE --FAMILY
7 BLOCKBUSTER VIDEO RNTLS

DURACELL --ALKALINE BATTERIES
9 PUBLISHERS CLEARING HOUSE

10 AT&T LONG DISTANCE
11 M&M --CANDIES

ZANTAC 75 --ULCER/HEARTBURN MEDICINE
13 BURLINGTON COAT FACTORY --FAMILY

USSB --SATELLITE SYSTEM
15 WALT DISNEY WORLD
16 CHEVROLET AUTOS & TRUCKS

JC PENNEY DEPT. STORES --WOMEN'S APPAREL
TOYOTA AUTOS & TRUCKS

19 RED LOBSTER

TYLENOL --EXTRA STRENGTH GLTB
21 CAMPBELL'S --CHUNKY SOUP

JC PENNEY DEPT. STORES
23 CHILDREN'S TYLENOL --LIQUID

DISCOVER CARD
NEW LINE --MICHAEL MOVIE
OLIVE GARDEN RESTAURANT
SCOOP AWAY --ANTIBACTERIAL LITTER
SPRITE

U.S. ARMY
VISINE

31 1 -800 -COLLECT

NISSAN MOTOR CORP
RAY -0 -VAC --RENEWAL BATTERIES&PWR ST
SEARS DEPT. --FAMILY APPAREL

35 ALKA SELTZER PLUS --COLD LIQUI-GELS
DENTAL CARE --EXTRA WHITENING PASTE
NISSAN AUTOS --ALTIMA & SENTRA
SEARS DEPT. STORES --AUTOMOTIVE

39 ADVIL --COLD & SINUS CPLT
BALLATORE --CHAMPAGNE
GILLETTE SENSOR EXCEL --RAZOR
MATILDA --VIDEO
ROBITUSSIN --COUGH SYRUP
TAGAMET HB 200 --HEARTBURN CONTROL TAB

45 ALKA SELTZER PLUS --COLD TAB
CAMPBELL'S 98% FAT FREE --SOUP
FORD AUTOS --TAURUS
HALL'S MENTHO-LYPTUS --TAB
KELLOGGS --CRISPIX CEREAL
LISTERINE --MOUTHWASH

V234
B420

T112
V234
H220

V313
V341

H220
B420
B142
F211

D213
V311

H320

V239
T114
V321

T115
V234
D211

F121

V321

D211

B150

V233
V234
G532
F221

B160
D219
B142

T112
H220
V321
D212
D121

T112
V321

D212
F3213

D126
H330
D212
D213
D212
F121

T111
D212
F122
D121

Ranked in order of total spots. Includes ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, UPN and WB. Regional feeds are c3unted as whole spots.
Spots indexed to average spots for all brands advertising in prime time, i.e., if McDonald's Index =1308, McDonald's ran
1208 percent more spots than the average. Source: Competitive Media Reporting
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Teched Off
THANK YOU FOR CALLING TECHNICAL SUPPORT. ALL

of our technicians are currently busy helping people

even less competent than you, so please hold for the next available tech-

nician. The waiting time is now estimated at between 15 minutes and

eternity. In order to expedite your call, please punch your 63 -digit
product identification number onto your telephone touch pad, fol-
lowed by your product serial number, which can be found in a secret

compartment inside your computer, where, for security purposes, it

is printed in the smallest typeface known to mankind. Do that now.
(Lengthy excerpt from Mahler's "Lugubri-

ous" Symphony in C minor)
Thank you again for calling Technical

Support. We recommend that you sit at your
computer, preferably turning it on at some
point, and have at hand all your floppy disks,
CD-ROM disks, computer manuals and orig-
inal packing materials in order to allow the
technician to aid you, in the unlikely event
that he ever takes your call. It would also be
helpful for you to refrain
from sobbing while ex-
plaining your problem
to the technician. Shout-
ing obscene threats will
cause you to be immedi-
ately disconnected and blackballed from fur-
ther communication with Technical Support,
not only ours but that of every other electron-
ics -related firm in the industrialized world.

(Medley of Hootie and the Blowfish hits
rendered by the Mormon Tabernacle Choir)

Thank you once again for calling Techni-
cal Support. In order to enable us to better
assist you, it would be helpful to know more
about you and your equipment. Have you
called Technical Support before? If you have,
please press the numeral 1 on your telephone
touch pad. If not, press the numeral 2. If you
are not sure, using the letters on your touch
pad, spell out the phrase "I am confused and
despondent and quickly losing the will to
live." Once you have finished, hang up your

phone and make arrangements to sell your
computer, because by the time the technician
takes your call, it will be obsolete and you will
be too senile to use it anyway.

(Rangoon Opera Company's classic 1963 re-
cording of Wagner's "Ring Cycle" in its entirety)

Thank you for calling Technical Support.
Unfortunately, all of our technicians just went
out for lunch. This means that to the estimat-
ed waiting time we gave you earlier, you may

If my monitor screen is dark, is it possible I have forgotten to plug in

my computer or, alternately, that I have been suddenly struck blind?

now add at least another two hours.
(Wayne Newton singing "Danke Schoen"

1,743 times)
Thank you for calling Technical Support.

Before talking to the technician about your
problem and risking the possibility that you
may be wasting his valuable time, please ask
yourself the following questions: If my moni-
tor screen is dark, is it possible I have forgot-
ten to plug in my computer or, alternately,
that I have been suddenly struck blind? Have
I exhausted every possible means of help
before utilizing the sacred, last -resort tele-
phone option? Have I sent a fax to Fast Fax
Technical Support? Have I consulted my man-
ual? Have I read the Read Me notice on the
floppy disk? Have I called up my know-it-all

geek cousin whom I can't stand but who can
probably fix this thing for me in under five
minutes? Have I given the central processing
unit of my computer a good, solid whack? If
you cannot honestly answer yes to all these
questions, please get off the line immediately
so that our overworked technicians can help
those truly desperate customers whose suffer-
ing is so much greater than yours.

(Recording of Tibetan monks performing a
six -day chant celebrating the reincarnation of
one of their recently deceased colleagues into
the form of a salamander)

Thank you for calling Technical Support.
You may not be aware that this week we are
featuring a discount on a number of popular
CD-ROM titles you may wish to purchase,
such as the best-selling Porn Doubler, which
allows you to access erotic material from the
Internet would like to
hear all 26,000 titles read to you, shout "Yes!
Yes! Yes!" into the telephone now. This will
not cause you to lose your place in line for
Technical Support; in fact it may jump you
ahead of several other callers.

(Tape loop of background music from the
soundtrack of Johnny Mnemonic, starring
Keanu Reeves)

Thank you for calling Technical Support.
Our electronic sensors
indicate that you are
about to slump over and
die from a massive frus-
tration attack combined
with severe dysfunction

from lack of food and water. Before doing
so, please take a moment to place your tele-
phone receiver back in its base and switch off
your computer so as not to wear down its
internal battery. As a nonliving person, you
will have no further need of Technical Sup-
port, and so we regretfully must remove you
from our list of registered product users.
Remember, we valued your patronage and
were happy to serve your needs. Do not hes-
itate to have your heirs or beneficiaries con-
tact us should any further technical prob-
lems arise.

Editor's Note: Media Person recently purchased
a StarMax 4000 computer and is currently hy-
ing to learn how to work it.



We built our brand on powerfu programming. And it shows.

From Seinfeld to the Olympic lames, from NBC Nightly News

with Tom Brokaw to The Tonig.it Show with lay Leno, and from

Saved by the Bell to Days of LAir Lives, NBC's entertainment,

news and sports programming reaches nine out of ten U.S.

households each week. That'; truly Must See TV!

The best Must Buv
For over five decades, NBC hzs played an instrumental role inplan for your the launch of nearly every successful brand. And we bring

advertisers greater resources today than ever before. Besides

brand being America's most powerful television network, NBC offers

the reach and local identity o: 215 affiliate brands, innovative

worldwide ventures in cable, :he consumer impact of iiteractive

media, and more. When it cosies to building your brand, there's

no stronger brand than ours.

To learn rr ore about how NBC can help you meet your marketing and advertising goals,
visit our websle at htp://www.NEC.com/superbrands. or call NBC Marke ing at (212) 664-4881.

NBC ENTERTAINMENT
Where America tutus for Must See

primetime. late night.
daytime and teen programming

S SPORTS LEADER

NBC NEWS

AiriANBC
TELEVISION STATIONS

the eleven NBC owned
stations - broadcasting
excellence in America's
most vibrant markets

First in business worldwide,
reaching the U.S., Europe.

Asia and Latin America

The future of news from the people
you know, on cable and the Internet

(4k))NBC.com



ADVERTISING ON THE INTERNET

Build
Relationships

The Internet.
It's about connecting. Reaching people like no other medium in

history. It can be compared to classic door-to-door selling - an

introduction is made, interaction begins, questions are asked and

answered, products are sold. A relationship is created. The

Internet takes relationships to a new level. The dialogue between

brands and consumers is immediate, flexible and global. The

marketing potential is awesome.

Are companies realizing the potential yet? Some are. The largest

bookstore in the world doesn't have a single retail location. It's

on the Web. Major corporations are saving millions of dollars by

publishing their annual reports on the Internet. Delivery services

allow customers to track packages via the Web, saving themselves

money and giving consumers that all-important sense of control.

Every day the Internet creates new ways to make money and

connect with people. The economic and social impact is profound.

mac user - entertainment industry - traveler

As the first and leading Internet Advertising Network,

DoubleClick hakOzelorted a marketing model that moves

product and builds brands. We don't create ad banners, develop

Web content or simply "rep" sites. Through proprietary

technology, we deliver your advertising banners to your most

likely prospects. The ultimate in target marketing. Creative can

be tested before you spend big money on placements. Detailed

reports show how many times people clicked on your ad and

what they did once they reached your site. The ultimate in

accountability. Intimidating? Unbelievable? No. Reality.

DoubleClick will show you how it's done.

We look forward to meeting you.

This is the first in a series of educational ads created to help you better

understand advertising on the Internet. Over the next few months,

we will discuss the Internet and related marketing issues. If you have

any comments, suggestions or topics to explore please visit our

Web site at vive,v.doubleclick.net or call 1 888.727.5300, code dc207.

Building one-to-one relationships millions at a time DoubleCliat
www.doubleclick.net


